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Rates of Advertising: One inch of space,
ength of column, constitutes a “square.”
$. 50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
w -t*k after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after tirst week. 50 cents.
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Under head of “Amusements,” $2 00 per square
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Press” (wh'cli has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents pei square for each subsequent insertion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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AT

Autumn ses.^ion will open August 16th. All
of Home are here combine'I with a
superior
Boys are prepared for college 01 business
Graduation and diplomas are confered upon
all who finish the reijuiied course of study. Send
for an illustrated circular, or address the Principal,
ALL)UN J. BLETHEN. A. M.
julld3m
the comforts
THE
school.

PRESS

published

Boys,

LITTLE BLUE, Farmington Me.

AT

LAW,

Navigation

School J

VIGATION SCHOOL will he opened at No.
ANA
15J Ex< liange street, March 3d, to be under
the
of

charge Capt. Edward Breen and C. H. Farley.
Instructi-'n will be given every afternoon by Capt.
Bieen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. II.
Farley. The course will begin with decmal arithmetic, and well comprise Plane,
Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use Traverse,
of Logarithms: the use
and adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
bv Sun and Stars, and Longitude
by Chronometer.
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will l>e taught if desired.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams ami apparams,
and the use ami adjust me >t of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Meteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &cM will also be introduced
j at Ihe evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. II.
fel»19tf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

has removed to

REAL

NO. 84 1-3 HIIDDLE ST1U.ET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,

fehio__
II. LATISWA,

WEST End.
A good brick house, twelve
hot ami cold Sebago ami bath rwm.
20,000 feet, nice grapery, first class neighborhood.
to W. H. JEKRIS, Real Estate Agent,
Cahixin Block.
sell*3w

Apply

No. 152 Middle

Street.

POKTUNI), IHE.
Copying and enlarging done »o order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and oil imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
Moderate
work
at
{3P~iVlotlo—€ ooti
Prices. Aim to Plea*e.
may 20

liOSS ^STURDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment oi
the Celebrated Coni mined l>y Messfs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
^ilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, ami Pittstoa

Coals, shipped

Vesfrom the vicinity of New York
sels proem ed for the t ran port ation of coals trom
rt of sbimuent
any point desired.
tfapr27

J. H. HOOPEII,

UPHO L8TERER
MANUFACTURER OF

ameled Chairs, Are.

CLARK,~

5

AND

GAS

West-

TIHIS

suitably

hay,

Me-au25dlf

Country Cotagc for

my27tf

MERRILL,
AT

COUNSELOR

Exchange At.,

50 CLOAK-MAKERS
WANTED

AN

LAW

Portland.

P’OR

3 Oak St.

SAlEE !

About 5000 feet Lund.

octll-tf

A. MIK iSELMI. I>.

Buildings

reining

non'

Tor

than $800 per year.

more

NO.

STREET,

11 MYRTLE

CUSHMAN’S FRUIT STORE,
Portland, August 14th,

aulM2m

1873.

No* COG

SCRIBNER A JORDAN,

PATENT AGENTS, For Sale
74 MIDDLE, COR., EXCHANGE ST.,
POHTLA.ND, MAINE.

AT

LAW,

MAINE.

CASCO,

WILLIAM

SALE.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet,deep, and plans have been drawn t» How, for a
block or seven or nin. genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

A

HOBSON,

OUNSELLORS A T L A W,
35 OLD STY TE HOUSE,

BOSTON.
6m

aul

MACHINEWORKS
(FORMERLY C.

STAPLES

&

SON,)

Marine, Stationary and Portable

ENGINES,

STEAM

Steam Boilers. Bleach Boilers ami Tanks, Shaftine.
Mill Geaiingand General Machinery. Castings ox
iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
atiended to.
Q3T~ New and Second-hand Engines tor sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old iron.
215 Commercial Street,
W. H. FESSENDEN.
Portland, Me*
aprlttf

GEO. E. COLIINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

FOR

THE
br'ck and stone and has all
Portland, Sep. 18th,

ARTIST,

MLASOIFS
NORTH

ridHERE is
JL
mas

two
treet.

or

House to Let.

CORNER CROSS AND FORE STS,
PORTLAND,

Emery
Sebago

To Lef.
Story in Store No. 135 Middle Street
•over Shaw’s Tea Store”. Inquire at No. 137
across the entry.
au6*6w

SECOND

To Let.

ANEW
Horse

Atlantic near '"’ongress St., and
Suitable for a Shoe Store or fancy
i*oods or Groce ie.s. Apply to S. A.
No. 37 St. Lawrence St.
dlw then eodtf
on

cars.

and domestic

HAYING

Witt. F. nil^SEY,

Washington

Me.
tf-

JytT

furnish Summer Boarders and Transient

at
nearest

large
prices.
Hotel to the Portland
Ogdensburg It. R.

Starion*

SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CMAS. F. ROUNDS.

JANES N. GIBSON,

JulM3m

barium s

Notice.
copart-

Proprietor.

hotel,

Cor. Broadway & Twentieth Street,
NEW YORK.
ON BOTH AMERICAN A EUROPEAN PLANS.
rooms
Complete with all modern improvements;
en suite and single; private parlors, baths, elevators,

oi Hounds, Sarcontinue the Business of dealers
the old stand of Samuel Rounds
name

in Coal & Mood, at
.«& Sons, No. :’6 Commercial Street
They will settle all demands ot the late firm oi
Samuel Rounds & Sous.
SAMUEL HOUNDS.
GEO. H. ROUNDS,
EDWARD H. SARGENT.
sitl
gpr5

dtt

H.,

WILL
Company with good accommodations and board
and pleasant and
Rooms
moderate

■consent.

10 to 11

House!

NORTH CONWAY, N.

Dis*olittion ot t'oiKii'inii'sliit).
is hereby given that the copartnership
■\TOTlCE
An heretofore existing under the firm name of Samuel Rounds dr Sons, is this day dissolved by mutuai

DR. LUDWIG.
resumed practice. Office hours from
A. M., and from 1 to 3 P. M.

Proprietor.

jyl9dtf

STREET.

Location unsurpassed, l»eing ip the very centre
of fashion and brilliant New York life. In proximity
to Churches and places of amusement, and Lord &
Taylor’s, Arnold & Constables’ and J. & C. Jolinson’s Dr> Goods palaces.
The hotel is under the
management of A. S. Barnum, formerly of Barnum’s
Hotel. Baltimore; I. N. Green, of Dayton, Chin, a d
recently of New York, and Freeman Barnum, of

&c.

1

Barnum’s Hotel, St. Louis.

au20d2m&wlQw34

on

Dyspepsia,

©A'IO CA

LET.

store in the Rackleff Block, corner
Midfile and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, elegnnth finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to
sept lid if

relief &

Lead!

GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LE •»/>', TIN'
PIPE. TIN-LINFD PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, dc., dc.

Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil"
warrant to be ftlriclly pure, and guarantee
'hat for.#*eness\ body ami durability, it fa not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
we

genuine

I'hillips

&

wituout it

Co.,

AC.ESTS FOR THE C O.,
febl8

lvTT&S

whiyh children are subject,
Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,
and bowels to

unexceptionable < fcorrectives and altera-

reasons for tills txliet areobvious. It foims
delicious and most refreshing draugth, relieves the
bowels of acrid matter without pain, allays lever, induces sleep, strengthens the digestion, neutralizes
ac id in the stomach, cures flatulence, acts as a g ntle
stimulant, tones .he tender nerves, and never gripes
the patient. What family can afford 10 be without
such a resource in sickness? Sold bv all dia ggistB.

tives. The
a

'ru,2frS&w2w37

se9

green

Cemetery.

person owning lotR in Evergreen
ANY
the Office ot the City
by calling
and
ttie
ai

Cemetery,

Treasurer
sum of one dollar for each lot, will inpaying
sure the best of care for the same
the
by
Superintendent for the current yeat; and any person
pacing the
sum of twenty-five dollars will secure the care o.
their lots by the city lor all time.

JAS. BAILEY, )

J. S. LALMER, > Trustees.
C. E JOSE,
DOGS—Anr Dogs found in the iticlo3ure after his
date without the presence of master will be in peril
JAS. BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER,
C. E. JOSE.

)

mylOdt/

SCALE IV BOILLRS
I

Remove and Prevent
SCALE in any Steam Boilers, 01
will

make

no

charge.

Address,

o»:o.

mv3dtf

w, i,okd.
PIIII.ADEf.PIIIA. PA.

Notice.
one wishing to go into business will please
call at W. W. Carr & Co. fruit Store No. a Exchange street where they will find an oppotunity of
buying out a gf*>d stock on fair terms as he wishes to
se8d&wtf
retire from business.

ANY

to the Horse’s Foot.

r

JUST

(Patehtfd.)

“RATIONAL

1

UB LISHED:

HORSE-SHOEING,”

with plates, illustrating how to perform
ami cure foot troubles, bent, by mail on
one dollar.
Send stamp ^or circular to
OUGll HORSE-SHOE, H Pey St.. X. Y.

operations

receipt, ot
GOODEXjy23tl2w

Write for La: ge Illustrated Price List. Address

B.’each-loading Shot Guns, $4(i to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150 Single Guns, $3 to $20. Kifies.
$8 to $73. Revolvers. $6 io $25. Pistols. $1 to $8.
Gun Material, Fishing Tackle. Large discount to
Dealers or Clubs. Army Gnus, Revolvers, &c., bou ht
or traded for. Goods sent
by expiess C. O. D. to be
examined before paid for.
se3t4w

Completed.

Encyclopedia
Specimen Free.

“ConiaiDS a wealth of informal ion.”—Prov. Press.
“lnvalua le.”— Watchman & Petlector.
“We ur.e all Young people to secuic this work.”—

Boston Commonwelth.

“Useful facts accessible elsewhere only in costly
and cumbrous woiks.”— Boston Journal. It is an
entire

libary

ai

small cost.

A ents wanted

every-

where. Address, NATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
PUB. CO., Thorn psnnv’He, Conn.
se4t4w

WORKING
CLASS, male or
female $60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, uay oi evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package ot goods to
s'tart with sent tree by mail. Addless with 6 eeut
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO.. 173 Greenwich Si..
New York.
au23-4wt

The

I

The richest, most lasting, yet most delicate of al

If. JE. €ULV£R &

HANDKERCHIEF,
AT THE 1OIEET,
As there are imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for th»- Flordia Water which has on the bo tie.
on the label, and on the pamphlet, the names of
MURRAY &; i.ANJ1 AN, without » hicli none
in

genuine_jyl old_auS<123w
Portland Fire Department.

Ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and ComCouncil of the City of Portland in City
Council, assembled as follows:
Sect. 1. That ifanyloadel wagon, cart, street
rail car or other vehicle be driven over the Hose belonging to the Fire Dei *a rum ntof the City ot Pori land,
lari in the streets at the occurrence of any fire, or at
any alarm of fire, the driver or owner, or owners of
such vehh les, shall be subje t to prosecution before
the Municipal Court of said city; and, uj>on onviction
shall be lined in any sum, u >t exceeding ten dolhrs.
for the firht otfeme; and. upon any >ubsequent conviction, for the same often.se. shall be subjec* t» a
fine of not mote than fifty dollars, at the discretion
of the court, with costs of prosecution.
Be it

mon

Sect. 2. This ordinance shall tas-e effect and be
in force from and after its approval by the Mayor.
Approved August 29, 1873.

Ext act from an Ordinance for the government of
the Fire Department of the City of Portland.
Approved, July 2, 1872.
Sect 22. All persons are hereby enjoined to obey
the directions of any Engineer, given at anv flie.
and, to tender their services if required bv anv Engineer, under a penalty of not less than two nor more
titan twenty dollars.
An<l it shall be the duty of the Chief and other Engineers, to report to the City Council the name ot
every person liable to the penalties provided by ibis
section.
Fire Dep \ r ment Office, )

September 4,1873.

vjkjkj 9 v;uv/.

TWENTY
OP

TONS

Memphis

ELDERBERRIES

& GERMAN

twenties,”

385 miles.

BLACK

Is fhe most powerful cleanser, strengfhener
and remover o» Glandular Obstructions known lo
Materic. Medica.
It is s|icriallv adapted to constitutions “worn
down” and debilitated by ilie warm weather of
Spring and Summer, when the blood is not inactive

circulation, 'consequently gathering impurities from
sluggishness and imperfect action of the secretiy,

organs, and is manifested by Tumors, Eruntionse
Bloicbes, Boils, Pustules, Scrofula Ac.. Ac.
When weary and languid from over work

d dullness, orowziness and inertia take the
place
of energy and vieror, the system needs a tonic to build
it up and heln the Vital Forces to regain iheir recup
erative power.
In he heat of Summer, frequently the Liver
and Spleen do not properly perform their functions;
the Uterine ami Urinary Organs aie inactive, producing weakness of the stomach ami intestines and a
predisposition to bilious derangeme.ir.

Saving over the Central route
70 miles.
Saving over the Ftie route...
38 miles.
T is difference of distance in favor of the Midland
route must always enable *t vo compete w‘> b tbeother
lines
advantageously as to freijth., an I ought to give
it a larger share of the passeugers than any other
line. 1 he eaily completion of the Western Extension. fr-m Scipio Centre to Buffalo, is ensured by the
subscript! n of capita ists to a syndicate formed to
purchase $5,000,000 of Bonds from tbe Company.
1 he syndicate has guaranteed to advance fur.her
means, if wanted, to complete this Road.
We otter
lor a short time, New York A:
Oswego Midlaud Railway Co’s First Mortgage Seven Per Cent. Gold
Bands, Western Extension, at 8* J-2 and accrued interest in currency.
We are sole agents for selling Jersey City & Al-

bany Railroad Company’s 7 per cent. Gold
Bouds at OO aud interest in
currencj. This road is
r ow in operation from
to T.,ppanto\ n. a
distance of twenty-four miles. Nine miles further
are grade I, on which iron is
being laid.The Road will
by completed (o Haverstr.iW within a year. These
Bonds are only issued on <’ompled road.
A specialty will be made of tlie Stock aud Bonds of
the following Companies: New York tfc
Oswego Midland Railway Company, New Jersey Midlanu Railway Company, Montclair Railway Company, and
Jersey City <& Albany Railro d Company. We have
now on hand a limited simply of these Bonds.
All B nds and Stocks know in this market will be
bought aDd sold, for cash, on order for investors or
dealers. Wr Solicit P« rmanent
Correspondents aud Age.a* for the sale of these Bonds.
D. F. CCI-iVFR A’ C ., Bankers,
25 Nassau 8t., New Y ork.
au23t4w

Dr. WELLS’
EXTRACT OF JURUBEBA
prepared directly from the SOUTH AMERIPI.ANT, and is peculiarly suited to all thest.
difficulties; it will cleanse the VITIATED BLOOD,
strengthen the LIFE-GIVING POWERS, and REMOVES AIL OBSTRUCTIONS from IMPAIRED
AND ENFEEBLED Organs.
■t should be freely taken, as Jurubeba is
pronounced
by medical writers the most efficient
PURIFIER, TONIC and DEOBSTRTJENT kno.\u
in the whole range ol medicinal plants.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle.
Send for Circular
•»

CAN

THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real Estate at 10
percent,
interest, net, payable semiannually iL New York,ami
will gar an tee the collection of all loans made through
its agency. All charges paid by the borrower. Please
write, before investing, for New York and New England references, md full particulars. Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Scc’y, Draw 167 Des Moiues, Iowa.au23t4w

THb

PRICES RANGE FROM
SI TO $15 PER acre:

Ten Years’

Credit (Jriven
When Desired.
—

ALSO

—

TOWN LOTS
AT MODERATE PRICES
IN TOWNS AT R. R. ST^TIO ».

•

(government Lands

still to be had, under Homestead
Law, along all
Lines of this Cora pray.
ON THE iHAlN LINE,
^cncon and Bieckemidge, wo also sell
WdOLE SECTIONS AT
PER ACRE,
On 3J Via is' Time. Free of Dale
rent*
on condition that the
purchaser breaks the whole
section within a
year f.oni purchase and plants
for wide* the Company w.ll
jorty acres in timber,
^oun^ trees or seed. For particulars, Ad-

dress811
Eand

I1EJB7IANN TROTT,

Commission*'!*,

St.

Paul, Nlinnewota.

ro5__t4w
A

«VICfeAT
®*ted.

SENSATI

AgeDls
Cash Salary or Commission allowed,
stnetiy honorable. Address F. A. ELLIS & Co.,
Charlotte. Mich.
se3f4w ,

Maine.

For Sale.

Grand Trunk Railway Company during the
coming fall and winter will have a lar*e number
ot Old Axles and a considerable quantify of Wrought
Iron Scrap to
of. They invite tenders for
quan title ot one hundred tons and upwards. The
Company will commence delivery in October and
continue through the winter, as may he agreed upon.
Parties tendering to state the price
R>» whether iu
gold or United States currency, the place of delivery
(which most be on the Grand Trunk Railway) ana
the quantity required. Purchasers who require delivery in the United States will pay their own custom® duties
Cash will be required on delivery.—
Axles and s-rap iron must, be tendered for separately.
Tenders endorsed, ‘‘Tender for Old Material,” and
addre-sed to the undersigned will be received on or
belore Saturday the 27th oi September.
C. J. BKYDGES,
Managing Director.
Montreal. 27th August 1873.
*epl-3w

THE

dispose

V

mruuvEU

LIVINGSTON E2 ^AFRICA

^

I

WEED
Sewing Machine!
The REST Family Machine in the WOULD. Alpo, Geneial Agent for

[
l

Mine. UEMOREST’S

shape,

and turns at the

side.

The novelty will

top

instead of at the

soon

be the rage here.

Enthusiastic Pedestrian—“Am I

the

on

right, road for Stratford—Snakespeare's town,
you know, my man. You've often heard of
Rustic—“Ees. Be you he?”
Shakespeare?
—Punch.

The power of love is shown in the case of
the Iowa girl who went three miles from home
to a pasture lot belonging to her father, and
cut the throat of

a

calf,

that when the old

so

gentleman heard of

the matter he might hasgive his daughte~ a courting spell with a lover, who had been warned
not to appear upon the premises.
ten thither and thus

truly sad to note the many cases in
people become utterly disheartened in
this world at the disappointments and discouragements that beset their path. They
It is

find their dolls are filled with saw-dust and
in dragging out their joyless existence any longer. One of the most pathetic
and mournful cases of suicide of which we
have heard for a long time is that of a Milwaukee woman who hung herself lately be-

“whiskey didn’t taste

Lady Ellenborough

as

it used to.”

is not dead, after

all, and

it is said she proposes to bring suitp for libel
against various newspapers which have reviewed her remarkable career, including her

"several marriages, in terms exactly the opposite of complimentary.
It will be remembered in this connection that we have always

spoken

of

Lidy Ellenborough

tinctly mentioning
model for her

sex

probably
world, dis-

as

the most virtuous woman in the

the fact that she was a

and for the other one.

Recent Publications.
The Perfect Home.

By tv. II. B. Murry
on the horse,

The Rev. Mr. Murray’s work

ir,

ot climate. It is a work of broad outines and general prineiples, written iu popuar style and free
from technicalities.
Of
:ourse there is that tendency to imaginative
vriting so characteristic of the French school,
ih ch has led works of this sort to be dubbed
•scientific romances.'’ But the editor has
> uned judiciously and unsparingly, and it i*
lelieved that the work in its Euglish dress is
irecise ai d accurate while not wanting in
fiat vivacity of style characteristic of the orignal. it is essentially of a popular nature aud
liras to give the unscientific reader a general
lie .v of the every-.lav phenomena of the itBiosphere and of the causes thereof It will
M found entertaining and instructive reading.
For the benefit oi those who delight in prodia chapter is given on showers of blood
frogs and fish Ac., in which the author
carefully retrains from theorizing ou the subject. The volume is embellished by ten chromo-lithographs and eighty-six wood-cuts,

gies
and

rich assist in ihe elucidation of the text.
Published by Harper Bros.
For sale by
Loring Short A Harmon.
IT

Books Received.
From

fellow. Cloth.
Lo., Boston.
The Fair God, or The Last of the ’Tzins.
A tale of the conquest of Mexico. By Lew
Wallace. Cloth. 586 pp. $2 00. James R.

Osgood

A o„ Bostou.
The Perfect Horse. By Rev. William
H. H Murray, with an introduction
by Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, and a treatise on Agriculture and the Horse by Hon. Geo. B. Loring. Illustrated. Cloth. 480 pp. $4 00.
James R. Osgood A Co., Boston.

From Loring, Snort A Harmon:
Politics and Mysteries Of Life Insurance.
By Elizui Wiight. Cloth, 238

Lee A Saepard, Boston.
Thobeau; The Poet Naturalist.
With memorial verses. By William Eilery
pp.

be settled with him at the old stand.where be will be
receive orders for inmber as heretofore.

happy to

Berlin. September 5, 1873.

Railroad
Sale

Sleepers

lor

by the Cargo.

Delivered here

J.

J. W. WHEELEK.
selOdGt

S.

or any

replete with wise and pertinent and practi
cal suggestions, and is withal very enteitaining reading, The pedigree of our noted trotappenueu, wuicn win oe oi interest to
The book is dedicated “to Ulysses S.
Grant, Pr sident of the Republic and Lover

of the Horse.”

Henry

Ageuu Waulril. Send l.r Cutiilogiie.
domestic sewing machine co„
4wt

Ward

A pleasant introduction by
Beecher, and a treatise on agthe horse by Dr. George B. Lor-

Fair (tod, or the last af the ’Tziae
By Lew Wallace.
Those who open this volume with the ex

The

pectation of finding
are

doomed

to

the great American novBut it

disappointment.

they can content themselves with very pleasreading they will be amply gratified. The
story hinges upon the Aztec and in iced well
nigh universal superstition in regard to the
coming of the great white God who is to set
all matters right and usher in an earthly paradise, and upon the mistake, doing little credit to Aztec penetration it must be confessed,
which caused the welcoming of the fierce
Spaniaid as the expected deity, In a word
the book is a romance of the Span;sh Conquest of Mexico. It purports to he a translation from an old Spanish chronicle, though
the author in a prefatory note tears away
the all too transparent veil and proclaims
ant

himself the deus ex

machina.

pleasantly told, though

The story is

macbineiy is at
times too apparent, and the archaeological
style, necessitated by the introductory fiction,
is labored and clumsy. Some love scenes are
well painted, but it is in battle descriptions
that the writer

seems

the

most at home.

These

vividly painted, hut grow monotonous
from their frequent recurrence. The action
terminates, dramatically and artistica'ly, in
the “night of sorrows.”
Published by J. R. Osgood & Co. For sale
by Bailey & Noyes.
A

ROBERTS,

191 COMMERCIAL STREET.
tf
junto

Tlie Steamer Mt. Pleasant,
Will commence running regularly

on

SATURDAY AUG. 23d,
connecting with the mor ing train on
hurg Railroad. Returning in seasou to
evening train from No.

the

Ogdens-

connect with

Conway._au21dtf

STATES.

stock in the Slate and lowest prices.
\1b some Farms and Timber Land wiihout regard toenst. Call Boon for Ibis fad we shall "gobouui
with the birds.”
ALBERT OLBY ct SUNS
119 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
jyl7dtf

LARGEST
■

$2.00.

Roberts

Brothers, Bostor.
Pronouncing Hand-Book

of words often mispronounced and f words as to which
achoice ol pronunciation is allowed.
By
Richard Soule and Lootni- J Campbell. Cloth
99 pp 60 cents. Lee A Shepard, Boston.

The Atmosphere. Translated from the
French of Car'ille Flammarion.
Edited by
Ja nes Glaisher F. R S. W'lh ten chromoand
six
wood-cuts.
lithographs
eighty
Cloth,
453 pp.
Harper A Brothers, New York.
Strangers and Pilouims. A novel. By
Miss M. E. Braddou
With Illustrating s.
No. 399 of Harper s library of s dect novels*
180
75
esuts.
Cloth,
pp,
Harper A Brothers,
New Yoik.
Profit in Feeding Sheep.—At a recent
meeting ot the farmers’ club in Batavia, Genesee Co., N Y., Mr. George Burt presented
the following definite statistics relative to the

Mewers.

Be it
mon

ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and ComCouncil

Section 1.

have died young. It is scarcely necessary to
readers that the story is oue of abinterest.

Two editions are published, the “household edition,” uniform with Reade’s preceding novels, by J R. Osgood & Co. and for

by Bailey

&

Noyes,

and

Harper's

Loring,

(itu of
fo lows:

Hereafter all

edi-

Short

& Harmon.
Arthur BonniraMle. IlyJ. G. Holland.
Dr. Holland’s latest work will undoubted'y
j take rank as his best
literary performance

yet

achieved. There is much good writing in the
wotk, though he still retains his old habit of
gravely uttering truisms as if they were new
Ideas forged in his own brain. The
great
merit of the work consists in its pictures of
child-life, which we may easily believe lo be
drawn from personal experience and recollection. The most strongly-written portion is
that which treats of the great Bedlow revival,—a portion which will undoubtedly
draw down upon :ts author much fierce criticism. The plot is forced and Improbable,
the characters, with the excejtion of Mrs.
Sanderson, who is finely drawn, aud Peter

Portland,

City

in

proceeding** relating

to

public
of the

ratify

of an
act entitled “An Act relating to D. am* and S wen
in the Cily of Portland,” at proved February 26. t«73.
SECT. 2.
henever it shall apoear by me report
of the Committee on Drains and Sewei8 that the
public interest tequires the construction of aDy
public dram or comumn ►ewer, the B ar ot Mayor
and Aldermen shall, l*efore proceeding io c n»; met
t e same, appoint a time and place for a head
g in
regard to said drainer sewer, and shall give notice
of their intuition to construct the name, an I of the
time and place app dnted for sa»d hearit.gby pnblica i >n for thiec successive weeks in some
dai.y newspaper published in tlie city.
Sect. 3. The City Engineer shall keep an accur
ate account of the exi*en.«*e of const, uc* *ng and completing each public drain or common sewer her after'
bui t, and wi. bin thirty days afer the c mpletion of
the same he * all furnish to the Committee on
Drains and Sewers, a statement of such expense together with the locati n and a profile description of
such drain or sewer, accompanied with a plan of all
the lots or parcels of land benefited thereby, which
pla« shall give the size an l u umber, or ‘her **ufflcient descri ti *n ot sail lots, toguibrr with tlie name
of the own* r nr owners if known, and said Committee shall thereupon determine what lots or parcels of
land are benetittd by such drain or sewer, and sball
etimate and assess upon such lot** or p irctls o land
and against the owiuts thereof if known, such sum
not e»ceeding such benefit -ts they may deem just
an 1 equi able towards deiraying the expense** of constructing and completing such drain or sewer; tlie
whole of such a*i*essments not to exceed iwo-ihirds
of the cost of such drain or sewer.
Said Committee shall rej*oit their pr ceedlngs to
the Mayo anrTAldermen for their action. Their report sball show the aiuoun* asse>M?d upon each lot or
parcel of land, the locati n, number, or otner sufficient description of which shall be given, together
with the name or tie owner or owuers thereof if
kn >wn, nn 1 shall als
include the location aud
the profile descri) tion of such dr?in or sewer.
Seci. 4. If the report of said Commitieo is accepted, a hearing shall be o dered thereon, notice ot
wl ich 'hall be given
publishing an au'ht ntic c py
of said assessments, with ;»n order of notice signed by
the City Clerk staling the time and place for a hearing up»n ihe sulject muter of al l assessments,
three weeks successively in anv newspa er put lished
in ihis
the first publication to l>e thirty days
bef.re sail hearing, and such further proceedings,
shall thereupon le had as are provided in **ai«l Act.
Sect. 5. All Oininunces and puts of Ordinances
inconsistent with this ordinance are hereby repealed

by

cicy.

in hoard op mayor and Aldf.r.men, )
May 2Gth, 1873.
1
Read and passed to be ordained and sent down for
concurrence.

GEO. P. WESCOTT. Mayor.
In

Common Council, \

May 20.1873.

Read and parsed to be ordained in
President

assure our

sale

as

assessments on acc ount of the const* uction ot
drains an I common » wirs and tbo collection
to the provision
same, shall be n c< nf

Wimp.non By Charles Reade.

sorbing

of the

Council, assembled

Everyone reads Charles Reade's works.be
they good or bad, and we all know he has
written both well and ill. “A Simpleton’’ is

tion, also unitbim, for sale by

point.

Cloth. 357 pp.

Chaining.

1

S. W. EATON, 13 Free St.,
Jv2C-3in_PO RTLAKD
A7OTICE is hereby given that the copartnership
heretofore existing between* the firm of It. H. &
»J. W. Wheeler of Berlin. N. H is this «lav diss lvcd
by mntuil consent. J.W. Wheeler assuming :dl liabi’ltiesof soidfirm, and isentitle* 1 to, 11 dues,which can

Noyes:
By Henry Wadsworth Long$1 50. James R. Osgood A

eagerly looked forward to by lovers of the cost and profit of feeding sheep for market:
animal, has been issued from the press He paid for 200 sheep for fattening, $915; for
of J. R. Osgood & Co. and proves to be a.,
keeping, two months, $64; eight tons hay,
exhaustive treatise on the subject. We are $16 per ton, $128; four loads cornstalks, $16;
told all about the horse, how to know him,
148 bu.
6dc per bu., $88.80: one barrel
j salt, $3;corn,
interest on money invested, $20.75;
ho* to break him, uow to train him, how to
I
shoe him, how to drive him.
The work is : total, $1,227.55. Jan. 4tb he sold 171 sheep
written in a very attractive style,and abounds i at8c. per lb., $1,522.40; 28 at 61c. per lb.,
in much entertaining gossip as well as in pnej $171.79; one pelt, $1.50; total, $l,7i06.69;
tical directions and valuable hints. The auth- pr >tit on the 200 sheep. $478.14; Mi. Burt
or has no pet theories to idvanee. and claims
| holds that sheep in winter should be kept in
credit for no remarkably discoveries. In the
j small fljcks, les i, rather thau more than 65
spirit of Moliere he takes the good wherever in a flock, in yards wher they can have free
access at a'l times to water; and they should
he finds it, and does not he3'tate to avail himbe kept free from all disturbing or exciting
self of the labors of predecessors in the same
field. Mr. Murray should be named Philip,
causes; thit open sheds are better for them
for he is an ardent lover of the horse. His than a close barn, aud that it is best to feed
enthusiasm in wr ting of our noted “speedgrain to them whole.
ers” is contagious and it is difficult for the
City or Portla.id.
reader to refrain from participating in it. His
favorites are the Morgan horses. A descrip- In tlie Year One *1 housand Eight
Hundred and Seventy-Three.
tion of their pedigree he styles “the history of
An
Ordinance Relating to the fonatric*
kings.” This part ality, however, does not
tiou of OraiuH and Common

much the best ol the later works in skill of

Copartnership.

&

Aftermath.

noble

construction, in decency, in sustained interest. It is really free from nastiness, and the
plot is very probable,—for Mr. Reade. The
dialogue is erisp and natural, ana the characters are admirably delineated, especially
the women. The young physiciau is alto
getber too good tor this life, and ought to

Dissolution of

Bailey

so

RELIABLE PATTERNS.

IN THE UNITED

NEW YORK.

kir.h, of the figure, height, colweight, and chemical components of the
1 itmosphere, of the optical appearance of >bj eets seen through afferent atm-spbetic straa, of the phenomena connected with heat,
vind, clouds, rain and electricity, and of the
nents ol the

1

are

Cheapest Book Store
seS

all colonels.

Brown tinted note paper is now the fashion in London. The note sheet is cut in legal

el

Trauk Railway Co. of Canada

Scraps

the

over

au23|4w

Address

Old Axles & Wrought Irou

N!

38th Thousand in Press. Hole increasing.
2.000more FIVE AGENTS Wanted for our

600 pages, only $2.50. Look out for inferior works.
Send for circulars and Proof of the greaten success
of ihe reason. Reoorts just in‘ 184 subs, in six days.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, 53 Washington St.,

Grauil

OFFER FOR SALE
1,000,000 /VC RES!

/

eighteen hundred and

are

riculture and
ing, add to th > value of the work.
For sale by Bailey & Noyes.

d&»v2w

—

& MEADOW LANDS

above.

MAINS, IVindham,

ST. PAUL ANB PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

PRAIRIE. TIMBER,

as

se4

______4wt_
The First Division

Jersey City

10 PER CENT. NET.

W. S.

a

OF

they

many.

CHERRIES

Parties will please correspond

—

and

iers is

WANTED.

Voting Ladies,

200 Bushels Ripe

455 miles.

has but four citizens “who inhab-

ited the bluffs in the

lead him to detract from the great merits of
the Clay and Hambletonian stock. Tue book

—

4 NY parties wlio can furnish RIPE BERRIES
will please write at once, stating the amount
which can be furnished, price, and their nearest railroad depot.

property.

The selling value of the Stock
aud Bond* of the New York
Central aud Hudson River
Railroad is over....3108.000,000
The selling value of the Stock
Bonds of the; Midland
nil

Published by Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
rhe Atmosphere.
TranalateS from the
French of Cnmille Flnmmarion. Fulljd hr James Olaiaher. F.H. H.
This work treats ol the form and move-

is

s

___

is in the Ring, he has
Governor of Pennsyl-

show to become
vania.

WANTED.

We ronfidi utlf believe that Fifty Millions* of Dollar* will be marie by the 8tock
and Boad hold rs* in «hi* road w ithin a
few years by the rise in the value of the

Boston.

f

I hereby give notice that the above Ordinances will
be strictly enforced.
ANDREW J. CU MINGS,
se5d2w
Chief Engineer.

DEALERS IN

nd it will be completed within one year. The New
York and Oswego Midland Railway will be one of
the most profitable Trunk Lines running out of New
tjyj

Although Dan Rice
no

All Ordinance to protect ih** Hose belonging to tbe Fire Ddp’.rtment during Fire*.

—

CO.,

Iff 2*. .1IIOLAND RAILWAY s all cuterprise of National importance, and the Slock and
Bonds soon lo be plat ed upon the principal Slock
Exchange, will be os ireely dealt in as are those of
the New York Central. Erie, and Pennsylvania
Five hundied and
Central Railroad Companies.
eighty-eight milts of its railroad are now' complete
aml in operation.
Continuous trains are running
irom New York to Oswego, and on the Western Extension, towards Buffalo, the Company is running
trains 85 miles; the r mainder of the distance, 120
mi es, to Buffalo, is in course if rapid construction.

qp

tne

use on

cure

FOR CASH.
No. 25 Nassau Street.
F- 0. Box 4,323.

York-

for

Re-opens October 1st, her

Tor

A girl at Anoka, Minn., disposed of herlately by drinking kerosene instead of
lightiug the fire with it.

FLORIDA WATER,

MRS. J. T. BENEDICT
ENGLISH, FRENCH

Ladies are beginning to use colored starch
for their ruffs, as did the beauties of the court
of good Queen Bess.

cause

■

and Hudson
River Railroad from New York Central Depot to Buffalo.
Feugth of the Midland Railw ay, Jersey City to Buffalo
via Montclair.

Thounnn(i« of Mothers have placed on record
their belief, that for all complaints of the stomach

CELEBRATED

|

Boarding nud Bay School

Railway Companies,including sufficient to coniple e
single track to Bulfa.o, and
double track Fast of Middletown, it .$31,000,000
Length of New York Central

is the most

Incident

and for the toilet is a luxury in every family. Thousands will and now testify to its great merit. Try it.
Price per bottle, 25 cents. REU BEN IlOYT, Prop.
203 Greenwich St.. N. Y.
u23t4w

Stocks & Bond

DRY AND

w. Mr.

tVeehM Cnuvn^Ning

forj,he immediate

AND

Dry nu«l Ground in OH,

None

LANMAN’S

BANKERS

White

f'ure lifnd.

Jr all Diseases

turning—Mousseliue

no

see. no use

AND IN THE BATH.

Cures and Prevents

M

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains, Bruises. Pains.
unStrains, Stiff Joints, Swellings. Infiamations,
ions. Catarrh, &c., &c. It will not grease or stain,

^

BOSTON

our

Shoe.

Uoodenougli Horse

of

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure

&

perfumes,

“CAMPHORINE”

The Great Dire jvery

LEAD^JOv

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

In Four

and Mrs. Stowe. Any active man or woman can
bave an agency
J. B. FORD & CO., New York,
Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.
au21t4w'

of

J. H.Chadwick & Co., Ag’ts,

and Cheapest Family Bible*, Maps, Charts,
Picturfs, Golden Pens, Sewin'/. Silk and Linen
vd. Apply for terms to L
L. Guernsey. Pub.,
Concord N. II.
au23t4w

V"i:-I »»Ovwas one agent’s profit on Bryant’s
Library of Poetry and Song; #7.* iu oue we**It
on The Aew Uouskecper's Manual, by Miss Beecher

large brick

1S29.]

DTTC< 1
Agents and Canvasser
13 U ©1 iAl
waned.—"Lectures and
Sermons,** of Rev. W. M. Punshon, L-L.D. Best

The National

restoration to health by the laying on of
hands guarante d to selected cases. No drugs used.
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient. Consumption, Ctrebro-spinal meningitis. S] inal Curvatures. Irritations. Sof.ening ot the Brain, all forms of
Rheumatism, Chills and Fever, other
Liver Complications; specific iu Uterine Difficulties.
Paralysis. Bed-ridden from various causes, and all
forms of acute and ch.onic diseases successfully
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms
can be had.
Hygienic board, invigorating a:m<sphere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful surroundings Come and see ever dav. or address Drs.
C. C. & P. A. F. Dusenbury, Tarrytown, \. Y., or
16 W. L’4ih. St., N. Y City, Mondays and Fridays, or
address Post-Office box 3556 N. V.
aul3<112wt

ONE

in

CURE

TABRYTOWN ON THE HUDSON.

To Lef.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
mar24tfNo. 46 Exchange St.

[Incorporated

Fragrance.
MURRAY

66

Complete

jn24*lw then tf

BOSTON

ELISHA. BASSETT.

District Court for said district.
law3wS

LOCATED AT

Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
WITH
foi families or single gentlemen.

4

By the gifted son of the famous “PETER PABLE Y.**' The result of great bia toricnl reaearch;
Au authentic hiatwry of navigation at <1
its Manifold diacovcriea since the flood; Abounds
with Startling Incidents, Fearful Disasters.
X aw less Piracies, Bloody Battles and Glorious
Achievements; also describes Diving, Telegraphing,
Ocean Fisheries. &c. Over 200 spirited cm s. Subset New. Price Low. Agent* Wanted. Ill ISBARUBBOS., Pab’n 53 Washington Street*
Boston.
au23 4w

ih

MAGNETIC MOVEMENT

To

TO

jy28dtf

Imperishable

The lane that has
de laine.

which

XBE.CHEA.I'ESr & BEST.

IIASIAi: ,11 AW

The owner going away, the Yacht Alarm
will be let to parties by the day or we<*k
during the month of A ugust and September.
Cabin and pantry completely furnfailed. Orders left at Lyman, Tobey & Co.
Commercial street, or on board tCe V acht,
A. SEW ALL, Capt.

STORE

INTRINSIC VALUE

&

OCEAN S STORY:

xsaiiKriiptcy.

se6_

IAC11T TO LET.

At 52 F.ee Street.

one

dtf

Deputy Clerk of the

mar‘26_

Notice to Owners of Lois in Ever-

been enlarged, remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
boarders at reasonable rates.

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,

HAS

Proprietoi.

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,

FRESCO PAINTER,

gent

the

CONNECTED.

jyl9tf

KEILER,

a

on

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

€’IIAS. E. G1RBM,

IVo IttEoKon street Portland.

day formed

Apply

34
with gas and

premises.
au2SdtfW. H. GREEN.

Proprietor,

THIS

jyl7d3m

Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks and Hard
selO*lmthentf
wood Doors, made to order.

undersigned have this
THE&nership
under the firm
to., and will

Tenement of House No.

THE
street, pleasantly situate*],
water.

H.,

and elegant House is now open for tbe
Locate on tbe highest peak of Mt.
Pleasant, *018 feet above tbe level of the sea. commanding an unsurpassed view of the White Mountains, Portland, the Atlantic Ocean, &c., &c.
The steamers Mount Pleasant an I Sebngo leave Sebag«» Lake for Bridgton on arrival o trains of Portland <& Ogdensbnrg R. R., wbi-h leave Portland at
7.10 A.M. and 12.20 P.M. Coach s leave
Bridg:on
for the Mountain on arrival of s earners.

SAMUEL VI. JOSE,
ARCmiECT AND BllEDER,

Copartnership

wile
to 216 Cumberland
se8-2w*

upper

Property insured for
highly favorable terms.

and Farm

term of years

rjlHlS

rooms

smglo gentleman, iipply

INTENSE INTEREST

Tiire

to give notice that a petition was presenti ed to the court, on the third day of September,
1873, by Aaron M. Mellen, of Fall ltiver, a bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all bU debts provable under the bankrupt. Act.; and, upon reading said petit ion, it is ordered by the court, ‘hat a hearing be had uoon the
same on the thirtieth
ay of September.'A. D. 1873,
before the court in Boston iu said district, at 10
o’clock, A. M., and that the second and third meetings of the creditors of sai l bankrupt be held before
H. M. KNOWLTON, Esq., Register at the U. S.
Court House, in Boston, in sai I District, on the 27th
day of September, A. D. 1873, at 10 o’clock, A.M.;
anti that notice thereof be published in the Daily
Evening Traveller, a newspaper printed in said District, and in the Portland Daily Press, a new-paper
printed in the District of Maine, once a week for
three weeks; and that all creditors who have proved
their debts, and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and place, ami show cause, if any
■they have why the prayer of the said petition should
not be granted.

seplltf

new
season.

MAINE.

Portland.

Tol-

2

RRIDCTON, MAINE.

STREET,

MAY

to rent at No.

2w

lm*thentf

6

room

Manufacturers and

at the lowest rates.

in

MOUNT PLEASANT HOUSE,

ITIRN. PACEDHO.

RESIDENCE

N.

se1

PAINTER

L.

HOTEL,

$400,000

C?

District Court of the United States.
)
District of Massachusetts—In Bankruptcy, J

Rent.

American.
23^*1 b ordc’- to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our t ade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every pack-

CONWAY,

GOOD I.IVEBY

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
St.
No 346 Cong r e k h
(Hours 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.)

IV.

a

To
pleasant

NEW HOUSE, NEW FURNITURE.
to am! from the Depots.

JOST

to.

or a

E3P*Free coaches

_(13m

us

{^"Dwellings

Two newly finished
WITHOUT
adjoining, suitable fora gentleman and

Board by week during September and 0 tober from
$5 to $7; Transi nt board $2 per day.

CHICAGO.

with

Brown St., Portland.

Place._

(Laic of Kannet Pavilion )

164 & 166 Washington Street,

*e4

sep!9-tf

F. II. MASORI,

Commission Merchant

PORTLAND,
All orders promptly attended

1872.

...

aug20

age of

ROBERT BRADLEY.

134 MIDDLE

modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.

HOTELS.

to make all the various styles of Fard
Picture*, IC* niLrinit, Medallion, Are., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this proems we
G«l rid of Freckle*, Holes and other imof
the
Nkiu.
For all of which mo
perfection*
extra charge- will be made. All work warranted to
for
and
examine
Call
vourselves.
mchl8dtf
please.

FRESCO

37

BOSTON

house on State Street, occupied by the undersigned. This bouse is thoroughly built of

:tl6 CONUItEtM STREET,

(JEO.l).

B.,

TO LEI.

For Sale.

prepared

Jy2

E.

SALE-

The 8uo-cnber offers for sale his ITotel
proi rty in Limerick Village, York Count v.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with «hed and two large stables adjoining;
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner.
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marl3dtf
Limerick. Me.

Company,

others wanting large lines may be accommodated

unfur-

or

and Gas Tight
Iron Furnaces!

■»

or

The “Limerick House,”

PORTLAND

se3

brook.

FOB

Cash Assets

an5<ltf_T.

dtf

TAMES F. PICKERING,

I®

of West-

ni Portland; Mouse and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.- with marble
mantles, Wood-house arul Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40x60 on tbe
premises; grounds contain 15£ acres, excellent land,
well fenced. 30 apple and pear trees, $ acr* choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one oi the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. It.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

CASCO VILLAGE,
au22

in the Town

FINE

SYLVESTER,

COUNSELLOR

Street.

one-half mile from the Railroad
A Depot8,residence
Post-office, good Schools and Churches
six miles fr

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO REJECT
ED CASES.eodtf
apr5

H. M.

Congress

my22dtf

Insurance

$250,000

OF CLEVELAND,

Merchants, Traders, Ruilders,

of the

a

ANDERSON,

a small outlay be easily ohongod into three
stores, with the tenement* over thorn would then
rent for from $1600 to $1800. Buildiugs in good repair. Title perfect. Terms ea-y.
Enquire at

FOUND AT

...

Alemannia

Rooms Wanted.
pleasant part
city, furnished
IN nished,
with
without board.

Can at
CAN HE

OF BOSTON,

Cash Assets

ju!8_dtf

Store

With

A WORK

$300,000

...

Shoe & Leather Insurance Com’y

Rooms To Let.

CONOREN8 ST. NEAR CASCO,

ON

Cash Assets

_u

f

information apply to

CIIASE, No.

■>
n

Wanted Iin mediately.
RELIABLE, honest Girl at No. 8 Brown
Stieet. An Ameiican preferred.

A

Dost

Portland, July, 1673.

au23d4wt

OF NEW YORK,

—

Jya

$325,000

...

General Grant is not wholly for peace,since
he proposes to give Cornell University, Jesse.

self

O. m. & D. \V. NASH.

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

one

»

Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of oiumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of laims teiura the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
Washington.

THE

NASH,

—

sanitary

Hoffman Insurance Company,

WAJSTFD
BY

Company,

PROVIDENCE,

Cash Assets

Wanted.
ACTIVE and reliable agent in tills:
represent or.e of the oldest Life Companies
the country. Address with references
“PENN” Lock Box 55 P. O.
Philadelp ia Pa.
Jyl7tf_

—

au‘23t.2w

Atlantic F. & M. Insurance Com’y

tf

GIRLS

circular.

—

STREET.

AGENTS FOR

S.mpliclty

liorse-power.

$600,000

OF

—

now iu use.
liming ilie ast three years Five Hundred have been srld. They have proved
competent
to supply a delightful, pure current ot w rm air to
Churches. Stores, School Houses and Dwellings, and
in every place where used they have been a icrleot
success and given entire satistucth n.
The great distinguishing features of this
Furnace,
are its
of Construction, the perfect sueguards against the passage of Dust and deleterious
coal gases into the rooms warmed by it. The heat
radiating surfaces are made of B tier Iron, rivited
together in tlie same manner as Sied
oilers, an
not a particle ot gas or dust can p ss
through. The
original of this Furnace was constructed three years
ago by Dr. Nic ols, for private use, as a safeguard
against those infractions of tlie laws of "health to
which lie himself s well as others were subjected by
tlie use t f Hot Air Fu naces. Dr Nichols
says with
three y ars use ot my Furnace I am eotisfle'l'that no
deleterious gases or dust can flow into the rooms
trorn it.
•
In the NICHOLS WROUGHT IRON FURNA
E,
we have a coal burning device nuich
cheaper than
any Steam Apparatus, less troublesome, one which
air
as
supplies
pure and healthful as that .rom
Steam or t.ot water. It does away witli all the serious obje tior.s which have existed
against Hot Air
Furnaces and its
adva tages are such as to
commend if to the attention f all intelligent House
owners and heads of Faini ies.

HARTFORD,

Cash Assets

GOLBER’S,

FREE

any afternoon between tbe hours oi 2

EDWARD P.

Orient Insurance

Street,

THE

other engine manufactured. Siz-5

"g-

aws

invention of the WROUGHT IRON FURNACE, wap the result of a ’.borough and painstaking investigation l>v l<r. James R. Nicholh, Editor of the Bos: n Journal ol Chemistry, in'o the objections or delects in nearly all the Hot Air Furnaces

ties ami to standard, gauges so
that all parts are interchangeable. Can be run with greater
safety and less expense than any
liU

exchange

Wrought

Mass.. Manu’rs of
Ycrticnl mid IE •rizontul
«TJE » n ENfilNtj;*.
Our COMBINED ENGINES &
BOILERS are made In quanti-

to

& Co

Below middle Si.

Nichols’

Haskins Machine Co.

from J

46

0. M. & J). W.

Magazine I

Monthly

Whitney

to

$750,000

OF

board.

tf

Cash Assets

Walnut Chamber Sets and Parlor Suits of
manufacture, and will warrant every piece.
We are using the best Steel Springs iu our Parlor
Suits. Our men all work uy the day. Buy direct
from the manufacturer and save one profit.
oi
our own

No.

WARKROOMS, No. 46 CORTLANDT ST.. N. Y. Send for

Company,

OF HARTFORD,

_

1>. €.

$2,200,000

National Insurance

stock

aug23-lm

r itch burg,

es

Ell-

and

two-story house. No, 8 Carleton Street. This
house is in good repair, is w'ell local ed in a good
neighborhood. Has a good cellar, water and gas
throughout.

ap21

Cash Assets

CUSTOM

AT

Company,

YORK,

OF NEW

Wanted.

—

$1,600,000

Continental Insurance

or

The

HARTFORD,

Cash Assets

The best and cheapest SPUING BED in the world.
One Mattress saved. We have on hand a splendid

Manufacturer* of Furui'ure.

TO BE ANNOUNCED NEXT MONTH.
au2UHw EVERYBODY WILL BE ASTONISHED

Company,

a

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers. Also a
good Pressman, a journeyman tailor preferred.
se3*d2w
JOHN ROBERTS, Gorham, Me.

mayl4tf

order,

one

Can be seen
and 4.
For further

OF

Assistant Bookkeeper by a person of several years’ experience.
Good references furnished. Address 15 Deer
se8dlw*
street, Pori land.

acres grass

Mouse for Sale

Phoenix Insurance

Wanted.
Bookkeeper

Buffalo Bill is soon to hunt the wild supermerary on the Washington stage.

m

Geo. A.

DEMORES r»S

se»_dlw*

5

Look out for tlie Astounding ’lifer
Made as a Premium to Yearly Subscribers

To be

Mullens, who is a caricature, are lay figures,
u the story is
interesting for all that, and
n .ains much pleasant and some wise read-

Gossip and Gleanings.

au23__d4w|

IIInstated

A similar position or any place where the services of a capable ami
reliable man is needed. Enquire of
F. J. ROLLINS,
22 Exchange Street.
sepll*2w

Address

land, garden and fruit trees, very
high airy and healthy location, commanding beautiful
views of country and mountains; 13 miles Irora th
city and 3 miles from P & O. li. R Depot, ,pric
moderate.
CHARLES M HAWKES,

Companies.

a

Sale.

in good
containing five
HOUSE
Woodhouse and Stable connected;

fifth

prepared to issue Policies for $50,000 and
all good property at tlie most favorable

who has

as

SATURDAY MORNING. SETT 13, li*73

Sojd

on

rates of other sound

au21

of land,
with buildings thereon, is situated in the town
of Westbrook, on the road leading from Portland to
Saccarappa Village by way of Strou water. It is
divided into p store and tillage; is well
watered and under a high state of cultivation, cuts
about f Tty tons of
and has a fine young orchard growing which will soon be in a bearing con litiou. The buildings cons stof a large two-st.orv modern styled home an I, connecting the house wi ll a
large *nd well finished barn, ami other out buildings
for housing carriages ami farming tools.
All the
buildings are nearly new, and the house and bai n
are supplied willi excellent water.
lu connection will) the ab >ve, the stock and tanning tools' on the premises will be -old if desired.
This property is withn four miles of the city of
Portland and is
valuable to any one desiring tnenga e in the milk business, or for a pleasant country residence near the city.
For further particulars
of Patience
kil1 ngs, od the premises or of J. H. Fogg, at his office,
119} Exchange, corner of Federal Street, Portland,

are

upward

t,fW?

as

SITUATION

THE NATIONAL SPRING BED.

TABLETS.

healthy action to the affected organs.
®®rholic Tablet* are put. up only in
blue boxes. Tak° no substitutes, Ift
ey can’t be
found at your
druggists send at o&ce totlie Agent
in New
who will forward them by return
York,
mail.
be deceived by Imitations.
by all druggists. Pnci 21* '^eiits a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt-si., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United States.

had ten years expeyoung
tumble entry bonk keeper and payBy rience
master in
first class woolen mill.

acres

ju21eo -3m96 Middle Street.

PIPING.

No. 30

brook for Sale.
Estate, consisting of sixty-two

and

Wanted.

G. R. DAVIS,
Real Estate and Mortgage Broker.

WATER THE

HENRY F. T.

2_

chaser

Temple 8t.,

Boor* East of

ONE

ETFTE

STREET,

FEDERAL

103

FOR SALE.
new bouse recently erected by Lorenzo
Ta lor Esq, making the corner of Quincy Lane
and Congress street, directly opposite the Park.
aims uouse contains 19 finished
rooms, has Gas and
S« bago, every room frescoed by Schumacher.
Drainage perfect, location none better on Congress
street, Terms easy, $2000 down, balance to suit pur-

rooms

{^“All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-*69TT&Stf
boxed and matted.

W. €.

WM. H. JERR1S,
payment Apply
Real Estate Agent, Gaboon Block.
Portland, Sept. 6,1873.
se6d-2w
o

Lonngcs, En-

Bed

First Class Companies.

the

Very Desirable Estate iu

(ESTABLISHED IN 1813.)

Ulan Wanted.

A

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

Catarrh, Horseuess, Drynessof the Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tunes, and al! diseases of the Lungs.
°* ?ufMen cold, however takeu, these
rr ari
1
ABLETS should be promptly and freely used. Thev
equalize ‘hecirculation of the blood mitigate the sevei ity of the
attack, and will, in a very short time re-

Street.

*

who is used to selling goods in the country,
with a team, and can bring good reference-.
Address BOX 775, Portland Post Office,
pel
*3t

inquiie

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
Patent

India

particulaily

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

McBonongh

on

seld4w_

DEALERS

179 Commercial St., Portland.

Bari or

UniverStreet, next be'ow
sality Church—40 by 86 feet, ('an be had *li libTHE
eral terms
to

Exchange

continue to^represent the following

A

ATrooms,
Fine lot
lot

Office 49 1-2

Atlantic House, ar.d Portland,
Tuesday Oth, a double black Circular, both
lined wi h Black Flannel. The tinder will conler a
favor by leaving the same at
A. B. BUTLER’S,
154 Midd'e St.
8el2-d3t

COMPETENT housekeeper to take charge of
Boarding House. Apply at 52 Free St.

R

THE PBESS.

arsure cure for al1 diseases of the Respiratory Organs, Sore Throat, Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,

the

man

E

V

E

MISCELLANEOUS.

are

LOST.

a

N

Little & Co/s

TERMS$8.00PERANNUMliTADVANCE

1873.

_miscellaneous._

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY

___

BETWEEN

13,

SEPTEMBER

PRESS.

Neglect a Cough. Nothing is more certain to
lay the foundation tyr future evil consequences.

Wanted.

A Oood Lot lor Sale-

PHOTOGRAPHER,

wTd.

Wanted.
AT tlie Elmwo >d House, Beadfield, a
man and wife; the one to act in ihe capacity of Hostler, tne other to attend to the
cooking department and things incidental
therein
A man of good steady habits and a lady possessing
good abilities as caterer can have a good position.
A new house with moderen conveniences. Good pay
to the right person.
Address BOX 100,
sel2dlw
Beadfield, Me.

ESTATE.

House lor Sale.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

INSURANCE.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

School for

Family

Abbott

PIBLIOIINC CO.,

Exchange St. Portland.

MORNING,

SATURDAY

_PORTLAND

EDUCATIONAL.

DAILY

Approved May 21. 1 73.

«ep§-2w

GEO. P.

BV RROWEN

I

coucnrret.ee.

S. R. SMALL,
of Common Louncil.

WESCOTT, Mayor.

BROTHER*,

CARPENTERS AND 8CILDERS,
Doin'.

Planing mil. loot of Cro.a hi.

enlarged our .hop and fitted It up with
the latest mipioved machinery (by the aid of
ivlii' h we are enabled to gel out oar wo k accurately
and pi pedi'tnn.ly.i wt art now prepared to lake ontracts of any size in the building line. Plans and
specifications pi spared at a reasonable pr. e
Va
can on the shortest pos.llde notice furnish tl
e window aud door frame-and all the insl.-e and
ou'side
finish for any deacription of
building. Those ahont
erectingsea side house, please lake note of iho shove
We have superior facilities lor the
maLufacturr ofinside blind., and will furnish them all
painted and
hung quick metre. We make a s-.e.dalty of bulldinE
»ud setting up machinery, and r-ouK! la; liapt* to receive calls from paries using power who
contemplate
a change of quarters, or that
may reed auv service in
this line. We are also prepared to contract far
ibe
manulaetiire ot patented aiticlta on more favorable
terms than any one in the
city.
WILLIAM BL'KUOWSS.
J. W. BCRROWE3.
tl

HAVING

mv!3_

Ship Timber

and Knees

HAVE the largest am! best mock ot Ship Kneea
in the State. Also best jiialiiy seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and '•an furnish

I

Hackmatack, Hardwood or While
Oak Timber and Plnuk
at the lowest cash

Portland, Dec.

prices.
Mi
TAVI.OR

30,1872_t*

Dissolution of Copartnership.
E Copat tnershlp between Brook* & Gnrgln la
this day diaaolved by mutual cous nt. Buunesa
of said firm will he sett led by
O. Ji. BROItHk,
333 C« atn a. Street,
O. M. LltlXih 5,
E. P. URUOS.
r. S. BUKGIN.
Portland September tth, 1873.
sefieodlw

TITE PSESS.
SATUKRAV NORM NO, SFPT. 13,1613
,ular attache of the Press Is furnished
with a card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Eilitor. All railway, steamboat and bole
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
cred -ntiala of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have information that several "bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even pasively, a party to such fraud
Ev

.ry re

do not read anonymous letters and communications, 1'he name and address of the writerare in

Tiie merchants and shippers of New York
have concluded that something must be done
to save the business of the metropolis with
the West. At a meeting at Cooper Institute

night, they concluded to form a
permanent organization to take the matter
into consideration. The favorite plan with
the other

many is for the Government

cases

but

as a

W

itulispensab e, not necessarily for publication
guaranty ofgood faith.

undertake to return
munications that are not useu.
canuot

or

reserve

com-

Suggestions.
Before the gentlemen who would delight to
serve the Legislature as presiding officeishave
written their properly couched notes to the
members tendering their services, even before
the more earnest aspirants for employment as
messengers, folders, etc., have despatched their
not over modest epistles demanding votes and
ofiiees for party service under the doctrine of
rotation, the more eager agents of the railroads have begun to work themselves into the
good graces of the members elect. We are re-

liably informed that one of the members living in the country has already received a pass
over one railroad and a note kindly informing
him where the best boarding-houses in Augusta can be found. Of course this indicates
a decisive and vigorous railroad war and the
introduction of new tactics for the manipulation of our “General Court.”
The season
ticket is suggestive enough in itself ot tlie kind
of solicitation that the corporation has fot the
average member; for, outside of .the fact that
his vote may be useful on some questions,there
is no reason why the law-maker should have
a pass more than any other party that does
not, or is not expected, to render a quid pro

Perhaps

quo.

the

corporation, realizing

the

inadequacy of tlie salary or members, proposes
from pure benevolence to alleviate their pecuniary sufferings by affording them their double
mileage net, thr. ugh the beneficient influence
of t free pass, aud then to secure them agreeable and economical lodgings and food from
the same kindly motive. If this be really
true, henceforth let us hear no more about
“soulless corpoiatiocs.” The sensitive member, however, will see in these early attempts
to put him under obligation to the railroad cor-

porations, a design upon his independence as
a representative of the people and will at once
suspect that the boarding houses recommended by the kind hearted agents of the corporations are simply corrals for the safe keeping
anil easy control of such stock, as the company may hope to own in the Legislature.
It may be possible that the corporation
that has made its advances to the rural
representative mistakes Maine for Pennsylvania or New York where

legislatures
long been a commercial commodity. It is
hoped that no member will justify the

have
to be
error

since
there
is
an
old-fashioned party
who really believes that the one hundred and

eighty-two gentlemen

who go to Augusta
in connection with

his servants and
these railroads are to see that in their zeal
they do not interfere with the rights of the
public. The party aforesaid is six hundred
thousand strong and has an idea that the
railroads are made for him and not he for the
are

railroads.

This old party, the public, was never so
much interested in this subject of raiiroads as
at the t resent time. He is inclined to be not

apprehensive
quently been overlooked
a

little

that his

would have
he has

men

have fre-

rights
Augusta. He
the one hundred and eighty odd
sent there, remember from whom
at

they derive their power, and for what purpose
it is to be exercised. He hasmt the least interest in the feuds of .the

railway

pects that his servants at Augusta will keep
this object in view and act constantly to effect
this purpose. He is exceedingly suspicious of
such members ot the Legislature as are called
,-B >ston and Maine men,” or “Maine Central

men”

or

“Eastern men.”

“Political and Social Canrtesles.’’
Several weeks since when President Grant
was

Maine,

in

a

class

of unreconstructed

Maine Bourbons who entertain all of the
class bitterness of their Southern masters
without any of their courtesy, criticised the
conduct of leading Democrats.
Any civility
shown to a political opponent is regarded by
them either as an evidence of treason to

his

party or“a social slop over,” Under the above

heading,

the Belfast

Journal,

one

of the best

papers ie Maine, aside (rom its politics,makes
the following sensible suggestions on the sub-

ject:
It is to he hoped that the time will never
in this country when social intercourse
will be controlled bv the opinions which men
or women mav hold on
any subject, more especially in matters of politics. Certainly the
plan of our government means that, while
mingling freely aud socially with those with
whom neighborhood or the chauces of travel
may uring us in contact, we may agree to disagree on matters of opinion and practice in other respects.
If Mr Representative Hale opens
his house and invites his friends to meet him
socially, it throws no suspicion upon his party
fealty that his invitation includes democrats; it
affects uot the party standing of any democrat
who accepts. When Mr. Speaker Blaine who,
with the chief magistrate as his guest, invites
prominent and representative meu of the State
to liis house, lie would be indeed a churl who
should refuse such courtesy for the reason that
his political opinions are uot in accord with
those of the host and his principal guest. Sucli
an occasion is one in which
a
gentlemau will
sink the politician, and be only the American
citizeu. When one whom the democratic party has honored with its confidence and suffrages. docs a graceful and acceptable act of courtesy to the bead of the natiou duriug his tour,
it should uot be made the text for iuuendoes, or
published as ‘‘a social slop over.” It would
scarce have beeu thus characterized had the recipient been the Prince of Wales or the Grand
Duke of Russia. Why not then be courteous to
the bead of our owu nation, as well as to the
prospective ruler of another? Let the day be
far distant when walls of exclusion shall he
erected against social amenities between those
whose theories of government policy do uot
happen to agree.
The Maine Standard joins the Journal in
come

administering

a

deserved rebuke to those who

would make au honest difference in

opinions the

cause

political

of hurtful social distinc-

tions.

Elsewiieue will be found a brief letter respecting the sale of doubtful securities that olfer high rates of interest. Railroad bouds
granted by companies that have not paid up

capital stock and the railroad bonds granted
by towns and cities of the West for various
purposes should be carefully avoided by those
who desire to invest a few hundred dollars
safely. High rates of interest, as our correspondent states, are the best evidences of the
doubtful character of the bond. When the
leading roads ot Mew England do not yield
thau ten per cent,
stock,
what can be expected from these roads ? Can
on

more

their actual

pay ten per cent, on the bonds isst.ed 10
build it. Aside from tlie land security, the

they

bonds of the road are no better than so much
stock subscribed and paid up. Our savings
banks have some securities of this class, and
if the.r managers have not the
good sense and

prudence to sustain them from such reckless
speculation with other people's money the
Legislature should interfere, el«e in Maine we
m iv have our trust and
saviDgs companies
that are mere swindling concerns like the
Brooklyn Trust Company, the Hoboken Savings' bank and others that have lately failed
in Mew York.

The fashion writer, Shirley Dare, having
ma le some statements respecting the carrying of dry goods and fancy articles by mail, a
to us as to the correctness of
query
her statements of postal law; to which we
conies

to

build

a

four

from all three of his wives.
The amount of tobacco that paid tax during
the last fiscal year exceeded the amount in the

St. Louis papers cautiously call a place
unhealthy exhalations front green
hides, tallow and offal poison the atmosphere
for a distance of several blocks an “alleged
nuisance.” But then it is over a mile fioiti
the nearest newspaper office, an item ol distance which serves to moderate
any harsh
judgments they may have been prone to form.
The New York fashion makers are about to
issue the most wonderful magazine ever seen.
The prospectus infoims us that “We now
propose to issue a young man’s report, as we
have added an additional man to our corps,
whose business it is to visit refined society,

preceding fiscal year by many thousands of

where

pounds, notwithstanding

infusion of some

is

tnat tue

the result

latest

ot' the

thing

study

m

There are now
ber of schools iu 1870 was 73.
an increase of 22 within three years.
The tide of homeward travel from Europe is
Five steamers arrived at New
at its hight.

95,

York on Wednesday with all their passenger
accommodations made use of, one of them
bringing 405 passengers.
While Brigham Young was taking a vapor
bath at Salt Lake City last week the lamp ex-

ploded, instantly killing the assistant, Charles
W. Morrill, aud frightening the Prophet so
that he jumped through the window, without
stopping for his clothes.
Religions Intelligence.
Rev. R. H. Howes from Concord, N. H., has
accepted the call extended to him by the Congregational church of New Sharon, and commenced his pastoral duties last Sabbath.
The Waldo Baptist Association will hold its
annual session this year with the Baptist
church in Winslow, on the 16th, 17th and 18th
iust.
Rev. J. Malvern of the Free Baptist church
in Biddeford, has sent iu his resignation as pastor of that church.
There were six additions to Williston ehurch,
iu Portland, last Sunday. Two .were admitted
by letter.
Rev. E. S. Elder of Honlton, pastor of the
Unitarian church at Houlton, for the past four
years, preached bis farewell sermon last Sabbath. He will remove to Lexington, Mass., to
take charge of the church there. His successor
is Rev. It. R. McLeod, formerly of Boston, but
more recently irom Chicopee, Mass.
Rev. Mr. Thayer has labored for a quarter of
a centnry with
the Congregational church at
Garland, and is now vigorous; and his people
are
not willing to exchange the old for a new

great

of ‘‘two

distinguished artists of the day,”
Fechter, the actor, aud Mr. H. M.

The actor sketched
his wardrobe, and
the tailor launched it in his frail Skiff on
the fashionable waters.

Skiff, a New York tailor.
the style ot garment from

Our readers will be interested to learn that
pantaloons are widening. A leader of the

styles says it would be as easy to
the tide cf the ocean trom rising as

masculine

prevent

to prevent pantaloons from getting looser.
The same dictum will apply to many wearers
of the bifurcated garment.

pastor.

Rev. E. Wellington, one of the oldest Universalist clergymen in the State, died at Alton
on
Thursday last, at the advanced age of 72
years aud 6 mouths.
The receipts into the treasury of the Maine
Missionary Society during the month of August were $533.22.
The receipts of the Maine Baptist Convention fertile quarter ending August 31st were

The World thinks that the real trustee of
the Geneva award is the executive of the
United States,and not Congress, and that the
Department of State is competent to Institute
measures for its distribution.
The World
palpitates with fear that the wicked congressmen will obtain control of the fund anil use
it to further party objects.

Foreign

correspondents

$1375.41..

The Free Baptist church in Garland, to which
pastorate Rev. L Hutchins has recently been
called, was supplied with preaching by Rev. L.
Hathaway for about twelve years in succession;
after which Rev. A. W. Reed preached for this
el urch seven years. Both of these men were
highly esteemed.
Mr. L. W. Raymond, a recent graduate from
the Bates Theologi<al School, was ordained at
Harrison, Sept. 4th, and installed as pastor of
the Free Baptist church of that town, by a
council chosen by the Otisfield Quarterly Meet
ing. Sermon by Prof. Fullenton, 1)D.
The new house of worship at Emery’s Bridge,
North Berwick, was dedicated September 2d,
by appropriate services. Sermon by Rev. S. A.
Hutchinson of Kittery.
York county Association of Congregational
Ministers will meet on the 23d inst., at
llij a.
m., with Rev. Reuben Osgood. Ivennebunkport,
Rev. Andrew J. Rogers gives the sermon in
public. Rev. J. Freeman, substitute.
The Oxford Universalist Association met with
the High street Society at Auburn, Wednesday,
and organized permanently by the election of
the following officers: Hon. Job Prince of Turner, President, George H. Dillingham of Aulurn. Secretary, J. C. Snow of Auburn, Staudiug Clerk.

prognosticate
Bourbon restoration because the portrait of
Louis XVIII has taken the place of that of
Louis Napoleon in the saloon of the Mairic.
We only see in it a returning sense of beauty,
tor the Bourbon king was much the better
looking ot the two.
They call it a postal peccadillo in St. Louis
a

when the postmaster levies black mail on his
clerks for the purpose of defraying the expenses of his trip east.

Col. W. M. Grosvenor of Missouri still labors
under the delusion that there is a Liberal Republican party. This party lie intends to
support,

quoting

as

justification Goetlii’s

maxim “Do the duty that lies nearest time.”
An unpre judiced observer would consider that
duty consisted in interr ng the corpse as soon
as possible.for it begins to smell
unpleasantly.
An exchange has discoveitdthat Anmtican
summer

resorts

are

of two kinds—the

cheap

and nasty and the outrageously extravagant
At one your confined quarters give you an opportunity to reg1. larly enjoy a nocturnal Turkish bath. At the other the motto of the waiter is “If I am teed I will teed you.”

Outside Bonds.
To the Editor of the Press:—
I was pleased to see in your issue of yesterday the remarks on the western bonds afloat in
this city and state.
It has been in my way to see many of these
unknown bonds; It is surprising the quantity
owned in this immediate vicin ty, the holders
of which being entirely ignorant of their intrinsic value, and when asked wbat they know of
their investment, their answer is; “nothing, only that the man that they purchased them of
said they were good and would pay 10 per cent
I understand that most of these
interest.”
bonds are refused at our banks as collateral for money. What do our people, or any
know about the value of the Northern Pacific Railroad bonds?—who knows how much
stock was ever subscribed and paid in as a basis
for the bonds? I understand that the only basis is the laud granted by Congress. If this is the
case, where does the money come from to pay
the interest on the bonds? From the money reone

ceived from the sale of bonds, of course; and
when the bonds are all sold, what then? It will
be a long time before the laud will sell to pay
the interest, to say nothing of the principal.
It will be a long time before the enterprise will
be completed,
It is not my object to iujure the credit of any

security afloat in the market, but being aware
that hundreds of people of small means arc induced to scrape tugethera few hundred dollars to invest in securities of a doubtful character because
of their high rates of interest, I think it right
to warn people to look out how they buy bonds
of Western railroads, cities and towns which

promise to pay extravagant rates of interest ;
for the higher the rate of interest, the greater
the risk of purchasing. I am pleased that you

ouergy into the

and

The average standing of the pupils in the
public schools of Kiehmond, Va., for the past
year was 70, the standard being 100. The num-

of the most
Mr. Louis

brains

police department.

We learn that owing to the untiring zeal of
the secretary and superintendent a rare piece
of handiwork in the shape of an elegant lace
robe trimmed with rye straiv will be on exhibition at the coming St. Louis fair. The
suggestiveness of the rye straws will make it
an object of great interest to the average
Missourian.
we are tom

in the

of tax.
Eight murders have been committed in Chicago within seven months and no arrests have
been made. The Chicago Tribune calls for the

>

coats

the reduction

amount

to m ke sketches of the habilaments of young
men, of what they are, and write on the subject of young men’s dress, what they wear,
what they should wear, how to appear and
act in society, and know that they are properly dre-sed and propei ly behaved men.” And
the publishers add, “Our correspondent has
visited all the different countries, and has
made this branch of business a study, consequently will go at it as a profession," and not
as a necessity.”
Should the sketches of masculine attir prove as correct as the English
of the prospectus the work will be invaluable.

j

Beligiuus interest is prevailing at Mount Vernon, Bingham, St. Albans, and other places,
among the Methodists and Free Baptists.
The repairs on the Methodist church at
Hampden are nearly completed The church
was raised, and a vestry and two rooms for >he
ladies put underneath. The upper part has

be-n thoroughly overhauled and repaired at the
expense of three or four thousand dollars. The
house' was re-dedicated Sunday.
The Sabbath School Convention of Dixmont,
Troy and Plymouth will occur at Plymouth
Sent. 24tb aud 25th.
Church services, after a suspension of two
years, are to be resumed at North Wa.vne.
Rev. J. W. Brownell has accepted the call to
pastorate of the South Bridgton Society, and
will he ordained at au early day.
Five new me'"hers were admitted to the Con-"
gregatioual Church in Swpiien last Sunday, all
upon profession of their faith.
The Otisfleld Quarterly Meeting (Free Baptist) was hidden with the church at Harrison,
on Wednesday ami
Thursday of last week.
There was a good attendance of the clergy. Lay
delegations from most of the churches were in
attendance and the reports from these bodies
were

encouraging.

Rev. H. W. Bolton, pastor of the M. E
Church at Winterport, admitted eight persons
into full connection with his church last Sunday, and others are on probation.
Rev. Simeon

Whitcomb,
graduate of the
Bangor Theological Seminary, who has been
supplying the pulpit at Kingston, preached his
fatewell sermon last Sunday. Owing to the
state of his health he is unable to preach at
a

present.

Rev. A. H Sweetser lias been engaged to
continue his labors as pastor of the Universalist Society in Rockland, at a salary of §2000 for
the year beginning Oct. 1st.
Rev. S. L. B. Chase of the First Baptist
Church, Rockland, administered the rite of
baptism to three persons last Sunday, and received them to the membership of the church.
The Baptist Society of Saco
hope to have the
vestry of their new church readv for occupancy
by the last of next month. The exterior of the
church is to be completed this fall, but the audience room left until next spring.

STATE

have alluded to this subject and trust you will
Portland.
stop with one article.

NEWS.

not

Manufacturing Corporations.—The annual meeting of the stockholders in the Pepheld
perell Manufacturing Company,
Thursday, and the following officers elected:
Clerk, O. F. Page; Treasurer, Edward W.
Codman; Directors, Lyman Nichols, Janies
Longky, M. E. Hildreth, Thomas Wigglesworth, Henry Sigourney,George F. Fahyau and
Edward W. Codman.
The annual meeting of the Laconia Company
was held
Thursday, aud the following officers
elected :
was

Clerk, Moses W.^Vebber: Treasurer, Edward
\V. Codman; Directors, Thomas Wiggles worth,
James Longley, Samuel Gould, Henry Sigourney, Charles L. Thayer, George F. Fahyau and
Edward W. Codman.
The decline of gold, and the
consequent decline in the currency price of bonds, is likely to
make
a
to
demand for bonds, and particularly
the new five per cents, from new National
banks in the West during the next ten days.
According to the ruling of the Controller of the
Currency, the banks have only until the 18th
inst. to either take or decliue the 5,000.000 or
$6,000 ,000 of bank circulation to be taken yet
out of the $51,000,000 allowed by the law of
1870, The manipulation pf the price of gold
during the past month or two, tbe belief ou the
part of bankers that gold must decliue largely
this fall, and that consequently the currency
price of bonds must soon be much lower, has induced the new hanks that had determined to
take the additional circulation to hold off as
long as possible from buying the bonds.—
Chicago Tribune.
One of the saddest cases of early depravity
and wickedness on record, is that of a Boston
fourteen year-old who presented liis papa at the
breakfast-table, one morning last week, with
the following proof of his geuius:
“I want to be a Brahmin
On Beacon Hill to dwell,
I want to be a Brahmin
And give Ben. Butler-.”
He said it was his first attempt. He has been
quarantined in a dark room, and fed on bread
and water ever since. He thinks it will be his
last.—Commercial Advertiser.
--

Maine Pomological Exhibition.—The Executive Committee of the Maine State Pomoarrangements by
collection
of fruits now on exhibition at the meeting of
the American Pomological Society iu Boston

logical Society have
which a large portion

made

of the

splendid

wilt be sent to Bangor for the use of the Society
at its exhihi iou next week, constituting, in
connection with oar own productions, the finest
collection of fruit ever exhibited in Maine.

Shingles.—Last year twenty millions of
shingles were bought by tbe traders at Caribou,
Aroostook county, which were worth $80,0(10.
The shingles were mostly rafted down to St
John, N. B., and thence shipped to Boston and
*
elsewhere.

that all classes of goods may be sent
by mail in what is called the parcel post, at
one cent per ounce, provided that the parcel
Brick Pomeroy while making a
does not weigh over tweive ounces and that
speech in
Texas was asked by a listener, “What has
it be packed in such a way that the contents
the
Northern man done for Texas?” To which he
may be inspected by the officials without dereplied. “Taken the weeds out of your fencestroying the wrapper. Books may be sent corners, raised
vegetables, planted fruit trees,
for two cents for eacli two ounces or frac- j
built your largest and best bouses, imported
tion thereof and newspaper for one cent for l your finest breed of horses and
cattle, erected
each two ounces or fraction thereof, provided I nearly every machine shop, foundry and mill
that you have among you. They have minded
that they do not weigh over tour pounds.
| their own business, and have not disturbed a
The above rule in regard to wrappers applies large audience by asking foolish questions.
! They have striven by honest industry to keep
to all classes of mail matter except letters
I1 out of the sheriff's hands and thirty feet ahead
and postal cards.
of the tax collector."
answer

by competent parties in Savannah, Ga.
Geotge G. Cannon, the Mormon delegate to
Congress, has, according to current report, secretly obtains divorces iu the territorial court

be

Cat rent Notes.

contending corpora-

tions; but all his interests demand cheaper
tariffs and better accommodations. He ex-

to

operated by corporations
who shall own their own rolling stock. New
York had better drop the idea of making the
national government a railroad corporation.
track

We

all

News and Other Items.
Mrs. Livermore broke one of her
legs in the
White mountain region last week.
Mrs. Edwin M. Stantou, widow of the late
Secretary of War, is seriously ill at her home
in Germantown, Pa.
Tbt'use aud adaptability of banana fiber in
the manufacture of paper is about to be tested

AXDBOSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Auburn has purchased the Edward Little
Institute for §20,000. and will devote it to the
purposes of a High School.
Auburn sewer excavators have discovered
stumps several feet beneath Court street, says
the Journal.
Mrs. David McCain of Lewiston was badly
burned a short time since by her nightdress
catchiug fire.
ABOOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Aroostook County Show and Fair will
be hpld at Houlton on the 24th and 2oth inst.
The September term of the S. J. Court for
Aroostook county begins Tuesday next, Judge

Cutting presiding.

Frosts have killed many acres of sweet corn
in the vicinity of Paris Hill, says the Regis-

Denmark was
The barn of Bailey Emery
consumed by fire Monday evening. Loss about
at

$200.
A Denmark

78 years old, spun 133
skeins of yarn, 38 of which were warp, in 14
days. There’s a yarn for you.

CUMBERLAND

COUNTY.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Thursday.

The unworthy prejudice against color has
asserted itself in Bangor. The Whig says that
the mate of the schooner Izetta' Freeman
a
threw
little negro
Hincks by name,
hoy into the river Wednesday, just to see if he
switn.
could
The Whig says a cheese weighing a thousand
pounds has been entered fer exhibition at the
Considerable room must have
State Fair.
been found '-aside.
A Bangor ladv has copies of the first two
editious of the Isew Testament printed in the
United States, and also a bible 260 years old,
SAGADAHOC.

Forty of the former pupils of the Frauklin
School in Topsham held a reunion at the old
school on the 5th inst., says the Brunswick
Telegraph.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

sufferers.

aid the Belfast

Meyor Young of Ellsworth has issued a card
addressed to the citizens of that place, in which
be claims that the suppression of the
liquor
traffic is opposed by the professed
temperance
element of the city composed iu part of church
members, ile complains that he is powerless.
and says that if they want rum
why take it,'
but that good order in the streets will be maintained at all hazards.
KENNEBEC

WABUlAlil'UA

Baugor.
KNOX COUNTY

A remarkably sagacious horse lives, moves
and has liis being on an island near Vinalhaven.
His team-fellow fell down a well recently, and
the wise beast went to a neighboring house and
called for assistance—at least he ran to and
fro between the bouse and well until he attracted attention to the latter.
The next quarterly meeting of the Knox
Good Templars comes off at Kockland on the
17th inst.
A large work shop at Starrett’s ship-yard at
Rockland, filled with dry lumber and carpenter’s tools, was destroyed by lire -Wednesday

night.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal says the Camp Meeting at Nobleboro’, about three miles from

Waldoboro’ Village, is now iu session. This is
The
the first meeting held upon this ground.
grove is located on the line of the K. & L. It.
It and comprises eight acres of very tall
beeches, interperseu with a few oaks and maples. The encampment at present consists of
thirty tents and cottages. Between three and
four thousand people were upon the grounds,
Wednesday. The best of order has been preserved, and both worshippers and spectators
have had a good season of
enjoyment.

wages.

Two schooners, one of 294 and one of 325
tons are building at Pembroke, and two at
Perry, one of which is 200 and the other 475
tous.

The Lubee correspondent of the Ellsworth
American says 17 vessels from that port have
beeu lost during the past eight years, and with
them 17 lives. The value of the vessels was
$130,000, During the gale of 1809 Washington
county lost $1,000,000.
2000 barrels of herring have been taken in the
Narrows near West Quoddy so far.

eitheraUd

Ho You Feel ?

How

The fervid beats of summer are now over. In
whar condition have they left you? Is your liver
torpid or disordered, your appetite feeble, your di
gestion imperfect, or painful, vour nervous system
shaky, your mind lethargic? This is the state in
which the autumn finds tens of thousands of us, and
this state we are ripe for the malarious fevers, and in
bowel complaints, and bilious diseases, which the

heavy dews,

the vapors, and the vast diderence betemperature of night and day are apt to

the
engender. Rouse yourself from tlys condition with
Hosteller’s Stomach Bitters. Wake up the latent
vitality of the body, which only requires the stimulating, strengthening and regulating agency of this
mighty vegetable restorative to enable it to" resume
its activity and
Indigestion, biliousness,
miasmatic fevers,potency.
ami disorders of the bowels, are
the usual sequences of a long heated term. Prevent
or cure them with the Bitters.
You can do either,
but prevention is best.
tween

BOSTON STEAMEllS.

NOTICES.

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.

of Time.

Change

On and after Monday, Sept. 15, the Steamers toi
Boston will leave Franklin Whart
o’clock P. ill. 9 instead of 8.

Portland,

at 7

W. L. B1LL1NGA) Agent.

se3_su2w
T» flic rublic.
The Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H

Libby, Constable, whose office is at No 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the
Society.
The public aie therefore lequested to give prom pi
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will see to ii
that the odenders are brought to speedy and strict
per order.
justice.

ap2S___
WOOD’S. ESTEY’S

sntf

and SMITH’S

REED ORGANS.
Sh ft Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars, Acconlenns, Strings of the best quality, ana all kinds o
Musical Instruments and Merchandise, Wholesalt
and Retail by
C. K. II VWES.
T Mid.de St.
Particular attention given to orders.
ael2
snSmos

FOR MOTH,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

OUDENSRURG R. R.

Ou the south side of Middle

EXCURSION TICKETS good on any train will is
sold by the PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R
during September, by which parties can enjoy lh<
attractive sail on SSbago
l^ike and Sojgo River ant
return in less time than heretofore.
HTE.IJIKK inwi'ivr PLEASANT
now

the

connects with

7.10

a. m.

arriving at 8.00 p. m.
Parties by either train can change boats

with train

and make ike round trip to
BRIDGTON OR
Fare to

PAY

—ON—

and return same day, to accommodate
to attend the Camp meeting.

HARRISON

formerly.
Naples. Bridgton or Harrison

Stages for Mount Pleasant House
Boat at Bridgton.

and returi

connect

will

seplsndtf

CONSUMPTION CAN BE

CUgEU

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
MCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulnonart
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks
up the
liver, stops the circulation of rlie blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint ana aysi>ep8ia are the causes ol
two-thiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull
pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose,
tongue
coated, paiu in the shoulder blade, feeling som dine?
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the? stomach, accompani-

ed with acidity and belching of wind. These
symptoms usually originate trom a disordered condit ion ol
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so
il
affected,
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor any
thing calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests
easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a
circulation oi the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
and
the
shallow,
patient, is of a billious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills arc required.
These medicines are prepaired by
Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Philadelphia. Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover
street,, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York.
For sale by Druggistsgenerallv.
septSsneodtf

bealtliy

sntf

NOTICE.
Eastern and Haiuc Central Rail*
roads.
The Passenger Trains on both of these Railroads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Station, Commercial Street, foot of State
Street.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. R.
aulosntf
Portland, Aug. U, 1873.

To Lei.
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
THE
Commercial St.—immediate poaession given.

Inquire of

ELIAS THOMAS & CO
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
seDtl2sntf

ST. AEGLSTEVE’S SCHOOL.

School for Boys.

RT. REV. II.'A. NEELY, D. D., Visitor.

BILLINGS, Principal,

MISS BABY P. HOLraES, Assistant.

Christinas Term will open

15th.

take pleasure in announcing to the former patof this. School and others that I have secured
successor.

The school under his char.ce will be worthy of all
the favor it has heretofore received,
Address as before at
D-AJSnPORTH

45

Merriam’s Store, near Woodman Block,
Where you will find a splendid Stock.

au2__ entf
FRENCH LANGUAGE.

se3sa3w_DANIEL

JULES L. MORAZAIK,

$2000

WORTH

MEERSCHAUM
To be Sold

PIPES

a

Tor $800.

{35

And Meers haums down

APVtETOJI BLOCK.

low

as

ASIATIC CIIOLEUA IN CHINA!
ALMOST EVERY

PAIN

STEBBINS’ CIGAR

a

physican, and have been obliged often “to fill

upon my own resources in c ses of sickness. The
Chinese come to us in gre t numbers for medicine
and advice.
Though without medical knowledge
ourselves, the few simple remedies we can command
are so much in advance even of their
physicians that
we have almost daily
applications. We allow them
to come, because it brings us iu contact with them
and opens a
oor of usefulness.
In dirrhoea, colic,
vomiting, cholera, coughs, etc., your Pain-Killer has
has been my chief medicine. Yours, very truly,
Rev. T. P. CRA WFORD, Tungehow. China.
Those using Pain-Killer should strickly observe
the following directions: At the commencement of
the disease take a teaspoonful of Pain-Killer in
sugar and water, and then bathe freely across the
stomach and bowels with the Pain-Killer, clear.
Should the diarrhoea and cramp continue, repeat the
dose every tiiteen minutes. In this way the dreadful
scourge may be checked and the patient relieved in
the course of a few Jiours.
N. B.—Be sure and get the genuine article; and it
is recommended by those who have used the PainKiller for the cholera, that in extreme cases the patient take two (or more) teaspoonfuls instead of one.
We invite the attention of the
to this well
tested and unrivalled family medicine.
The PAIN-KILLER is sold by all Druggists and

If you want good and cheap
where can you buy them cheaper
ter then at the place where

bet-

(hey

Besides patronising tlic

are

industry

city.
that there

better Seed and Havana

Cigars

made in the United States than those I
make.
The Cigars I manufacture great care
is taken to

cleanliness.

You can

buy

Cigars from 16 dollars and upward

per

1000, and cheroots at $10.50 per 1000.
Ail the above

can

be had at

Mothers, Mothers,

360 Congress Wired.

Sole Agent
a*M

Mot tiers,

Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the period
of teething iu children. It relieves the child from
pain, cures wind colic, regulate- the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the
Be

sure

and call for

for Globe

height

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Sept. 13, 1873.

aug30ti

three doors above

Exchange, and

within

a

Office,

is the light and pleasant

stone’s throw of the Post

Store No.

Boyd’s Block.

polished

receiving

now

of

in

78,

It has been

up, and is

attractive stock

as

Wool-

Dry Goods, Fancy Goods,
Etc.,

ens,

as was

Portland.
this

a

qualifications

can

make

an

arrangement

by address-

ing^xyZ^Argusuffl^se8sntf
A. PARSONS, M. B.,

Chewing Tobaco.
sntt

WIN81.QW

sntf

CO.

&-

301 1-2 CONGRESS ST., Room No. 6.
Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
House.

Residence Preble
sellsulm

Balh, Sept. 4. *J. C.Trans of Boston and Ella S.
daughter of A. C. Mallett of Bath.
In Bath, Sept. 8, Oliver Todd of Boston and Anna
M. Totman ot Bath. Also, Fred L. Wing ot Boston

and Susan S. Totman of Bath.
In Augusta, Sept. 7, Matceilus W. Edgeriy and
Alice M. Lyon.

The

proprietor of

new

institution,

shown in

ever

Horatio

Staples,

year of her age.
In Bridgton, Sept. 7, Mrs.
92 years 7 months.
In Bridgton, Sept. 8, Rev.
40 years.

Bowel

Dyscutery,

or

SQUARE.

Nammer

of Ether for
gntf

or

Noar

Indigestion Arc. Contains no opiate
Produce Ccstiveness. Druggists sell it.
j u20_

Morbus

Ntomacb,
and

does

no

sn3m

SPECIALTY
Dyspepsia.

This is the only prompt, efficient, and safe master of such symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn,
palpitation of the heart, dizziness, slecpl ssnass,
melnncbolly, costiveifcss. wi d, mental and physical
debility as well as many others which if neglected,
will soon place “the house tee live in” beyond the
reach of ny remedy.
[From tl e Boston Journal.]
“Dyspepsia.” White’s Specialty for this aggravating complaint has been thoroughly tested by
thousands who have been benefitted by it, and are
willing to testify to its efficacy,”
the

Congregationalist (Boston.)]
“White’s Specialty tor Dyspepsia, from pure
ab
ne is last
virtue
and
merit
overtaking, and bids
fair to exceed, in its sale, all the old popular medicines of the d y.”

PBICE O.NE DOLLAR PER
FOR

BOTTLE.

SAI*E Bf ALL DRUGGISTS.

jy26snMW&S3mi!tw32

selling

stating experience,rte., NATIONAL PUBLISHING
CO., Philadelphia. Pa.
scl3t4w.

Friday, Sept. Id.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Citv ot Portland, Pike, Boston tor Eastport and St John. NB
Sch James Ford, Huntley, Pictou—957 tons coal to

and Single GUNS
PISTOLS. Also ali
kinds of SPORTING GOODS. Wholesale and retail.

dtf

MISS M. Gr MAGUIRE
—WILL

Dress and

SEPT.

Sch Gladiator, (Br) Parker, Yarmouth, NS, in bal-

bbls mackerel.
Sch Nautilus,

At No. 11

Launched—At Thomaston 6th inst, by Hilt, Waterman & Co. a three masted schr of 300 tons, named
the May McFarland, owned by Capt Jobu McFarland. (who is to command her) and others of Thomaston.
At Thomaston 8th mst, by Walker. Dunn & Co,
a three masted schr of 350 tons, named Etta Barter,
owned by the builders and others and to be commanded by Capt Barter of St George.

SION STORE,

leaky.

Gilmore. Newcuurle NSW.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 8th. ship L L Sturges, Linnekin, Liverpool; sch Mouadnock, Hammond, from
New York.
Cld 3d, schs Nellie Grant. French, New York; Jas
K Lawrence, Herrick, do.
DARIEN—Ar 3d, sclis Lacy Collins, Collins, Irom
Charleston; J P
do.
Ar 4th. sch L B Mallory, Stetson, Savannah.
GEORGETOWN SC—Ar 2d, bcL> Maud Barbour,

Wyman.Urann,

Cld 4th, schs Carrie S Webb, Homan, New York;
6tl;, Hattie G Buck, Woodbury, Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Ar 10th, sch Timothy Field. Leland, Boston.
Cld 8th. brig Geo Harris. French, Bull River.
WILMINGTON—Sid 8th, sell Louisa Bliss, Strong,
Boston.
RICHMOND—Ar 9th, sch Annie Gup, Sawyer, ftn
Wood’s Hole.

BALTIMORE—Ar 9th, sch Carrie W Clark, Cross.

Bridgeport.
Ar 10th, ship Charter Oak, Nichols, Dunkirk; schs
K F Hart, Hart. Salem; G P Pomroy, Bryant, Bos-

ton ; Onrust. Homer. Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th,brigS J Strout, Fickett, St Matys, Ga,
At quarantine, brig Cascatelle, from Matanzas.
Cld 9th, ship Borneo, Ferguson. Ha^re.
Cld 10th, brig Abhy C Titcomb, Hall, Barbadoes;
schs E L Gregory, Thorndike, Rockland ; Albert

sel3dlw

$3,000
$,>,<>00.
WANTED in
successful mantifacPARTNER
first class whole-ale
ng business, hating
and
a
a

and

sobriety.

Tally Ho, Plummer,
Nellie Scott, IV ilan,
Caibaiien; Commerce, Arey, Monte Christe; Equal,
Titus, Rockland; Fanny
Edith, Ky ier, Belfast for
Rondout; Planet, Pratt, Rockland; Florida, Thompson, do; Tahmiroo, Cole, Providence; Florida, Gilmore, Belfast; S G Hart. Hart, Dix Inland ; Charles
Cumery, Creamer, Bangor; Francis Coffin, Batson,
Calais; Fannie Hint. Warren, Windsor. NS lor Baltimore; Saral Hart, Holbrook. Dix Island; H L Curtis, Curtis, and L S Wasson, Sargtnt. Bangor.
|$Ar llth, schs Abbott Devereux, Kellar, Sydney dB;
Aimed,a. Smith. Hillsboro.
Ar!2tb. barque Sarah, Cheney. Matanzas.
Cld llth, brig Machius, Bartlett. F.lizabethport.
Passed through Hell Gate 10th, seht A E Willard,
Davis, Port Johnson lor Portsmouth; Belle ot the
Bay. Emerson, New York; Emma W Day, Clark,
New York for Newmarket; Matanzas. Braguoif, Port
Johnson for Salem; Chas Heath, Warren, Hoboken
tor Hillsboro; John & Frank, Matthews, Elizabetliport lor Maine; Messenger, Dean, from New York for

Strout,

Address,

NEW

BEDFORD—Ar llth, sch Zicova, Candage,

VINE YARD-HAVEN—Ar 10th,
schs Osprav,
Crowley, Elizabethport for Boston ; Sarah Potter.
Wall. Bath tor Philadelphia.
EDGAHTOWN—Ar 3th. sch Chowan, Goldthwaite,
Rondout lor Saco.
BOSTON— Ar 11th. schs Adam Bowlhy, Bellatv,

se!3

SALEM—Ar 9th. schs W’illiam Duren, Doyle, from
Perry; May Day, Adams, New York.
EASTPOKT—Cld 8th. sch Albert II Waite, (new, of
Poitland, 280 tons,) Petlengill, Macliias, to load for

3ft

The
8 now

ket for

wrowd

Boston.

of

Radiator being made of the best
iron, riveted as thoroughly as a steam boiler, and
PERFECTLY GAS-TIGHT.
For quickness of operation, and economy in fuel,
it cannot be excelled,—the heat coming
up at once
on star ing a tire.
Its facilities for cleaning out are
unsurpassed, aud it can be thoroughly cleaned of all
soot and ashes in a few minutes.
Klcat the

Cellar.

“WINTHROP”

Has all the good qualities to be found in any Wrought
Iron Furnace, together with some improvements
oj
our ovni. which renders it superior to
any other. It
has been

thoroughly

tested the past winter, and

we

convinced of its superiority as a beating apparatus.
Call and examine before purchasing.

FREDERIC BECKNAH,

199

Fore

Those Baked

St.,

—WHICH

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,
have been tested and pronounced

GOOD !
Now if you wish to try them, yon can by sending
n your order have them'brought rigid from the oven
to your door any morning during the week. Or, if
you say vnu want them Sabbath morning (as is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will hive a ftah lot ready which
he will send you Saturday evening. Then by Hitting them in your own ov» n you can find them* there
at breakfast time and save the unpleasant ta>k of
rising before you are ready aud hurrying to the bak-

ery.

choice

moihp

BREAD with them
apl5

uot,

or

fiROWK

an you

a

large invoice

Waltham

Watches J

Purcbasscd before the late rise in Waltham move
ments. and for sale »t the lowest prices.
Satisfact
ion guaranteed in every instance.
All styles of Cases and all grades of movements
band.

Watches regulated for every body without charge’

CHAS. H. LAMSOK,
Near Post

St.,

In port 6tli inst, barque Snrnh E Frazer, Nichols,
and Caribou, Kenney, for N-w York. Idg; Marathon.
Donnell and Jas E Brett, Marsden. unc, brig Havana, Meyer, for New York, lug; whs Arietta M Bird
Merrill; Edward Waite, Lee, and Enterprise,
J
*
unc; and others.
SI<1 fm Matanzas 5th, barque Jane Adeline Arm-

Royal’

strong, Sagua.
Ar at Cardenas 3d iDst, schs M M Knowles Small
*
*»
Macbias.

Ar ar Sagua 31st ult. barque Emleavor.
Mountfort
Cardenas; 1st Inst, brig Y Rlonrla,
Hutchinson, Wilmington; sch Hattie Rosa, Ulrick, Portland; •>« Au
* A
nie Augusta, Turner, Havana.
101,1 inst. »kip Pocahontas.
New
HG

Yoik*y'hri»’ i'1 !n9r’
McFarland! Hrdo/"

PortlandSt

Jo,m,NIi’ 10tl1-

Fraim, Wallace, for

* Youni!'

and

k’“JW Scott, Green,

I.illy, Waycott, for Portland;
«£''!
10tlih*jchs Water
Grecian,
Mitcliell, New York.

of these

ness

customary

Goods.

cheap-

But

then,
there

Store that did not

never was a

sell

cheaper

than

other

every

and I have not the courage

to make mine

an

exception

to that

rnle.
dlw

SAFE INVESTMENT
HOME

SECURITY.

The Subscribers offer for Male

$100,000
CITY
6

OF

r TC R

LEWISTON,

CENT.

BONDS

The Bonds are payable in 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure of
the City after ten years.
A

A strictly first class security, as good as the
best.
rare chance for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds.

II. M. PAYSOY &
33 EXCHANGE STREET

an:_PORTLAND.

dti

BONDS”
FOR

SALE.

Portland City
“
Bangor
“

6’»

•

g’s
0>s
7’s
7>«

“
Toledo
...
g>g
Cook County, 111.,
•
«
7’s
Marion County, Ind.,
8’s
Maine Central R. R.
7>g
Portland & Rocli ster R. R.
7’s
Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe Gold 7’s
Aorthern Paciiic R. R, Gold
7-30’s
Chicago, Daa. A Vin. R. R. Gold
7’s

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R
Stock and Dcf. Rent Scrip
BOUGHT BY

Swan

&:

Ilarrctt,

100 MIDDLE

Teb24_

STREET.
_eodtt

boniTsT
“

y

“

g,

Brooklyn City

C’g

Jersey City

?

7*g

Elizabeth City

7’g

~

Canada Southern B. R., Gold,

7’s

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R„ Gold,
Northern Pacific R. it., Gold,

7-30’'

Office

au23

7’s

-FOR SALE BY-

tf

R.

Boston & Jflninc R. R.

9T

SPECIAE TRAIN.
A

Special

PORTLAND

Train will

ON

JMOLA&SES.

BAY

Porto Rico,

—

SUNDAY, Sept. 14. at 7 o'clock 4.N.
same

A. BIRD
Exchange St.

_____leMF

leave

FOR ALTON
—

Barbadoes,
Cienfnegos,

day. to accommodate those wishing
the campmeeting.

Price of Tickets to gro aud return

Sagua la Grande,

$3.60.
FUKBER, General Supt.
PAYSON TUKRR, General Agent,
sel2 :2t
J. T.

and

Caibarien Molasses,
All Choice Grocery,

Gentlemen’s Garments

FOR SALE BY

CLEANSED

E.

—OR—

Harrison, liradforil & Co’
STEEL PENS.
Special attention called

to the

No. 4 Portland Pier.

HEW

The

YORK._3m

Haydn Association,
having leased

CON6KESS

HALL

for Parties, Concerts, Ac.
now offer it to the public
For terms apply to
C. B. MAUNDERS,

soSdlrn

_

HOT TEA ROLLS.
HOT TEA ROLLS
can

be

W. C. Cobb’s
EVERY
myl

had from

Bakery or Carts
AFTERNOON.

well-known numbers

505—73—98—90 dr 99.
Factory, Mt. Vernon ; Office, 75 John St.,
au7

CHURCHILL & CO.,

ugOritf

an35MTh&Stf_m,"..s,.wl.

Oliver,

8Ch C

the

of

nnl Prwwd Rrndy tor Wear.
Ne Kipping required. Warranted not to crack.
AT F STEB'S DIE IIOI
NE.

barque* Cienfuegos, Nor6lb, L T Stocker, Bibber

neglected

mention of the wondertul

“

Caibarien 28th ult. brig A H Curtis. Curtis,
Cardenas; Sami Lindsey. Bradford, do.
Cld 27th, brig Antilles toi New York; 1st iust, sch

Liverpool!1*™*

have

You will notice that I

New York City

Dyed Brown, Black. Blue-Black
and Blue,

Boston.

Come and see.

like.
tf

WATCHES.

77 Middle

good

Elizabeth, N. J.,
Cleveland “

is selling BY THE QUART, at his Bakery,

on

of

St. Louis

—

W. C. COBB

constantly

I pro-

78 Middle St.

Beans.

THOSE BAKED BEAKS

Just received

in

property usually

Dry Goods Stores.

*e*___MW&Slw

N.—1Take

and

HORATIO STAPLES,

Portland, Me.

I*.

end.

pose to make this Store the Head-

are

!N"o.

pair

Construc-

Gibraltar 10th ult, barque Monitor, Eaton,
(from Leghorn)for New York: 12th, brig Charlotte,
Wliirtemore, (from New York) for Marseilles.
Ar at Liverpool 31st ult, barque Bridgport, trom
Portland.
SKI fm Bristol, E, 29th ult, barque H D Brookman,
Ames, Cardiff.
At at Cienfuegos 3d inst, barque Neptune, Beal,

altimore.
S-ave,

in

to attend

in port 20th ult, barque Ironsides, Tanley. for Boston, Ug; brig Lizzie M Merrill, Dockendorf. fordo.
Ar ar Las Palmas prev to July 14, ship Golden Rule
Hall, Callao.
Cld at Malaga 22d ult, brig Dingo, Coffin, for New

Kale Carlton. Bowers, do.
Ski fm Havana 5th ins*,
North ol Hatteras;

kept

end ot

The Wrought-Iron

The

as-

beyond computation.

Damask, Towels,

no

tion.

not

Yarn without

wares

fact

It i** rh ensily Managed ns a Parlor Store.
1 3t lias Cargo fCn<'tntio» and
Euiire Freedom from Oan ami Du»t.

It docN

the

sel2
mar-

ronnmu.

Durability

mid

Hosiery, by

dozen.

Small

Winthrop

pronounced superior to anything in the

Mcmplicity

A full

sortment of the famous Trefousse

Store,

Iron

HOT AIR FURNACE.

and return

Sid fm Gottenburg 19tb ult, barque Matthew Baird,

Wordings.

Suitings.

all the world knows that

Me.

*lw

Wrought

Pendleton, Rondout.
Ar I2th, schs Venelia, Allen. New York; Thos Hix,

Lurvey, New York.
Cld 12th, sch Pima. Morse, Bangor.

C, H. HARDIE,

Brackett St. Price
App.y to W. H. JLRR1S, Real Estate Agent.

$3000

Elizabetbport.
Bangor.

ntan

young

Dress

styles.

pari of

western

Calais.

Calais.
Ar 11 ih, sch Sylvi. Batson, Calais.
Sid loth, schs Bauuer, Hickey, and Dexter,
Lord,
for New York.
Sid llth. sch W B Darling. Hatch, New York.
SOMERSET—Sid llth, sch Nellie Carr, Lansil, for

a

Portland,

TWO
by 120 feet,

Pendleton,

son.

for

Mouse ami Lot tor Sale.
Storv house, 11 rooms. Sebago water, lot

brigs Key-

Cld

opening

*

sel3*lw

Also

son, Boston.
NEW VORK-Ar 10th, brig
Philadelphia for Salem; schs

A tine

that is willing to give his whole attend in to business.
Unexeeptiouabla tefrences required as to honesty

found,

Flannels, Sheetings,

and Business

P. S.

to

tur

of

At

Prints, Ginghams, Cassimeres,

Chelsea, Mass.

retail trade.

and the

himself.

as

variety

iiinumerable

TWO

Treat, Sawyer, Roeki»orr.

cld 10th. barque Florence Peters. Branscomb.
Cieufuegos; brig R S Hassell, Hodgdon. Kingston, J,
Below 9lh. schs Emma Bacon, from Gardiner; M E
Rankin, from Gardiner; E G Willard,from Portland;
La Volta. Wliitlemore. do; Henry Whitney. Perkins,
from Gardiner; Elizabeth Magee, and 11 G Bowen,
from do: D Eddy, from Bangor; Keokuk, from New
York; Pioneer, from Bath.
Also below, brig S J Strout, from Brunswick, Ga;
schs Sabao, from Gardiner; L B Sargent, from Buck’s
Harbor; Nellie Lampher, from Lynn; Wm Flint,
from Boston; W H Rowe, from Gloucester.
At Delaware Breakwater 9th, brig Manson. from
Cuba for New York.
Sid 10th. brig A C Titcomb, for Barbadoes.
EL1ZABETHPORT—Sid 9th, sch Sedona, Nicker-

well

as

friends,

Goods, Shawls, Blankets, Quilts,

miles from Boston, located on one of the best
corners for trade in the place, now
doing a heavy
business. Sold on account of ill health. No Brokers
need apply. Address
PROVISIONS.

total loss.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4th hm, ship Commodore,

public,

Goods.

AN OLD ESTABLISHED PROVI-

—

—

the benefit of his

quarters of close buyeis

17th,

FOR SALE.

CLEARED.

Brig Edw H Williams, (new of Portland, 348 tons)
H Tucker. Havana—A L Hobson.
Sch Eva May, Andrews, Windsor, NS
Orlando
Nickerson.
Scb Hello Hardy, Baker, Baltimore—J Nickerson.
Soli Fawn. Kelley, New York—E Freeman.
Sch T S McLellan. Farr, New York—Bunker Bros.
Sch Harriet Baker, Webber, Norwich
Bunker
Bios.

Portland.
Ski loth, barque Proteus, for Havana;
stone, for Matanzas; Ennis, lor Beyrout.
S ruNINGTON—Ar loth, sch Express,

HER—

Clapp’s Block. dlw*

sel3

Parker, Southport.
Sch Gulnare, Bowden, Penobscot for Boston.

very

OPEN

Cioak-lTIaking Rooms,

He

elsewhere.

proposes to use this experience for

Table

Agent for Du Pont’s Gunpowder.

last.

Sydney,

and

«. It. BAILEY,
48 Exchange St.

John Porteons.

Sch Frank Skillings, Doughty, Bay Chaleur—200

here and

or

fresh iniiierlatien of Donbl

RIFLES, REVOLVERS

sel3

PORT OF PORTLAND,

goods,

se-

this class of

selling

Kid Gloves.

NEWS!

MARINE

Ar at

WHITE’S
For

The only complete hisiory ol flint vast
region between
the Mississippi and the Pacific
Its Resources
Climate, Inhabitants, Natural Curiosities, etc. It
contains 940 line engravings of the
Scenery, Lands
People, and Curiosities f the Great West. Agents
are
from 15 to 93 copies a day, and we send
a canvassiug book free to any pook agent.
Address

A

11.
Sunrises.5.38 1 Moon rises.10.20 PM
I High watei.4.45 PM

a

WEST

John Berry, aged about

York.
Ski fra

Complaints,

Diarrhea, Cholera

Cholera, Colic, Nick

UNDEVELOPED

Sun sets.6.13

be

.Meat tfpee for th**

iiookM

Betsey Woodbury, aged

ifliuint’ire AI munitc.September

and

in all

dtd

C/anvaM'Mii'j;

lecting

on

Laying Out New Streets.

in

large experience

this Store will always be

«e13

PUKI8.

,1unl3__
Dr. Bickncirs Syrup
Cares

Committee

has had

J. F. RANDALL,
EDWARD THURSTON,
W.U. .McALENKY,

FIVE YEARS IN THE TERRITORIES.

In this city. Sept. 12tb, Mr. Charles E. Dutton,
aged 35 years 8 months.
[funeral services on Snudav afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from his late residence, No. 9 Cotton street.
Friends
^are invited lo attend.
In Hiram, Sept. It, Endora L., daughter of Alraon
and Mary M. Young, aged 11 years 10 mouths 11 days
In Falmouth, Sept. 8. Mrs. Lydia Knight, widow of
the late Alfred Wadsworth, of Boothbay. in the 94th

Has removed to

MABKET

was leferred the
petnon of W. S. Trefethcn and
otherB, that a highway or road he laid out «n Peaks
Island, commencing at the dividing line of land
owned by the wi low of John Brackett
ami the lan.
of J.isiah sterlnu. at the end ..f the
road n w laid
out, thence northerly and easterly to Evergreen
Landing, will meet at said d viding line of the widow
of John Brackett’s and Jo-mhlSurling’s land on
Peaks Island, on MONDAY the £2 day of
Sept Instant, at 24 o’clock P. M., to bear all parties interested, and then determine and adju ige whether public convenience requires that Baid highway nr road
should be laid out on Peaks Island, and it they should
so adjudge will then and there lay out said
Strett,
and tin the damages as r quired by law.
GEO. P. WI SCOTT,
MIC AH SAMPSON,
FREDIPUCK W. CLARK,

_MARRIKD.

Sagua.
Cld 9th, seb Alice Dean, Bartlett, Portland.

DENTIST
13

■ATOTICE Is hereby given that the Joint
Standing
on

Ellsworth; Sarah Moore, Herrick, Bangor; Exeter,

Wanted.
Wholesale Grocery House in this city a travelling salesman. An experienced man with the right
Bv

[From

STEBBINS’, Cigar Store,

X.

10th. sch A G Bryant. Stubbs, New York
FALL RIVER—Ar 10th, seb Mountain Laurel,Higgins. Calais; Forest Belle. French. Bangoi.
Sid lltb. sch Rival. Dunton. New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar llth, sch Henrietta, Thomp-

the purpose of extracting tcolh without pain.

or

J.

PLISKY DAVIS & SOIS,
Manufacturers and Proprietors,
136 High street, Pr< vidence. R. 1.
277 St. Paui street, Montreal.
17 Southampton street, London, England.
au30
sueodlm&w36

(^•SPECIALTY—Administration

Cigars,

au2G

Addison.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 10th inst, sch Eliza J Staples,

NO.

AND COMMON SENSE.

$1000

Upper

L®\lnS "u< new Streets, to whom

OE

INQUIRE

Dealers inFamily Medicines.
fiS^Price 25 and 50 cents and SI.

STORE,

CIGARS!

are no

KILLER!

almost certain cure for cholera, if used in time. Indeed, using it in a great many instances, 1 do not remember failing in a single case. For three years l
have been residing in this place, more that iiftv miles

au30entf

ready to wager

WITH

Dear Sirs,—During a long residence in China, I
have used your valuable Pain-Killer, boih in my own
familly and among the Chinese, and have found it a
most excellent medicine. In the summer of 1602 and
1«63, while residing in Shanghai, 1 found it an

360 CONGRESS STREET,

am

CURED

took the medicine faithfully in the way stated above,
eight out of ten recovered.
Iiev. It. TELFORD, Missionary in China.

The above to be bad at

I

CASE

Dear Sirs,—During a residence of some ten
years in Siam and China, as a missionary, I found
you;* Vegetable Pain-Killer a most valuable remedy
tor; bat fearful scourge, the cholera.
In administering the medicine. I found it most effectual to give a
teaspoonful of Pain-Killer in a gill of hot water
sweetened with sugar; then, afier about fifteeu minutes, begin to give abou a tablespoontul of the same
mixture every minute until relief was obtaiued. Apply hot applications to the extremities. Bathe the
stomach with the Pain-Killer, clear and rub the
limbi briskly. Of tliosa who had the cholera, and

85

as

YACHT

Davis, Bangor.

“MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP.”

Pieces.
first clas; Cherry Stems with Amber
Mouth Pieces 40 cents.

own

nigh

For sale by all druggists.
svjyTMWSfim

cents, and warranted genuine Meerschaum
with genuiue Amber mouth

of yonr

at tlic

a»£5_sntf

mother.

Pipes for $17.
20 Pipes for $9,

made.

PARIS,

PORTLAND, MA-INE.

STREET.
F. SMITH.

THE

ETHEL.

Frontora.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 3d inst,l)rig Pedro, Bahrs,

public

rons

my

Connection* by 1 P. ill. from Portinml:
At Scbngo Lake with steamer for Naples, Bridgton
ani Harrison; at Baldwin wiili stages for
Cornish,
Porter, Kezar Falls and Freedom; at Br< wnfield with
stages tor Denmark and Brid ton; at Fryeuurg with
stages for Lovell and North Lovell.
Stages for Crav ford 11-.use leave Upper Bartlett on
arrival of trains from Portland antd October 1st.
Connection* in Poillnml
by all trains with the Bos on & Maine Railroad to rr
f oni Boston aim all points South ami
West; by 12.25
P. M. from
Bartlett wdh Steamers or Pori^a' Ket Co., leaving Portland for Boston
Ian_d
at 7.U0 P. M. cl dly.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R
Station, wheie all trains of P. & o. It. it. arrive and
depa t.
trains leave Portland at 7.20 A.M. for
North Conway, reluming leave NorihConwav ir
1.30
Portland.

Sch M Sewall, Capt Low. was driven asbore at
North Sydney 24Mi ult, and is badly damaged on starboard side, port bilge stove in, and mainmast gone
with everything attached.
Sch *1 W I)risKo, Capt Haskell, is ashore at North

At

from

To Let.
Custom House Wharf with dock privilege,
ruirabte for Grocery or Fish business. Apply to
GEO..W. EDDY. 91 Middle street.
an28su3w
on

as

1

City of Portland.

probably

street.

junlS_

Billings

SAFE

MEMORANDA.
H M McGilvery, Stubbs, at North Sy Iney, CB,
Boston, reports, 31st tilt, oft* Cause, during a
strong gale, lost part ot sails, carried away jibhoom,
and partly ftlled with water. The uraps being chok
ed. had to esort to bailing to keep afloat.
Brig E H Kennedy, from Weymouth for Charleston
with 425 tons guano, got ashore on Folly Breakers,
entrance to Charleston, night ot the 9th iust, and will

(Uni* S8 you come in open day,)
And possibly, one may be found,
Who, “on the goose is always sound,”
And sells a Walnut Chamber Set,
As low ns Painted Pine, “you >et;”

W. H. TURNER, Supt.

CHARLES M. HAW RES.

Mr.

FOR

IT-—lpnvpi

Brig

sought, iu vain to find.
Now, bring your lantern down this way,

School.

SEPTEMBER

prepared only by A. <J. SCHLOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists. 303 emigres- street,
one door above Brown, Portland, Me.
au26sntf

On anil alter Monday, Sept. 15,1873,
1 until further notice trains will
a- follow-PortlaLti for Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations hi. 710 A. M. and LUO P. M.
Le;ive Upper Bartlett for Portland at ti A. M. and
12.25 P. M.
_

trora

And whom you

Instrtuctoi- in Frciu-h

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT RONDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.
AII carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent inierest. Very safe as well as profitable.

I

search’s not o’er;
is wauted, more

OF

^^.50.

The

man

Than when thy trembling footsteps sought,
Among the gloomy shades, for aught
That would a slight resemblance
bear,
To him, who is honorable and fair,
In all his dealings with mankind,

those wishing

Price of Ticket*! to go and Return.

O. L.

FIFTY CEilTg A BOTTLE.

PRICE

DIED.

$2 50.

NOTICE.

A Hoarding: and Day

a marble purity.

Naples

at

as

Diogenes, the

SUXPAY, Sept. I4th, at 7 o’clock A. M*,

Store

A safe end sure remedy for removing
Tan.Pimple*,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it qofft and tre.sli and imparting to it

St.,

CHANCl: OF TIME.

In

P. & O. Railroad

and running to Naples, returns in season for trair
arriving in Portland at 3.37 p. m.; also connects will
12.20 p. m. from Portland, and returning connects

A Special Train will leave Portland from Portland
& Rochester Depot f >r

Or of

Scklotterbeck’s Moth auil Fivckle Lotion

OCULIST.

PORT Li AN D
ft
ROCHESTER
RAII.ROAO.

middle:

Blackhead and Fleshworm use PERRY’S improv
ed Comedime and Pimple
Remedy, the gicat skin
medicine.
Prepared only by Or it. C. PERKY,
DenmUologist, 49 Boud St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
ery where.
Qui<?2d<'C.,w‘<nfhMl?

TWO TRIPS DAILY TO NAPLES A NT
RETURN.

Portland Comnifmdery K. T.

96

n

FACE^

DR. JAMES A* SPALDING,

The members of Portland Commandcry are requested to inset at Masons’ Hall in lull uniform,
SATURDAY Morning, Sept. 13tli, at 8.30 o’clock, to
perform e.-cort duty to the remains of the late Sir
Henry D. Seymour. Per order,
scl3-s»lt
IRA BERRY, ,JR., Recorder.

selSsnlt

Ivrs

FOR PIMPLES ON THE

SEBAGO LAKE—KONGO RIVER

An honest

ALTON

_ln&w

PATCHES, FRECKLES

mar22__d*wsnGml 7

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SPECIAL,

PORTLAND &

Tin's splendid Hair Jive is the best In the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and
Instantaneous; uodisappointment; no ridiculous
tinls or unpleasant odor. Remedies the 111
fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
Black on Natural Brown, and leaves the bait
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
V/Cbelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop.,
Y.

And TAN, usePERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion
It is reliable and harmless. Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y.

THE SEARCH.

OXFORD COUNTY

Peru boasts an elm that
girts 11 feet, 2 inU lsut muoh o£ a towu
£or eIms

CUU0IX.

At a
meeting of the corporators of the Calais
and Eastport K. R. Co., Sept. 1st, pursuant to
the call, says the Sentiue1, the Charter was accepted. The following named persons were
chosen Directors: N. B. Nutt, 0. C. Norton, J.
W. Binkley, C. B. Paine, E. C. Pike, E. E.
Shead, C. H. Dyer, C. S. Huston, S. D. Leavitt. At a subsequent meeting of the Directors,
S. D. Leavitt, Was ch< sen President; E. C.
Pike, Treasurer; E. E. Shead, Clerk.
The employes of the Pembroke Iron Mills
have “struck” because of the dockiug of

COUNTY.

The annual exh bition of the North Kennebec
Agricultural Society will be held at VVaterville
Sept. 30tb and Oct. 1st and 2ud.
P. H. Holmes the Gardiner artist, will send
his large Winter Scene to the State Fair at

SPECIAL

___

The public will be glad to learu -that ex-Gov.
Coburn’s health has so much improved that he
is able to visit his bank on pleasant days, and
to superintend his business with his usual ease
and promptness.
Mr. M. H. Furhe r of Canaan had his left
arm fractured by the kick of a horse on the
28th ult., says the Reporter.
The Somerset Central Agricultural Cattle
Show conies off at Skowbegan on the 23d, 2-ftli
and 25th inst.
The Madison Cattle Show and Fair comes off
the 17th inst.
The Lewiston Journal says a piece of slate
was taken from the Mayfield quarry
recently
33 feet long, 13 feet deep and 2 feet thick,
without crack or scar.
Slate in sheets sufficiently large for brilliant tables is easily quarried. and the company has large orders for it.
The slate farm comprises 200 acres and the
quarry is a mountain of slate, 500 feet in
height. It has already been opened 100 feet.
The slate is be'ter than the Vermont article
and easier to quarry. The capital stock of the
company is $150,000.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Bucksport has given $353 to

NOTICES.

woman

Charles Mills, the young man so frightfully'
mangled at the planing mill in Baugur Wednesday, died from the result of his injuries

The Times says ice 18 indies thick was discovered near Limerick Luke mountain on the
10th of August.
The News says 154 cutters are at work iu the
Bridgton corn factory; 4000 cans a day are turned out. From six to seveu hundred acres of
sweet corn were planted this year for the factory, chiefly in Oxford county. The corn is in
excellent condition, and the number of cans put
up will he larger than during any previous
year. 000 persons are employed.
Extensive
repairs have been made on the building,
People in the vicinity of Bridgton pass their
leisure time in telling big stories about sweet
corn of fabulous height.
A Bridgton man has husked 72 bushels of
corn in 9J hours, says the News.

SPECIAL

ter.

Under the Hall.

Portland Savings Bank,
NO. 91 EXCHANGE
ST.
A

LL

follow

depositx

of

one

dollar and

'.'.'k'i tfe date'of* de^t.

'nay-'-d.f

nnirard.

day

of

lhe

FRANK NOYES. Treasurer.

All who wish a
competent nnrse
will call at
No. 2 Tolmau Place
tf
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house owned aud occupied by S. H. Colesworthy, Jr., of this city.
The alafm was immediately given, and it was
found that the attic was in flames. As there is
no engine at the corner, and no notice was sent
to the city for an engine, the fire had its own
way. As most of the men residing in the vicinity do business in the city, and were of course
absent, the ladies took hold with a will, and in
fine

CITY AND
New

VICINITY.

A<UerilMeinenu To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Flora Myers* Theatre—Music Kail.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Portland Coimnandery K. T.
Portland & Rochester Railroad—Alton Bay.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Guns—G L. Bailey
Miss M. G. Maguire—Dress and Cloak Making.
City of Portland—Committee on Streets.
For Sale—Provision Store.
$3000 to $6000—Partner Wanted.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s Announcements—2.
Fancy Flower Pots—Kendall Whitney.

Association, Temperance

Hall, 35U Congress st. Conference ut 2 P. M. Subject : Dietetics of the Soul.
MOUNTFOBT Sr. A. M. E. Church.—Pastor, Rev.
C. W. Mossed. Social meeting at 10£ a. m. Preachiug at 2J ami 7£ p. m. Sunday School at 3J o’clock.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilrnot. ltev. Win. II. Shader, Pastor.—Sabbath
School 1.30 P. M.; Preaching 3 P. M.; social meeting
at 7. P. M. Seats free.
Preble Cuapicl, corner Preble and Cumberland

invited.

New Jerusalem Church—New High street.—
Rev. Mr. Hayden, will preach to-morrow mortiiug,
on the tw® Tiibes of Israel, on tbe East of Jordan:
Numbxxxiiti. Evening meeting iu tbe Vestry at
H o’clock.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Preaching next Sunday by EMen H. Mungcr
of Ciiieoj*ee Falls, Mass. Prayer meeting at 9 A. M.
St. Stephen's Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at lul a. in.; and 3 p. m. 'The
sittings in this Church are free to all.
Bethel Church.—Sabbath 10£a. m., 3 and 7£ p.

P.

A. Neely, bishop ot the Diocese ot Maine,—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7.30 p. ni. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
V. M.C. Association’, Mechanics’ Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting daily
at 8 A. M.; We Inesdav and Saturday Evenings; Sunday at 0 f. M. at Market Square and Eastern Promenade.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.

St. Universalist Cnt RCH.—Rev. Geo. W.

of the work seems to be to collect
the labors of the most learned, ai d to lay
them before the reader in convenient and comprehensible form for individual use and judg-

Chestnut St. M. E. Church—Rev. F. S. Jones,
pastor. Sunday services: Preaching at 10J A. M.
ahd 3 P M. Sunday School 1* P. M.; prayer meeting

74

It seems to us to be an exceedingly
rich volume, and we hope no one will fail to examine it when called upon. It is sold only by
subscription. Mr. F. Wood is agent for this
ment.

P. M.

High Street Ciiurch.—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Services forenoon aud atternoon. Social meoiing in
the vestry at 74 P. M.
PI'HEE St. Baptist Church.—Sunday School Anniversary Das Sermon before the school at 104 a.
in. by tho pas'or, Rev. A. K. P. Small.
Anniversary
exercises at 74 l>. in.

city.

■

append testimonials from Portland and
Bangor divines, and professors of Bangor
We

Theological Seminary:
Having examined the plan of the large Bible edited bv Prof. Stowe, we have no hesitation in saying that the volume comprises a
larger amount of what is important to lie
generally known in respect to the sacred writ
ing than any other volume known to us. The
plan is remarkable for its comprehensiveness.

Joltius*.
The Sebago Lake excursions are discontinued
by the withdrawal of the excursion boat.
In Hale’s window tnay be seen one of the
richest and most tasty gilt frames ever made in
this city. It encloses that exceedingly fine
Brief

chrorno, “Mother and child.” It is needless
add that the frame was made by Hale.

to

D. S. Talcott,
W. M. Barbour.

understood that the time requisite
for changing the gauge of the Grand Trunk
track, this side of Montreal, will occapy but
four days and freight will be received as usual
at Chicago for the east after that time.
Owing to oue of those slips of the tongue to
It is

now

We concur in the statement of Prof. Talcott.
aud heartily recommend the work of Prof,
Stowe’s as eminently fitted to the use of the
general student of the Bible.
Geo. W. Field,
J. K. Herrick.

which we are all liable, the erier of the Superior Court yesterday adjourned it sine die, so
that legally witnesess will have to be resummoned unless the Bar waive the question.
Thursday night Charles Cutter was thrown

Having an acquaintance with the Professors
of the Seminary in Bangor, we have confidence in their opinion of the work.
A. K. P. Small,
A. Dalton,
D. H. Hannaburgh,
Israel Luce,
J. J. Carruthehs.

from his wagon and severely injured.
A ruuaway span of horses yesterday threw
out the'occupants of the carriage, a lady and

M. L.

A.—The Lecture Committee of the
Mercantile Library Association have absut completed their arrangements for their twentyfourth annual series of entertainments, and we
are assured by them that the course this year
will be, to say me least, as brilliant as any of
its predecessors. The course will open on the
evening of October 8th, with a lecture by John
B. Gough, esq., to be followed Oct 15th, by
Thomas Nast, the greatest of living caricaturists. Probably no artist’s so widely known as
Nast, whose political cartoons in Harper’s
Weekly during the last Presidential campaign
His lecture will be
are so well remembered.
illustrated with cartoons and sketches of local
and national celebrities drawn in presence of
the audience. Dr. Kollaud,(Timothy Titoomb)
will lecture Oct. 22d. Ou Wednesday evening,

gentleman, They were not seriously injured,
The carriage was broken up.
Steamer No. 5

was

out

practicing

in

Square yesterday afternoon.
As will be see0 by advertisement

City

Hall

Portland & Rochester run a special train to Alton
Bay Camp-meeting Sunday, returning the same

the

day.
acsteruay

was a

uue

auiumuai

uaj.

Yesterday the question of land damages
against the Boston and Maine Railroad Company came up before the County Commissioners. The Bostou and Maine was represented by
Hon. Nathan Webb, and Nathan Cleaves, esq.,
for the petitioners.
The alalnn of fire yesterday noon from Box
42 was caused by the roof of the two and a half
story dwelling bouse situated on Salem Lane
catching fire from sparks falling on it from the

appeared

an entirely
new feature will be
presented, consisting of a dramatic entertainment by Miss Kate Reynolds and troupe, who
will give the popular comedy of “Nine Points
of the Law.” Wednesday evening Nov. 5lh,

Oct. 29th,

chimney. The fire was extinguished by a stream
from the hydrant, aud caused but slight damage. The building was owned by Mr. Mo-

Laughlin.

James Parton will deliver his lecture entitled
“Our Scandalous Politics.” Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher will lecture, Nov. 12tli, and Rev. New-

Flora Myers, with her popular troupe, will
be here on the 18th inst., and give our citizens
a toueh of the theatre at Music Hall.
It is said that Wagner will be brought up for
sentence at the Court to be held at Alfred next

man

It is rumored that the Law Court will
overrule the exceptions in his case.
The sporting men about town last night were
warmly discussing the match game of base

To-day Mr. Geo. T. Ingraham, the venerable
City Messenger, reaches his 78th birth-day.
Miss Cary passed through this city pesterday,

himself

wife, gave

The

a

recently takeD

a

regaua

are on

ciecK.

Her forinner

aft. She is intended for the South American
and general carrying trade, and cost about $30,000. Her sails were made by Albert Waite of
Widgery’s wharf. Taken altogether, she is as
fine a craft as ever lay at our wharves, and reflects credit upon her builder.
That Frog.—The harmless pile of rails now
lying alongside the Grand Trunk track at the
head >f Smith’s wharf. Commercial street, is

Bulwark Ledge, leaving it on the starboard
hand, and in ship channel way to the place
from whence they came.
Third class yachts, after getting the signal,

historically immortal as
the fabled frog of ASsop. Railroad men call it a
“cross frog” and the indications now are that
destined to become

proceed down the harbor, leaving Fort
Gorges, Brimstone Ledge buoy, and Cow Island on the starboard hand, out through Hussey’s Sound, in through White Head passage,
will

as

business is intended and the frog will be laid.
Early yesterday morning a gang of Boston &
Maine track layers began to lay the connecting
rails from their main track, to Smith’s wharf,
crossing Commercial street just west of Maple
street. By sundown the track was laid and
graded to tbe centre of Commercial street, the

hand,
place

Steam yachts, on getting the signal, will proceed down the harbor, leaving Fort Gorges,
Brimstone Ledge buoy and Cow Island on the
starboard hand, returning through Hog Island
Roads, rounding House Island, leaving it on
the starboard baud, and thence in ship chan-

evident purpose being to cross the Grand Trunk
and Eastern rails and connect with the track
now ruuuing down the eastern side of Smith’s
wharf. It was rumored last night there wo rld
be no resistance on the part of tbe Eastern
road. It was impossible to learn definitely
whether the work would be continued to-day,
or whether as report has it,matters will remain
“in statu quo” until next Sunday,
The

nel way to the place from whence they came.
After the regatta yachts will rendezvous at
Peak’s Island, where they will receive the members ot the Club.

way to find out is to wait and see.

Poetland Fkatebnity School —The evening scfiuol connected with the Portland Fraternity will re-open Monday evening, Sent
loth. The' classes will recite in the following

only

Board of Trade.—At a special meeting of
the Board of Managers of the Board of Trade,
held at their rooms yesterday, the fofWrwing
resolution

unanimously passed:
Remlved, The Board of Trade cordially and
its invitation of April 8th to
renew
earnestly
the Committee of the U. S. Senate on “transportation roules to the s.ea” to visit the city of

order:

Monday, Reading ant Grammar.
Tuesday, Languages and Drawing.
Wednesday, Book-Keeping.
Thursday.
Friday, Penmanship.

Arithmetic.

of
solo composed by Bexx. Mr.
play a claxienette
of the Portland Baud.
member
a
is
Dwyer

of the mainmast.

Hattie E. Wheeler.
Her rigging is of Plymouth hemp, now being put on by Alvin Neal
of Portland. She will have w're stays fore and

Great Green Island and Green Island Reef
buoy, down to Half Way Rock, leaviDg the
buoy on Webster Rock and Half Way Rock on
the starboard band, thence up to the buoy on

understood that arrangewith Mr. William R. Carlton, formerly of Her Brittau'c Majesty’s R. I.
Fusileers’ Band, baritoue soloist, to assist at
the next concert to be given by J. L. Shaw,
Esq., in City Hail, on which occasion be will
with variations, by Adolplay a popclar theme,
and Mr, John Dwyer, formerly
Weruthal;
phus
the same hand, is also engaged, who will

days.

has two cabins, the inner one to be finished it
enameled paint and gold, and will be richly upholstered.
She has accommodations for ten
passengers, and will be commanded by Captain
Fred Bacon of this city, late master of the

the starboard hand, House Island on the
port band, out by White Head,passiug between

pending

few

bouse, galley, etc.,
fore is an Emerson’s patent capstan windlass,
and all lier fittings are of modern build. She

on

are

a

—

ward

signal, will proceed down the harbor, leaving
the buoys on Stanford and Spring Point Ledges

ments

the evening Marshal Parker and Coroner Gould
held a consultation in regard to the matter and
concluded to find out who the man was and
hear his statement. The case was delivered to
Deputy Marshal Williams who, in less than
thirty minutes, had the man at the station. He
is a well appearing young man about 25 years
of age, and gave his name as George Purington.
His statement is, that he was driving
along from the freight depot, and as a team
had just passed him the air was filled with dust.
He saw a man on the sidewalk point to this
team, and thinking he had lost a stake, stopped
his horses and went back into the road, when
he saw the child lying there. A woman came
out and picked the child up and carried him inAstonished and considerably be
to a house.
wildered, at the terrible nature of the accident,
his first thought was for a doctor, and jumping
on bis team
he drove at once down to Mr.

was

Portland at its convenience.
Messrs. M. N. Rich, G. C. Tyler and J. S.
Bedlow were appointed a committee to nominate delegates to the unnual meeting of the
National Board of Trade, to be held at Chicago
the third

i

Tuesday Jn October.

At the meeting a general
pressed that Bath and Bangor
sented at the annual meeting
Board, so that tne interests of
more

fully

desire was exshould be repreof the National
Maine could be

represented.__

Portland Commandery.—This moruiDg tbe
Portland Commandery turn out to attend tbe
funeral of Sir Knight H. D. Seymour of Chelsea, United States Deputy Marshal of Massachusetts, who died a few days since from an
operation for the removal of a cancer from his
neck. He was about 50 years of age. The re.maius came by train last night, and will he escorted by the Commandery and Atlantic Lodge
to

Evergreen Cemetery.

FURTHER RETURNS.
Result in 443 Town.-Sennlorinl Vote in
Somerset—Aroostook Returns, etc.

[SDecial to Press.1

Augusta, Sept. 12.—Returns thus far received from 443 towns give Dingley 44,422, Titcf.mb
32,096, Williams 1808; Diugley’s majority 10,518. There are 53 small towns and
to be heard from, which last year
4701 gave Perham 49 majority.
The vote on Senator in
from all hut four towns, is

who owned the team, and relating the
him, asked him to go for a
doctor, as he was a stranger in town and didn’t
know where to go. After listening to the man’s
statement the Marshal told him he might go
home.

To the Memory ut Judge Wake.—After
the case of Sullivan had been adjourned in the
Superior Court yesterday morning, Hon. W. L.

■

I

Putnam arose and stated that he had been delegated by the Bar Association to anuonuce to
the Court the death of Judge Ware. He referred to the great emineuc that distinguished jurist had attained, and remarked that at a proper time and in the proper place a fitting eulogy
would be pronounced. He would therefore request that in view of the position thelate Judge
had held and the importance his life had given
to the Courts of Maine, this Court be adjourned over until to-morrow in order to enable the
Bar to attend his funeral.
County Attorney Mattocks seconded Mr.

Putnam’s remarks.
Judge Syinonds said in reply,the motion presented by Mr. Putnam aud seconded by the

County Attorney, in behalf of the Bar, is most
aud not only the proprieties of the
occasion, but perhaps, even still more, the uni-

appropriate,

versal [sentimeut of admiration and reverence
with which Judge Ware during his life was regarded, require that the motion be gn nted.
Aud while we give this slight token ot our respect fer his memory hero, we are glad to know
that before loug, in a more fitting place before
the Court over which he so long presided, and
where his labors not only won enduring fame
for himself, but were fruitful of results of lasting benefit to the world, tending to the enlightument of mankind in regard to their most important commercial relations and interests, a
more worthy memorial of hie life and services
and tribute of affection and reverence for his
memory, will be presented and entered of record. As a mark of respect for the memory of
Judge Ware, this Court will now adjourn for
the day.
Yesterday afternoon the funeral of the late
Judge took place at 2£ o’clock, from his former
residence on Free street. Rev. Dr. Hill of the
First Parish officiated, and there was a large
attendance of the Bar and prominent citizens.
Base Ball.—The match game of base ball
between the Unas of Charlestown, Mass., and
Resolutes of this city, was played yesterday afternoon on the Deering grounds in the presence
of a large number of spectators.
The excellent reputation of both clubs rendered the game
or.e of unusual interest, more especially as this
was the rubber in a series of three games.
The game opened finely with the Unas at the

bat, and up to the third inning was about an
±<rom this time the game lost its
thing
interest owing to the poor playing of the Resoluies, anti very strong expressions of astonishment we heard among the spectators at such
The Resolutes batted well but were
playing.
beaten at every other point by their antagonists
The umpire, Dr. Wilson of Waterville, caused
dissatisfaction by his decisions. It is possible
that the Resolutes may claim a point on “called balls,” though they relied principally on
their batting. The Unas maintained the lead
uutil the close of the game, scoring 24 to the
The defeated club felt tbeir position keenly and are uow doubly anxious to
meet the Unas at Boston the coming week.
This afternoon at three

o’clock the

Unas

play the Ligonias on the same ground, and
large attendance may be anticipated.

a

in receipt of the following sheet music, published by Oliver Ditson and
for sale by C. K. Hawes: “Cradle Song” sung
by Mrs. J. H. Lang, word* and music by T. H.
Hiuton:” “Grotto Glen Waltz,” b> Lou DiusNew Music.—We

are

more; “lola Waltz,” by F. W. Riley: “tfome
Climb the Hills With Me;” song by G. W. HGrifllu; “When the Night has Closed Around
us;” ballad by Jas. D. Kinsley.
Camp Meeting.—The Boston & Maine train
for the Alton Bay Camp-meeting will leave
tbeir station at 7 o’clock Sunday morning for
Alton Bay, and return in the evening.
Fare
for the round trip $2.60. Mr. Tucker has made
accommodate
the train.

arrangements
number

on

to

a

very

large

on a

vote

of

Somerset, received
as

follows: Palmer

Hacker (reformer), with towns to he heard from
that gave about 300 Democratic majority last
year.
To the House, the returns show 96 Republicans, 35 Democrats, 5 Indepeudentselected,with
fifteen distiicts whose returns are not complete.
In Sagadahoc, W. T. Hall (rep.) is elected

County Attorney by

6

majority.
in town to-day, and among

The Governor
others made the following nominations: Edward P. Payson, Deering, Stephen Hubbard,
Cape Elizabeth, T. II. Haskell, Portland, Juswas

tices of the Peace and Quorum.

massTchusetts.
Rarbarily

at Sea.

Boston, Sept. 12.—Some of the crew of the
whaler Ansel Gibbs of New Bedford, before
re| orted wrecked in the Arctic Ocean, aiuT who
were brought to that city in the whaling schooner Abhie
Bradford, have reached Boston, aud
tell a horrible story of suffering aud torture.
They say that on account of the negh ct of the
owners to provide suitable provisions they wero
all attacked with scurvy
They were terribly
beaten by the captain and 6rst mate, aud after
the vessel was wrecked ten men died of scurvy,
and those who had been foremost in protesting
against the action were left on the island, the
captain of the Abhie Bradford refusing them
passage.
The names of the sailors making these charges
are Albert A. Sweet of Boston, nephew of Mr.
Sweet of the firm of Brewster, Sweet & Co.,
and Chailcs Kugler of Germany.
They, with
some others of the crew who have reached home
meditate instituting legal proceedings agairst
the captain and owners of the Ansel Gibbs, and
The charge
have already retained counsel.
against the captain will be cruelty and improper treatment of his men, and against the owners for criminal neglect in not supplying the
vessel with proper provisions.
Porno logical Society.
The American Pomological Exhibition closed
to-night with a grand complimentary banquet
giveu to the members of the Pomological Society by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,
at Music Hall.
The exhibition has proved a
The Nebraska fruits, which
great success.
have attracted marked attention, have been
awarded the first premium, and are beinsr divided up to be taken by delegates from Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, New York and New
Jersey, for exhibition in their respective States.
The delegates have been feasted and feted, and
will return to their homes with many pleasant
remembrances of the kind treatment they have
received at the hands of the Bostonians.
Suicide.
William H. Day, driver of an express wagon,
cut his throat to-day at his boarding house in
He left a note stating he was
East Boston
going away on a long journey, and begging that
uis child might be cared for. His wife had deserted him.
Discharged.
Police officers Minnerville and Searles have
been discharged from the force for false testimony given against a woman whom they arrested for night walking, but who proved to be at
another place and otherwise engaged at the
time.
I
Regatta of the Bo«ton Yacht Club.
The sixth annual regatta of the Boston Yacht
Club took place this afternoon off Castle Island,
The winning boats in
ft was a flying start.
the first class schooners were the Fearless; time
2b, 50m, 59s; the Tempest, time 2b, 53m, 56s.
In the second class schooners the Mercury was
first; time lb, 26m; the Vanitas second; time
In the first class sloops (keels)
lh, 30m, 06s.
the Mary El leu was winner of the first prize;
time lh, 22m, 24s; and the Mist second; time
lb, 25m, 41. In the second class sh ops, measuring less than 26 feet, the Rebie was the first
boat; time lh, 16m, 24; and the Wanderer second; time lh, 17m, 17s.

even

Resolutes 10.

plantations

(rep,) 2830; Foss (rep.) 2738; Lathrop (liberalI
2803; Goodwin (dem.) 2721.
In Aioostook, Arnold (rep.) is 339 ahead of

Clay’s,

circumstances to

NEW YORK.
The Latent Balloon Bulletin.
New York, Sept. 12.—The work of inflating
the irans-Atlantic balloon was resumed this
morning on the Capitoline grounds, Brooklyn.
Forty thousand cubic feet of gas have been
forced in. Everything is in readiness, and it is
arranged that the ascension will t; ke place beIt has been detween four and six o’clock.
cided to abandon the car and paper canoe, it
being feared that the weight attached was too
great for the carrying capacity of the balloon.
The work of inflating the bal*oon goes
steadily on. There is a large force of men on
the ground. In answer to a question, Donaldson said, “I am determined to make the trip
th s afternoon. Everything is in our favor, and
by midnight I expect to be well on my way to

Europe.”

It was rumored on the grounds that Prof.
Wise had decided not to go. and that the whole
affair is now in the hands of Donaldson and
Lunt, both of whom are daring enough at
least for any feat. The Professor’s absence
from the grounds is, to say the least, signifiIt is said that Messrs Donaldson and
cant.
Lunt agreed between themselves about leaving
the car behind, and rigged up a canvass from
the sides of the boat to protect them from the
weather.
Indictments.
The grand jury this morning brought in an
indictment for burglary in the third degree
against John D. Irving, whose name has been
so much before the public in connection with
the Nathan murder.
The grand jury this morning handed in flfteeu new indictments against James W. Johnson, arrested for complicity in the great Central bond forgery, and four against Janies Y.
Yates and his associates, charged also with the
A motion to admit tbem to bail
same offence.
was

adjourned

to

Monday.

Hailoon—It Hursts up.
An immense crowd of people went to Brooklyn to-day to seethe balloon inflated. Many
estimated the number as high as 50,000,
The
streets, avenues and on the house tops in the
of
and
roofs
many
high buildings in
vicinity
this city were covered with people with glasses
to view the promised ascension. The process
of inflation commenced this morning and continued steadily during the day and afternoon.
Many people believed there would be a bona
fide ascension, but others were skeptical owing
to the fact th ,t when Prof. Wise and son appeared at the gate of the grounds they were
denied admittance and were driven away by
those iri charge of the balloon. At ten minutes past 4 the balloon suddenly swayed to the
north aud ripped half way round with a great
tearing sound, and fell flat upon the ground.
The immense volume of gas which had been
pumped into it, nearly 400.000 feet, escaped at
the same time nearly suffocating those who
Police Inspector Folk
stood on the lee side.
and Police Commissioner Briggs, who had hut
shitted their positions, thus
a moment before
escaped being buried in the netting and canvas.
The crowd matle a general rush over the rope
with the intention of tearing up the hailoon
into small pieces and carrying them off as mementoes, hut tne strong force of police on the
grouud charged and drove them back, but not
before many had succeeded.
Mr. Sener, who had contracted to fill the balloon, said that it would be all folly to attempt
auother inflation as the bag was not made of
proper material, so the enterprise is abanded
Those having charge of :he
for the present.
undertaking have made a great deal of money
out of it.
Meeting of Mexican Veterans.
The Sub-Committee of the Mexican Veterans met this afternoou to arrange for the annual celebration, Gen. Hooker, President. A
deputation of citizens, beaded by Mayor Havemeyer, President Vance of the Board of Aidermen, Henry C.ews and Col. John W. Vose of
the 71st Regiment waited on the Committee
aud tendered a diuner on behalf of the citizens.
The programme includes the following arrangements: Guests meet at the Astor House
Sept. 15th, Gen. Gibson, Commodore Mead
and Charles Morehead acting at the reception
committee, and march to Cooper Institute,
j where an oration will ue delivered by Charles
W. Brooks. The escort will consist of marines,
volunteers and troops of the Mexican war.

Pjf'to

The Vermont State Fair.
pay the debt o{ the Erie Canal, $10,- |
ouu,ooo.
j
Rutland, Vt., Sept. 12.—To-day was the
Mr. Worcester of the New York Central
closing day of the State Fair. The show of
Koau made a statement relative to
through Cattle was better than ever before in this State,
similar to those made yesterday. He
though sheep have declined in interest. HorsThought the railroads had no opposition to offer es were the feature of tue exhibition. The fair
to the
states
movement.
He.
transportation
lias been a financial success, the first time for
that the Blue Line has 3287
cars, the White
years.
Line has 3247 cars, the Red Line 3849 cars, and
the Inferior Travel Liue 1000 cars, of which
about 3000 cars
belong to the New York Central Road.
He claimed that the reduction of
rates has been
going on for years, and the cry
of oppressive rates comes from
beyoud Buffalo.
He made an
argument to prove the falsity of
Madrid, Sept. 12 —A body of Insurgent
the statements that his
company made up by
tro *ps made a sortie fromCarthagena yesterday,
excessive local charges what they lost on
hut were unsuccessful in their efforts to pieri t
through business.
the line of tli3 besieging force and re’urued to
Various Uniter-*.
the city.
The
Bayonne, Sept. 12.—A number of cannon
inquest i^the case of Maggie Hammil
resulted in a veWict of death by strangulation
and other munitions of war for the Carlists
at the house ot Sarah Merrigan.
were landed et Lequertio on the
coast of the
The examination of Arthur M. Paine,
piovince of Biscay.
The
situation
here
and
with
at
charged
throughout the counperjury iu the Kelsey case
Huntington, resulted iu his commitment to try is improving. A large portion of the reawait the action of the
serves called out have been assembled
aim the
grand jury
The k' epers at Raymond street
jail, Brook- equipment is progressing. The Government
lyn, complaiu of the impertinence of Kate is capable of putting a 33.000 effective force
Stoddard, the alleged murderess of Charles into the field. The command of the army of
Goodrich. Much annoyance is caused by her the north has been confined to Gen. Zubal.
frequent demands for attendance.
Gen. Tnron will enter upon a vigorous camThere was a fair attendance at the br*ok
paign in C talonia with 10,000 men. The retrade sale to-day, the invoice
being of Bos tow sources of the uortbern provinces have been ex-,
houses. Low prices prevailed.
balisted by war and the exactions of the Car
A boat was
picked up uear the Atlantic lists. The necessaries of life have even bedocks belonging to the Board of Emigration,
et me scarce and thousands of families
reare
with evidence of a struggle having takiii place
duced to indigence. The Carlists keep to the
in it.
mountains being without cavalry.
They do
Brooklyn officials left on a trip to-day to not dare to descend to the plains in any considother cities to investigate the gas supply queserable number.
tion with a view to
The express train which left Vittoria this
report upon the feasibility
of that
morning for Madrid, while going at full speed
municipality supplying its own gas.
George Raphael was arrested to-dav, charged ian off the track. The car- were badly wreckwith swindling Henry Clewes out of $2000 on
ed and six persons were killed and 32 injured,
forged Egyptian bonds.
among whom were one General and several
Pilot Thomas, who ran the steamship City of
other persons of eminence. The cause ot the
Limerick into the stone wall of the battery, disaster is unknown.
has had his license revoked.
Obstructions were placed by the Carlists yesterday on the railway from Saragossa to Pamplona, and the train was thrown from the
WASHINGTON.
track near Tofalla. No one was killed.
Conference of Nation*.
Collector Harper’s Acconuts.
GnENT, Sept 12.—The conference of EuroWashington, Sept. 12.—It is understood
that an official investigation of the books of
pean and American juris consuls, wbnh has
been iu session in this city during the week,has
Collector Harper shows that his cash account
is about $100,000 short.
organized as a permanent institute of internalaw. Three subjects have been disnational
Treasury Balances.
cussed, viz: “International arbitration,” “the
The following are the Treasury balances to
three rule of the Washington
and
day: Currency $14,244,622: special deposits of le- the “codification and adoption byTreaty,”of regtreaty
gal tenders for redemption of certificates of de- ulations relative to private
The
property/’
posit $33,255,000; coin $90,177,622, including conference appointed a committee to diaw up
$47,351,719 in coin certificates; outstanding and issue a manifesto and adjourned to meet in
legal tenders $3*16,000,000.
Geneva next year.
Assassination of Gen. McCook.
Gone Home.
Washington, Sept. 12.—The following desParis, Sept. 12—The evaluation of Verdun
patch was received at the White House this by the Germans will be completed to-morrow.
morning:
There will be great public rejoicing and a genYankton, Dakota, Sept. 12.
eral illumination of the town in tin evening.
To U. S. Grant, President:
The Storm at Labrador.
Gen. Edwin S. McCook was assassinated at a
New York. Sept 12.—A private account of
public meeting last night by P. P. Wintermeeter,
the effects of the gale of the 27th ult., at Laba banker of this place.
.John A. Burbank, Governor.
rador, states that all the huts, fishing flakes,
seines and moorings at Indian Fickle were deYankton, Dakota, Sept. 12.—East night an
stroyed. Six people were killed by falling raftaltercation occurred between. Gen. E. S. Mcers. six vessels aud brigs were blown to sea and
Cook, Secretary of Dakota, and P. P. Winterlost with all on board
All the salmon aud cod
uieter, a broker of this city, in a billiard room
were lost.
Twenty-three women, fourteen men
of 'he St Charles Hotel, during which time
and
as many children were killed on shore, and
Wintermeter used insulting language, which
those left alive will starve to death il aid is not
was promptly resented
b.v the General who
sent them speedily. Accounts from other parts
The General
gave Wintermeter a thrashing.
of
Labrador also show a loss of life and propthen went to his room. Wintermeter, washing
erty. Three square rigged vessels were lost at
the blood from his face, remarked to the byCape Harrison and all on board perished.
standers that McCook could wuip him but that
Varionn Matters.
be(Winterme(er)would shoot him.and immediHalifax, Sept. 12.—Two children of Capt.
ately wenttive blocks, got a pistol and returned.
A railroad meeting was in session in the hotel
Bon droit were on board the brig Elleu when
at the time.
Wintermeeter entered the assemshe went down in the Straits of Causo, in the
unaware
his
of
also
McCook,
bly.
presence,
gale of the 24th ult.
eutered the room, when Wintermeeter rose and
The wreck of the ill-fated steamer Atlantic,
approaching tired his pistol, the shot taking ef- as it now lies at Marrs Head, was sold to-day
fect in the left breast. The General grappled
for $4000.
The Kaimck Investigation.
with his assassin and a second shot fired, when
Wintermeeter was thrown to the door. During
Ottawa, Sept. 12.—The Royal Committee
two
more shots were tired, oue of
the struggle
resumed its session to-day.
There was a large
which slightly wounded a bystander. Only one
attendance of spectators.
Mr. Chupais testishot took effect which proved fatal.
fied that be knew of no negotiations of any
The General lingered uutil 7 o’clock this
kiud as charged iu Huntington's letter.
Carmorning, when he expired He was fully con- tier had always opposed the introduction of an
scious to the last and died like a brave man.
American element into the Canadian Pacific
Wiutermeeter is under arrest.
The city is
R iilway.
shrouded in gloom and the dags are dying at
Starnes added to' liis testimony that he bad
half mast. At one time it was feared Winterfound that the total money subscribed to the
meeter would be lynched, but cooler counsels
general election committee was $6ti,537.
F. W. Cumberland, director, of the Canadian
prevailed. The body is dressed in the uniform
which
be wore during the
of a
General,
Pacific Railway, and also a director of the
Major
war.
The coffin is draped with a United States
Inter-Oceanic Co., testified that he knew of no
dag, and a large con ourse of citizens will es- agreement between Allan and McMullen, but
cort the body to the depot, from whence it will
efforts had bevn made to amalgamate the Interbe forwarded by special train to his friends in
Oceanic and Pacific roads hut objections were
the East, accompanied bv Gov. Burbauk and
made on the score of want of sufficient guaranother distinguished gentlemen.
tee that Americans should be excluded.
D. Mcinnes. a merchant knew nothing of
The Currency.
negotiations between Sir Hu;h and the AmerNew York, Sept. 15.—A Washington special
icans, although he understood that Sir Hugh in
says that the Comprroller of the Currency
1871 intended to interest American capitalists
states that it is probable (liat the National
in the Pacific Railway.
banks which have applied for currency will
Senator Cochrane didn’t know of any arshortly deposit thoir bonds and obtain their cirrangements of Allru’s with Americans.
colation under the recent call. He believes
R. M. Hall, director of the Provisional Co.,
that the whole of the circulation authorized by
to build the Pacific Railray, knew nothing of
the act of July 12, 1H70, will he issued before
Allan’s negotiations with Americans or of any
the meeting of Congress, whereupon he will
other similar affairs.
make a requisition^ipon the Eastern banks for
Adjourned till to-morrow.
the withdrawal ot $25,000,000 of their currency.
^Various Matter*.
The Revenue Defaulter.
London, Sept. 12.—It is reported that Earl
The Commissioher of Internal' Revenue
Granville lias told a representative of Spain
states that under the new consolidated revenue
here that the British Viovernment insists on
law. defalcations like that of Collector Harper
the liberation of the officers and crew captured
or Williams will be impossible.
Harper’s orig- on the steam yacht Deerhound.
inal defalcation arose from the collection ot
The municipality of London propose a dinner
back taxes prior to the passage of the law
to Watson, President of the Erie Railway on
which requires all taxes to be paid*by stamps.
his arrival.
M. Aristarch the newly appointed Turkish
The Suits Ayninst the CiKion Pacific.
Minister to Washington sails on the 20th inst.,
A Washington despatch says that the Attorfor
New York.
ney General leaves to-morrow tVr Hartford, to
look after the interests of the government on
the Cr°dit Mobilierand Union Pacific railroad
FINANCIAL ANI> COifliflLtiCIAL
suit.
The court meets on the 10th, but he will
probably not come up before the 19.
Forpfsn Rxnortn.
HAVANA. Brig E H Williams— 64,005 ft himbe
8 empt casks, 300 bbls potatoes, 134 pairs
heading,
THE POLARIS.

[

FOREIGN.

NHSCEIiLANEOlIS NOTIEEg.
Good assortment of Clothes Wringers, very
at W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s, 22 Market

cheap,

Square.

sepl3S&W

New designs in Fancy Flower Pots at Kendall & Whituey’s.
sept 13-2t
Good assortment Flower Pots, Hanging Baskets, Rustic and Wire Work at W. C. Sawyer
& Co.’s, 22 Market Square.
sepl3S&W
Wait and buy your Clothing at tfce auction
sale of Rollins & Bond’s stock next Tuesday.
At Home acain !—Dr. Ripley has returned
and may he found at his Office 236 Congress
street every day from 10 A. M. to 12,—2 to 5 p.
M.
Residence 35 Brown street.
sept 13-2t
At 10 o’clock to-day, at tbpir office, F. O.
Bailey & Co will sell Parlor Suit, Lounge and
Ottomans in black waluutand silk plush, Chamber Furniture, large assortment of Carpets,
Glass and Crockery Ware, etc.
Veoetixe thoroughly eradicates every kind
of humor, and restores the entire system to a
healthy condition.
seplO-w&s&wlt
Miss A. M. Elden will give instruction in
Instrumental Music (German method) Vocal in
Italian and Guitar. Best of references given
For particulars apply at United States Hotel
aul2-eod2m
All of my

own

plate and warranted.

Ice

Pitchers, Castors, Tea Sets, Urns, plated steec
Knives, Spoons, Forks, &c., also old Table

Ware replated in the best manner and at very
reasonable prices at
Atwood’s, 27 Market Square,
jySeodtf
up one flight.

Call at Kendall St Wh itney's and examine
their stock of Rustic Hanging Baskets -just received from New York.
sept II 3t
For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, iu the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
jel4-dtt
_

For Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, IndigesA Religious Quarrel.
tion, Depression of Spirits and General DebiliEleven trustees of the First African Metho
ty, in various other forms, Ferro-Phosphora- I dist Bethel church, undergoing trial before an
ted Elixir of Calisaya made by Caswell, 1 ecclesiastical court on' a
charge of embezzlcHazard & Co., New York, and sold by all i meat, dereliction of duty, and other offences,
stimulant
As
a
is
tonic.
the
best
were
declared
druggists,
gu.lty last evening by a
tonic for patients recovering from fever or othr I of the votes of the members present.majority
There
If taken during
er sickness, it has no equal.
was much confusion and fears at one time ot
a.
the season it prevents fever and ague and other conflict. The friends of the accused denounced
au23-4wt
intermittent fevers.
the proceedings as illegal and dec'ined to vote.
The Bethel is one of the oldest and wealthiest
African chinches iu the city.

nnoit TELECRAim

Aceounts from different sections of Portugal
represent the vine disease is rnakiug great
havoc.
Prince Charles Esterhazy, only son of the
late Prince Esterhazy, an eminent Austrian
statesman, has committed suicide.
Baltimore celebrated the anniversary of the
battle of North Point Friday. The ‘‘Old De-

usuui.
yland Republican State

fenders’’ turned

ont

as

The Mar
Convention
nominate a Comptroller and Clerk of the
Court of Appeals, was iu sessiou iu Frederick
to

Friday.
Several hundred citizens of Greenfield,Mass.,
called upon Gov. Washburn at his home Thursday evening to congratulate him on his re-uorn-

iuation.
At the Saratoga regatta Fridav, the first
race was won by Keatpr of the Harlem Club,
the second race by the Lamb brothers of Toronto

and the third

ghany City.

by

tbe

DuqueeneOlub

of Alle-

The game of base ball at Balti more on Friday, between the Bostons and Baltimores, resumed in a draw, on account of the darkness,
the game standing 9 each on the eighth inning.
Fire.

Detroit, Sept. 12.—Two salt blocks, with
salt, were burned to-day. Loss

3500 barrels of

515,000.

The Brooklyn Frauds.
Two witnesses have been before the Brooklyn
grand jury to furnish proofs of Rodman’s thefts
upon winch an indietmeut could be framed,
an.l speculation is rife as to the cause of delay.
Some assert that the evidence of Rodman's
guilt will implicate others, and that the present
grand jury are not disposed to cover up anything or shield any person. Others state that
the evidence already in the possession of the
District Attorney is sufticient to brand Rodman as a defaulter, but most
directly crimi-

nates Sprague.
Ciiy Officials Convicted.
The jury in the case of William Bumstead

and Benjamin F. Welsh, members of the Board
of Works of Jersey City, after an absence of
twenty-four hours returned a verdict of guilty.
A motion was made to set aside the verdict as
it was not in accordance witli the evidence.
Fourteen other indietmeuts against city officials
were

quashed.

The Transportation fommiiirc.
The Senate Transportation Committee to day
held a conference with the jHew York Legislative Committee, the latter proposing a trip to
Lake Champlain, Montreal, Ogdeusburg, OsThe Senate Committee dewego and Buffalo
cided to go to Albany on Monday.
Sir. Day explained his scheme for passing
ships around Niagara Falls.
Mr. Halen of Buffalo read a paper upon the
enlargement of Erie Canal, aud lie proposed a >

Affairs.

Spanish

Bulk Meats steady ami nomimlly unchanged;
7c.
shoulders, packed, seller Dec 4*c; long short clear
middles packed seller Dec 6jc.
Lake Freights active aud higher—Corn to Buffalo
14 @ 45.
Receipts—6,000 Dbls flour,256 050 bush wheal, P 6,Ouo nsb corn, 66,000 bush oats, 13,000 bush rye,45,000

barley.
Shipments—5000obis hour, 303,ooo bush

bush

The Juniata to Renew the Search.
New York, Sept. 12.—A despatch from St.
John. Newfoundland, says the Tigress was ordered to prosecute the search for the Polaris
crew on the track ot the whalers to the westward aud northward. The season is an open
one and very little ire is afloat.
The whaling
ship Hector is expected daily from Cumberland
Sound, and may hriug welcome tidings.
The
Juniata ha» just received orders to prosecute
the search for the Polaris crew aud is coaling
with despatch. They will have considerable
difficulty owing to the lateness of the season.
A Washington despatch says that intimations conveyed m the despatches that Com
mander Green was too hasty iu bisexamiuation
of the camp of the Polaris crew and of the Esquimaux found there are not credited at the
Navy Department, Green is said to be following closely the instructions received from the

department.

Porteous.

KecripiM by

daulv

at 37c.

Receipts—0,000

bush corn,

jured.
Leavenworth, Kau., Sept. 12.—A train on
the Chicago, Bock Island & Pacific road struck
a car west of Flattsburg.
The engine, baggage
car and one eoacli were thrown from the
track,
the engine and coach being thrown on their
sides. Edward McCreittle. ungiue-r, was badly scalded and died in a few minutes after be
ing takeu from the wreck. Four or five other
employees were hurt, but not seriously.
Vellcw Fever.
New ORLEANS!, Sept. 12.—A despatch from
Shreveport, to day says the city is in great
ueed of help. The yellow fever is of a malignaut type and does uot yield readily to treatment. There is a great scarcity of people to
The despatch is signed by L.
attend the sick.
B. Simmons, President of ihe Howard Associa-

tion.

A despatch from the telegraph superintendent says everything is in great confusion in
Shreveport. There were thirty deaths yester\
day. The fever is reported worse to-day.
letter from Shrevfeport, dated the 7th, says 60
had died there aud the city is uow depopulated.
None who had then been attacked by the
fever had recovered. A few cases had dropped
dead in the street.
The Howard Association
was doing much good.
m.,
fever.
Whole famp.

are

worn

out.

The Fever lufrcleit City.

New York, Sept. 12.—President Orton of
the Western Union
Telegraph Company, has
been uotitied that theofficeat
Shrevesport, La.,
has been closed, all the operators
beiDg sick
with the yellow fever. Efforts will he made to
re-open the office as sown as possible. Shrevcpout messages are takeu at the risk of the

sendep.

Nest of Thieves.
Chicago, Sept. 12.—It appears from the investigations into the defalcations of revenue
collector Harper that there are implicated in
Harper 3 fraud, his deputy Smith and three
distillers, David L. Thompson, Henry P. Westertnan aud John L.
Smith, representing the
Pekin Distillery Co
, and John D. McJntTvre a
Peoria distiller. It seems in the fall of 1871,
the bonds of these Pekin distillers
mysteriously disappeared. It is now believed by the officials conducting the examination that bonds
amounting to $300,000 were stolen by Harper
and Deputy Smith to facilitate the frauds that
were then or about to be committed on the
A

Government.

TbeTa.f.

heats was won by Wither’s entry
Stanford, in 3.40£,
making the last mile in 1.402,
and distancing his
competitor, Moidaria in
the hist heat. The second
race, colt and fillv
two year olds, one mile, was won
stakes
easily
by Kobmsou’s Astrol colt Asteriod, in 1.442.
being the fastest time for two year olds ever
made.
The Ship Canal.

Burlington, Vt., Sept. 12.—Mayor Dodge
and a committee ot seveu
will
Leave

'S

to-night

leading citizens

meet Senator WinTransportation iu
ana w*b to morrow invite them to
v's,t n?
“urliugton and examiue lierp the subject
ot the ship canal connection with the St. Lawdomotp

tne

Ktrnnihoalii.

Receipts

Flour,

of

EASTERN RAILROAD.
Con ianpes.
B Is. Conxioners.
Bbls.
Norton,Chapman & Co.300 D Keazer.100
K, H & Tabor.200 Kiug. Gilman & Co.,100
lial way & U >biuson_100 D W Coolldge.250
Sh w. Hammond &

Carney.100

—

Total.1150
GRAND TRUNK R.

R.

W Hubbard.100
ol

Charlfst

uplauds 18)c.

Consiqnees.

No. cars.
Cvnsiqnees.
Leigh & Wingate.com..1

By
True & Co.

water conveyance 1000

W

King. Gilman & Co_3
Geo W True & Co.1
bush commeal to Geo

GRAND TRUNK R. R.
Konsell & Tabor.oats
.1 Geo W True
Geo W 'J rue. 780 bush corn.
Wal iron & True, 800 bush com.
Waldron A True,400 bu-h Yellow Corn.
King, Gilman & Co, 1155 bush corn.

& Co,com.2

Elat.
I Sales a» the Broker’s Board. Sept. 12.1
Boston & Maine Railroad.@ 116}
Ea^eru Railroad
«J8
Portland. Saco& Portsmouth R U.124}
Money Market.

New York. Sept 12- Mnrninn.—Money at 7 per
cent.
Gold at 111}. Sterling
1084

Exchange’at

109}.

New York. Sept. 12—Encninn.—Monev easier,
after loaning at 7 per cent, g ild declined to 5 per
cent. There was an ample supply at reasonable
ates. Sterling Exchange firm with actual business
108} @ 108} fir sixty days and 109} for sight. The
Custom receipts to-day were $508,000. Gold was
stronger, ran :ing from 111} @ ill}, closing at 111}:
loans were from 2 @ 6 per cent, for carrying and
1-64 to flat for borrowing. The Clearances were $103,.000,000 The Asst. Treasurer disbursed $116,000.—
Governments firm and in good demand. State bonds
quiet. Stocks are higher wdtb a firmer undertone
than on aiiy previous day duriug the week; prices
advanced from } @
per cent., and although there
were oocasi nal reaciions, the market closed at. nearly the highest point of the dav. The leading features
were Western Union, L ke Shore. New York Central, Pacific M il, Rock Island, Union Pacific, Wt bash. St. Paul and Northwestern common. The tone
of the market is very firm and is evincing a .lecided
inclination to advance. It is noi anticipated that
there will be an immediate bull campaign, but rather more aclivi.y with frequent fluctuations.

Committee

to

on

rence.

METEOROLOGICAL.
probabilities for the next

twenty-four

Saturday Afternoon, September 13*

book ju«t received, designed especially for such
classes, full of new and sparkling musk, will be used.
Regular Sessions Wednesday and Saturday at 3
o’clock.
Tickets one dollar in advs nee for 20 lessons. Book
a new

40 cents.
Let all who propose to jo’n the class be
first session.

Erie..... 59
Erie preferred.gg
Union Pacific stock.25
The following were the quotations for
oad securities:

Pacific* kail-

Central Pacific bonds.
991
Union Pacific do.,•.79Z
Union Pacific land grants.
791
Onion Pacific income bonds
.58}
iflarlcevN.
New York. Sept. 12-Evening—Cotton is unhanged; sales 1265 bales; Middling uplands at 20}.
Flour 5 @ 10c lower; sales 10,3' 0 bbls; State at 5 50
@7 66; Round Hoop Old >0 75 @8 85; Western 5 50
@ 8 05; Southern 7 10 @ 11 00. Wheat declining; sales
82.000 bu-h; No 2 Chicago 1 55 @ 1 56}; Winter Red
Western 1 70; White Michigan 1 80. Corn
quiet; sales
134.000 bush; steamer Mixed Western at 1 3d'65c*
sail do at 65 cC 65}c. Oats—sales 38,000 bush: 'White
Western 48 @ 50c; Western mixed 46c.
Beef quie*.
Pork is sternly; sales 250 bbls; new mess at 17 37J
@
17 50. Lard higher; sales 680 tes; steam at 8} @ 8}c;
kettle 8|c.
Butter quiet; Ohio 16 @ 2flc; State 25(a)
31c. Whiskey 1 over; Western at C6}. Rice is steady ;
arolina at 8} « 9}e. Sugar is quiet ; sales 313 hlids;
Porto Rica 7} <£ 9}e; refining at 8 @ 8Jc; Cuba 8|c;
Havana Wbite 10@ 11c. Cotfee is verv firm; Laguayra 21} @ 22}; Rio 20} @ 22}c in G dd; St Domingo 104 @ 10]: Maracaibo 21 @ 22}; Java 24 @ 25 c.
Molasses dull; Clayed 30 (a 36c; New Orleans 60c;
Porlo Ric 30 a 65c; Muscovado 30@37ce.
Naval
Stores—Spirits Turpentiue quiet at 4* @ 43}c; Ro«in
quiet at 3 15 for strained. Petroleum is quie ; crude
6c; 1 etined at 17c. Tallow steady at 8}c; sales 290.-

HOURS

War

Dep’t, Ojtfjuic Chief Signal |
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
}
Sept. 13, (8.00 P. V.) \

Eor New England
On Saturday the
pressure will diminish with
frem and brisk
southerly to westerly winds,
cloudy weather and rain, hut followed by clear*
ing weather over the southern portion during
the afternoon and
evening, aud over the north
era at night.

\

12} @

firmer; Grain per steam

14.

Sept. 12.—Flour firm and In fair demand,
offerings light; extra Spring 6 00 @ 6 50. Wheat Is
and
quiet
weak; No 1 Spring at 1 16} @ 1 1CI; No 2
Spring at 1 12}cash; 1 12} sellerSept; l 11} seller Oct;
No 3 Spring it 1 t-6; •‘ejected 1 00 @ 1 00}. Corn is irregular, closing firm and higher at 4l}c for cash and
regular No 2 Mixed; seller Sept 42} -bid; seller Oct
and Not! 44c; rejected at 39c; high Mixed 41}c. Oats
CBK

present the
sep&tts

nre
Chambers
No *j(j$ Middle street,used in their tine Custom I aih ring Business, consisting of Beavers, < hinchiU-is. TrecoG, Wor-tcd Coatin.s,
Bread-Cloths, Ca'simers,
Tailor Tiimndngs, etc., in lots to suit, algo a large
French Plate Mirror, Show Cases. B. W. Desk, Cutting Board. Count* r, Patent Press Machine, Stoves,
rons. B. W. Marble Top Chambei Sett. lot of Furniture, A c. This will be a line opportunity to tit out in
above good*.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

sep9td

POPE’S FACTORIES
AT AUCTION I
Sale or Valuab!e Real

AUK.

firm and in fair deman 1; No 2 cash at 281c: do Oct at
29Jc; rejected at27c. Rye 66} @ 67c for No 2. Barley steady; No 2 at 1 30; No 3 Spring 93 @ 98c. Whiskey in fair deman I and higher at 9 ic, closing rather
weak. Provisions quiet and unchanged.
Pork is
nominally at 16 00 @ 16 25 cash. Lard
steady; seller Dec 7}c; seller Jun 7|c cash; nominally at
7} @

Estate,

—

VIA

ONshad sell House and

Lot No. 13 Codon greet,
to Levi M. I.r wdoin. This home is n» wly
very convenient, with
sinks and ci liar well d*allied, has Sehago

belonging

water. Agouti investment, being occupied by autl
will always command good tenants
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

dtC

«e!2_

BAY.

G0~AND

TICKETS TO

seplldfd

_

New Double Tenement House and
l,ot at Auctiou.
THURSDAY, Sept. 1S<h, at 12$ o’clock, we
closets

—AT—

ALTON

Full description in Portland Advertiser.
Parties d*siiitg information in regtrd to the
above proj erty, before hale will cull • n or address
COUK A KAY. Alter »ev*.
No. 112$ Excliatig st Portland.
At the same time anti place, will be sold a valuable farm of 50 acre* and good buildings; also a lot of
per* nal property be nging to said es a»e. and conhousehold furnlsigting of diy g« oo». shawls. &c
tuie, wooden and cr«ckerv were, knives an
forks,
lot ol Brad ev’s XL super-phosphate, me safe, one
ar iages, harnesses, neat stock,
uerrick, horses,
swine, farming it ols, arts, plows, harrows, d:c, lot
of bo >k acc< tints and mites.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

tinishetl, centrally located

CAMP MEETING

Important

RETURN

__

and

Peremptory
AUCTION SALE

—

—OF—

Portland & Rochester, R.R,

ELEGANT

$3.50.

NEW FURNITURE !

Trains leave P. & E. Depot at 7.45 A. M. and 1.30
F. M.
ee6dtl3

—

A. W.

MUSIC HATjIj, Portland.

tinuiuit

Biggs !

Three Nights
only, commencing
THURSDAY, Sept. 18, 1873,
*
in his

great

Drama of

KA TST K !

SHI 1ST

supported by MIMS PI.ORA MVERM and
powerful Company. Admission prices as usual.
For further particulars si e bills of the day.
sel3d7t
H. PRICE WEBBER,' Agent.
7 fr" Advertiser copy.

$3,150.

for Three Minute Horses.
for Thirty-four Horses.

Ray

AND

Smoking

and other chairs.

Four

WASHINGTON

TALEUT!

Entertainmcnts

Cases,

Diuner

O.

Chandler, Leader,

OPENING

f

—OF—

Fall and Winter

DRESS

MCSTbE
THE

ISOLD

SHAWLS
-AT-

TITRNER

Also

a

—AND—

BANKRUPT STOCK

Hcmsekeening

GOODS

13

Clapp’s Block,
Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.

-AT 3

OLD

Goods.

TURNER BRO S,

-OF—

&

Full Line of

DOMESTIC

DAYS !

THE

COYELL

BRO’S,

Monday & Tuesday, Sept 8th & 9th.

—

3J)

GOODS

-AND-

and the Am-

MRS. CKO. O. CO«8K, Pianint.
Tickeisfor the remaining Concerts of the se ies
with reserved seats ?5 ts,
sel2-dtod2

DRY

Decorated

BAILEY & CO., Auclionrcrs.

4t h Concert Thursday Evening, Oct. 2d, the
Haydn
Assoc ation, Hermann Kotxscbmar. Conductor.
With vocal selections by the Soloists each evening.

NEXT

Band-

ABRAMS A BRO„
Auctioneer. and 4'ommia.iou
qrnhnnla,
give then special aitemim to selling Real l-smie,
F urniture and Meicban. in nl all kinds.
Horses ( nrriages, ,vc. Adv nces made on ci nsignments
Regular Sales of new and •ecoud-hanu Fu.niiutt st the
Auction Rooms every Satmdav
Commumorning.
nications by mail \ romi tit attended to
AB
Alls A BKOTRER,
125 Fe nal St., under the U. 8 Hotel.
N. D.
Money advanced on tt steles, Jewelry.
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value.

HALL.

IN

WT.
de-

»P'23drf

grand combination of Portland’s favorite ®nloist8
Musical Associaiiors and the Anaphion Club.
Concert Thursd.v Evening, Sept. 18 h, by the
Portland Arions, F*. Thursron. Conductor.
3d Concert
Thursday t vening, Sept. 25th, ChandD. H.

B.
new

This Is a part ot a Bankrupt stuck an,l will c, nfaln
soma of ihe Sliest gomls cv, r lu the State.
The sale
will be ueremptory an,I without reserve.
On exblbi.lon Thnrsuay an,I Friday befr.ru the sale.

Vocal and Instrumental Concerts at

CITY

Loun-

Wardrobes,

Services.

Grand

A
ami
2d

elegant

monarch,

variety, Bed Lounges,

Book

seplldtd

Passer.pcrs from Portland can go and return the
same day, and return tickets
good until used. Tram
leave the Portland & Rochester depot at 7.15 A. M.
W. H. TUR'EK,
Superintends :t.
Portland. July 15.1873.
tf

Musical

Turkish

Hat Trees. Clocks, English

£.

—

FOR THE ROUND TRIP.

HOME

40

—

Alton

$4

designs,

line nuisailles qnilts. Satin Damask Extension Table Cloths, with
Napkins to match. Blankets, dc.

Woifboro and Centre Harbor via

MT.

40 Center Boquet, Library and Ex-

Toilet Sets- Ve’vet and other
mats,

EXCURSION TICKETS

STEAMER

manufac-

tension Tables ol neat and

ed

Winnipiscogie
TO

designs,

new

turers prices, from $100 to 8350,

signs,

BAILEY & WILLIS,
PROPRIETORS.

—

liair cloth, r* pt.

Black Walnut Cham-

French Plate
mirrors,
frames, inlaid with gilt,

Entries close Monday. 8epr. 15th,
at 9 P.M. at 14 Preble M., Portland.

For Lake

plush,

new

ges in great

lor Thirty-eight Horses.
for all Hem*
*J mile Heats.
for all Ht illionHbwn>«i iu Maine.
for Forty-eight llor-es.
for all Horses in Maine.

se8tt5

20,

,«■-

15 ash and painted Chamber Seta,

Sept. 23d, 24th, 25th and 26th.

9400

silk leery

dec., 25

IO A. M., nnd
until CIOM-d Out.
at

Parlor Suits, covered with

new

ber Sets,
a

Forest City Trotting Park,
Premiums

20

—

SEPTEMBER

SATURDAY,
Ctnmrnriag

who will appear in the above Hall for

9300
9300
9350
9300
9500
9300

-OX

of the standard Irish Comedian

T. Grattan

—

PORTLAND, ME.,

PURCELL...MANAGER.

Engagement

AT

LANCASTER HALL,

Flora Myers’ Iheatre !

COMPANY’S

“One Price

Only.”

STAND,
Also AGENCY for

CONGRESS COR. BROWN

STS,

BARGAINS IN
BLACK

SILKS,
SILK.P0PL1NS,

]i73

904
Pacific Mail. 44
N. Y. Centra* and Hudson River consolidated. ...1044

at

their business in Pr

rtlaud. will offer by
uuctnnon TUESDAY, September 18th, at 10
CLOSING
o'clock A. W.. the Stock and Fnrni
in

Oil Wednesday, Sept. 17, 1873, at
a p. n.

At the urgent solicitations of many friends, MR.
W. 11. FITCH will c mmence the tittii term of the 3
o’clock Singing School at the above time and place.
Parents who are desirous that their children should
learn to READ MUSIC, will find this an excellent
op port unity; as Mason’s charts will be used and no
effort will be spared to make the system of Musical
notation thoroughly understood.
THE HEADLIGHT,

ALL OCR DRESS GOODS,

TAXES FOB 1873.
of Portland, Treasurer’* Office,

City

ily

UNDERWEAR, &c.
t-tr'Come early while y»u

can

make

I
September 1, 1873. 1
is hereby given *hat the Tax Bills for the
year 1873 have been committed to me wi h a
warrant for the collection of the same.
In ac ordance with an ordinance- of the •
a Discount of
Five Per Cent, will be allowed on all taxe* paid
within sixty days from the dale of ihe oommitment
thereof.
H. W. HER^EY,
se‘2<12w
Treasurer and Collector.

NOTICE

WHITE GOODS,

tlon-

Mme. Hemorest’s Reliable Patterns.
All be Patterns are
accurately cut, graded in » zea
and notched to show how
the) go together, and t ut
up in Ululated Envelopes, wi h fu 1 dl.eetl ns for
Making, Amount ot Mar, rial Required, Trimmings,
etc., etc. Patterns bent by .Mail, post-free, on receipt
*
of price.
Also Mme. Demorest’s semi-annual What to Weir,
15 cents. Mammoth C loied Bulletin of
K..shins, if.
Subscriptions receive I for Demoresi’s Mon hly Magazine.
Yearly, $3, with splendid Chrcm< s as a piese8-iad*w

mlum_

SHAWLS,
HAMBCRGS,
CAMBRICS,

Western Union Telegraph Co.

are

Messrs. Rollins & Bond

Fncforic*, Will Priv.lcge. Re«ev voir Pond,
All kind* of Wneliinery for the Wanufitc*
lure of AVpo eu C.'oojla. Snw Will, l-ris|
Will, PI niiag Will, lilnc kstuiih’* Shop,
Hlor
Boar., ing House, Slablrn, Ac.,

O’Clock Singing School.,
MECHANICS’ HAEL.

Stocks:

Freights to Liverpool

self

Fine Woolens. Furniture,
4kc«, at
Auction.

INCLUDING

Three

....

000 lbs.

up-

FIFTH TERM.

113}
States 5-20’s 1864.. .115
States 3-20*9 1805, old....'l!54
States3-2u’8 1865, new,.
nsf
Slates 5-20’s 1867,.
net
States 3-20*8 1868..noj
States5’s. new....112I
United States 10-40’s.,ex-coupons.
....1’2}
Currency 6’s
.,,....112}
l*he following were the closing quotations <}
United
United
United
United
United
United

CAN SATURDAY, Sept. 13th, at 10 o’clock A. M.,
wo shall sell
Easy Chairs, Lounges,
Jir*l ~ro°™.
Chamber
Sets, Wardtobe, English, Brussels, TnpesStove. 20 nuir Blankets,
Jvnl.i L I9Pain ‘‘arpets, areLinens. Quit s,Cloths,
™an<l G
Soaps, Cigars, Fancy PAn
od*, 3 new Harnesses, Ac.
° BABLEI 4 CO*
Auctioneer..

quiet; Midtiling

LIN TLliT AIJN7 MENTIS.

ljj

securities:
United States coupon 6*8,1881,.
United States5-20’s 1862.

is

Savannah, Sept. 12.—Cotton firm; Middling

—

Boston Stock

Nc%r If ork SfocPt and

oiESept. 12.—Cotton

SALES._

Furniture, Carpets. &r,,at Auction

lands at 18c.

ler’s Band,
phi on Club.

Grain.

EASTERN R. R.
No. cars.
corn— 1

Stone & Staples,
N B Noble, corn.1
C H True,coin.1

flour, 24,000 bush wheat, 2,000

oats.

bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat. 0000
tush corn, 0000 bush oats.
Lake Freights—to Buffalo at 6 @ 6*; to Oswego at
12c.

AUCTION

SHAW’S

Ac.

howr«in

Lexington, Kv., Sept. 12.—The races to-day
were the best
during the week. The flist race

^

and

bbls

2,000 bush

Shipments—3000

domestic receipts.

Receipt!*

One Person Killed and Several In-

The epidemic is on the in, rease.
ilies are down with it. The nurses

Railroad*

Grand Trunk Railroad-6 cars sundries, 1 do
shocks, 1 do ship knees, 1 do hay. 4 do b:irk, 1 d<\ lanterns, 2 do bran, 7 do hogs, 2 do iron, 2 do slabs, 63
do lumber, * do for Halifax, 2 (to for St. John NC, 3
do for Boston,2 do for Bangor,l do for Haverhill, 1 do
for New ork.

RAILROAD ACCIDENT.

Shreveport, Sept. 12.—Up to four
fn-day there were 18 deaths from yellow

Foreign Imnoru.
Schr James Ford—957 tons coal to

PICTOU, NS.'

Johu

wheat, 47-

000 Mush corn, 23.000 bu6h oals. 2;,000 bush rye,28,uii0
bash barley, 0000 boas.
aotauo. sept. 12.—Klou is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat dull and a shade lower; No 2 White Wabash at 1 00; sales of No t White vliehigm 1 56; Ambei Michigan on spot 1 43* ® 1 44; seller Sept 1 43*;
do Oct 1 44; do Nov I 45*; do Dec 1 46 (g 1 46*; No 1
Red on spot l 47*; No 2 do 1 12*; seller Sept 1 42* @
1 42*; do Oct 1 42; No 3 do 1 40;No2 Amber Michigan
1 40; No 2 S|>ring 1
20; rejected Spring 1 10, Corn is
dull; sales o' high Mixed on spot at 48c; seller Oct at
at48*c;low Mixed on spot i.t47*c; White at 50c;
Yellow 50c; no grade 48; No 1 at 31c; No2at35c for
Oct. Oats dull at 37c for No 1 ;;'4 for No 2.
Lake Freights tirm—Wheat lo Buffalo 5* @ 6*c; to
Oswegi 11* @ 12*; King ton 11 a 12.
Receipts—u,000 bbls Hour, 32,000 bush wheat, 38,000
bush corn. l,00o bush oats.
Shipments—l.OOu bbis flour, 44,000 bush wheat.107,000 bush corn. 4,000 bush oats.
UKTRiin. Sept. 12.—Flout is quiet and unchanged
at 7 7^ @ 8 25. Wheat dull and a shade lower; extra
White 1 83*• No 1 White 1 57*; Amkr Michigan at
1 45. Coin is steady at 48c. Oats a*e in good demand

575 snooks and heads.

More of That

The

extending forward

dore’s yacht. Preparatory signal, a gun at 9.50;
and at 10 another gun, which will be the signal
for starting. Time will lie taken from the firing of the second gun.
First and second class yachts, on getting the

Musical.—It is

England,

draw 17 feet of water. She has two decks, the
depth of the first 11J feet, the lower 7 feet. She
rates on the Lloyds books as Al.
Her fastenings are all of copper. She carries a poop deck

The
of this Club will occur on the 18th iust.
following is the programme for the day:
Yachts will rendezvous off the Club House
and be at anchor at 9.30 a. m., as nearly in
line as practicable with the western side of
No yacht will and or
Custom House Wharf.
to the eastward of this line,
Signals will be
given by the firing of a gun on the Commo-

All those who wish to join any of these class*
es can obtain tickets of the
janitor at the Fraternity Rooms. 353 1 2 Congress street. A postponement of the Book-keeping and Penmanship classes may be necessary for a week or
two. The
sewing school connected with the
Fraternity will re-open Wednesday afternoon
September 17th.

of

barque is built of hackpine, and measures 751 tons, uew
measurement. Her length is 157 feet, with 33
feet breadth of beam. When loaded she will

The Moutgome ry Guards were out for a drill

leaving House Island on the starboard
and thence in ship channel way to the
from whence they came.

orator

Edmund

of this city.
matack and

last evening.
xachtllcb uecatta.—a up annual

pulpit

Phinnev.
This splendid
barque, recently launched at Russell’s yard in
Deering, now lies at Central wharf. She is
owned by Phinney & Jackson and Jas. Smith,
esq., J. S. Winslow & Company and others

supper at Reed’s
last evening to the members of the Festive
Club. The aifair was a very pleasant one, and
highly enjoyed by all present.
unto

the great

tickets will commence in

played yesterday,

en route for New York
Mr L. L. Woodbury, who has

Hall,

Nov. 26th.
Tne arrangements for the 8th entertainment
are not fully completed.
The scale of prices will lie the same as last
year, and the sale of reserved seats and course

week.

ball

Combined.—This

a

leading idea

Biekoell, pastor.—Set vices in this Church to morrow,
as follows:—Sunday School at 104 a. in; Preaching
at 3 p. in ; Evening Lecture at 74 p. in.

at

Biblf

of the books of the Old and New Testaments,
a concordance, an illustrated Bible dictionary,
and a large number of tables anjj indexes elucidating the text, or necessary for ready comparison of different parts of Scripture. The

p. M.

India

Library

Family

thick quarto, solidly and elegantly
bound, printed in good type, containing, besides the Old and New Testaments and the
Apocrypha, a history of the English translation of the Bible, a succinct account of each
work is

St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H.

and 3

Interpreting

Biblical

and

M.

Self

The

Since writing the above the following additional particulars have been learned: Late in

$1300, B. Barnes, Jr., agent.
The

crushing it.
see how bauly

morning.

The furniture, which was saved, was insured
the Connecticut for $1300, Jeremiah Dow
agent; Agriculture, of Watertown, N. Y.,

m.

head and

without stapping to
the
child was hurt, drove on. Coroner Gould went
up last evening, viewed the body and thought
it hest under the circumstances to hold an inquest, which will take place at 8 o’clock this

in

AU from sea and land are invited. Seat s free.
Williston Church.—S. S. 10J a. m. Preaching
service at 3 p. m. Sittings free. Social meeting at

boy’s

the

driver,

finally

was

along driven quite rapidly, the wheel go-

ing over

long distance, placing other buildings in immi
nent danger. The roofs of neighboring buildings were kept wet, and fortunately there was
but little wiud, so that no other loss occurred.
No one appeared to know how the fire originated, as there had been no fire lit in the house
during the day. The best theory is spontaneMr. Colesworthy is a young
ous combustion.
man and has owned the place only about a
year. He valued the house at $6000. The
buildings were iusured for $5000, in the following companies: St. Paul, Minnesota. $2000;
Penn, Philadelphia, $1000, Warren Sparrow
agent; Amazon, $2000, Dow A Palmer, agents.

•treets. Preaching at 11 a. in. Sunday Scbojl at
2 p.m. Coufereuce meeting at 7J. A11 are cordiady

at 7.15 p.

came

methods devised to save
moved far enough
away to save it from destruction. When the
baru, containing about a ton of hay, caught,
the heat became intense and cinders flew for a
It

MATTERS IN MAINE.

the match-factory, killing him instantly.
The child was playing in the street near the
house, making mud-houses, when the jigger

original

witness the
the stable.

BY TELEGRAPH.

uear

burning buildings. Two yoke of oxen were
brought to the ground and by means of chains
were hitched to the building, long ropes were
attached to the chains, and a score or more of
men aud boys took hold.
It was amusing to

Religious Notice*.
First Parish.—Dr. Thomas Hill, pastor. Mornat
services
1UJ ; Vesper services at 7J p. m.
ing
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
meeting at 2 15 p. m.; Sunday School at 3. Preaching in lie evening by Albert Wood of Mass. All are
invited. Scats free.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
Pastor.—Services at 10^ a. m. and 3 p. m.

Prayer meetings ou Thursday evenings

two-story-and-a-half

a short time the house was completely cleared
of furniture. The fire burned slowly, but it
was evident from the first that the buildings,
consisting of a large square two-story house,
ell, barn and stable, all connected togetln r,
would be destroyed. Efforts were made to detach the small stable aud pull it away from the

Undeveloped Wist—Dancy*

Portland Spiritual

afternoon
Fatal Accident.—Yesterday
about 5 o’clock a jigger team driven by a in an
whose name it was impossible to learn last
night, ran over a boy three years old named
Frank Ford,whose parents resided in the Court

Fire at Deering.—Yesterday forenoor,
about eleven o’clock, as Mrs. Woodbury 8.
Dana was driving through Woodford’s Corner
she saw smoke issuing from the roof of the

PRESS.

a

good selecseldtf

saiuoru s nrproveu

__

The

Celebrated

CUCUMBER

WOOD
PUMP!

iieingerators.

fbe three points ol excell.-nce which 1 claim are
1st, constant anil thorough circulation of pure
;2nif; rymaw. oodampuess mould nor taint: 3rd; no
mte mingling o. odors; purity ami
active air the
elemems of its success. Call, 01 send for
Mamilactured and lor sale bv
1" merri pi

Ur:

Ua'i,t

THE SIMPLEST,
Most

Durable nod Cheapens

Pump

in

U»f.

IN TELLIG I N(’E 0 FFICK
At No.

Thev neither Rust. Poison nor give the slightest
taste to the water, hence, are much superior to metMade by acc rate maal or other woden Pumps.
in all the*r parts, raising a large
chinery,
amount or water with little labor; durable and reliable. they are acknowledged, alter >ears of thorough
tiial, the est and the Cheapest Pump made, send
for a circular.
KE1VDALL &

perfect

WKIITNEY,

General Agent for State of Maine.

PLUM STREET.
late of Fog'er Dve House of this
M
^cYEV
the Sebago Dye H
renpeticl
i i“y'has
No. 17
whpre 'e
all kinds of
ready to

™®*|
■ng and ele insing of

use

is

,10

dteSatisfac-

gem turners garments.
nteed.
H- McVEY> <'oders Sc itch
Dyer),
au?7illy
No 17 Plum street.

tion guar

a,.o7,i,„

_

—

park

towns,

CEMETERIES
COUNTRY PEACES.

Kobert Morris Copeland has made plans for 12
Park Towns 1 Ceme eri s. aud But) Publ c and Prlvale Estates. He furnishes advice. plans an I s»P rin*en<ienc
for all kinds ot suburban and rural
improvements. Offices. I!) City Exchange, ftoston,
Mass., 705 Samson St., Pliila., and Ridley Park, Del.
»u3u-eod3m
Co. Pa.

312 1-2
MB*. A

Cungress Street.
T. NPEAR

Proposes to
Intelligence Office in this city on
oj en an1st.
Mouriny *cpt
an,f by nttention ann lml u
to merit a share of
public patronage.

try hopes

and^rown streets^*****"
AT WORK

pc3____d&wtf

Sebago Dye House,
NO. 27

circulars!

j.

€. G,

uua'

AG AIN

*

DOWSES,

Who has been confined by sh kres« for the last. few
months, wou d inform his irit-ndsand customers that
he is again prepared to *ait upon them at. is old

stand,

97 1-9 TIARRfiT »TBFKT,
se4dlm
Opposite the Post Office.

Maim Savings Bank.
No. IOO

.Tlidtllr Mireel, Portland.

1" th;s Bank on the first
day
ot any month b^ln* on iniertst th* si.me day.
Jf deposited on any other day, begin* on interest tbo
first dav of the fol'cwing month.
M. BURTON. Treasurer.

MONEA

deported

junl7d«VwO_A.

l or

~

Sale

til HE SEBAGO DYE HOUSE, No. 17 Plum St ts
i in go. «1 com lit ion with all apparatus necessary
or .he business.
Apply to the proprietor at No 33
Aewbury street or to J. HELD, No. 80 Middle street

“J”

eodt

POETRY.

“Listen,” returned Mr. Reed, impressively,
“I have learned the condition of Avenue A,
I have discovered the private telegraph staion of the Devastator; and find that the
Montezuma lies below Staten Island with important despatches from South America; I
have assisted at the robbery of a bank; was
discovered by my accomplices; stabbed with
a knife; fell down an embankment of the
railroad; mounted a runaway locomotive—

Petrarch: Sonnet 128,
TRANSLATED

uO vassi spvrsi;
O wsnderlng stops!

BY

o

T. W. HIGGINSON.

vernier vaahi

pronti.”
busy dreauis!
e

O vague a».<l
O rlnngeless memory! O t.eree riesiie!
O passion strong! heart weak with its own Arc;
O eyes of -iiitie; not eyes.but li\itig streams;
O laurel boughs! whose
d seems
The M.le reward tli.»t glory’s deed* require;
O haunted life! delusion s'w- et and
dire,
That all my days from slothful rest redeems;
Obeautcms face! where Love has treasured
H s whip and spur, the sluggish heart to move
At his least will; nor can it And relief.
O sou s of love and p ssion! if ye dwell
Yet on this earth and ye, great shades of Love!
Linger, and see my passion and my vricf.

well

Oldport Day

—From

[Written for the Press.]

Niglit Experiences

of

Reporter.

n

Now I must be on our steam
yacht and board the Montezuma before 2
o'clock; see the police, go with them on the
cars; capture the thieves; return to New
York, and restore the property of the X.
bonk.”
and am here 1

lovely.garla

ATLANTA WEEKLY MAN.

He

Concluded.
CHAPTER TV.

With Power to Slay—Friend, not Foe—Alone
on the Track—A Rival Reporter.
For some lime—lie could not have told how
long—Mr. Reed lay without moving at the
foot of the steep embankment over which he
had fallen, and which, in this way, had saved
his life. He was somewhat stunned by the
force witli which he had struck the ground;
and at first was uuconscious of everything
except the fact that he was safe. His next
thought was for the Daily Intimidator. How
could he return in time to make up his reports and place them in the hands of the
compositors, in season for the morning edi-

“What

readily

would the

engineer.

Anything

was

better than falling again into their hands.
Mr. Reed, standing with his face toward
the engine as it came toward him, awaited
bis terrible death—a death inevitable as the
unrelenting power of machinery could make
it. Many a man, in the wilds of South
America, the desert sands of Africa, or the
plains of the West, has met death in the
shape of serpeut, lion or grizzly bear; but
this monster ot a civilized country, this creature impelled by no thirst for blood, but by
simple mechanical forces, was far more pitiless, more inexorable. Its red light glared
like the eye of an angry Cyclops, as with
steady, unchanging pace it came towards its
victim.
The reporter did not flinch—but
stood quietly in the path of his destroyer.

only
coming. The
very slowly. It

Now that death seemed certain—he felt

surprise that
engine must

tardy
proceeding

it was so
be

in

nearer—the hot smoke fell in clouds
round the reporter, and tilled the narrow pass
of the railroad track. Mr. Reed, with a ia»t
instinct of self-preservation, sprang at the
engine. A few moments more—the engine
had left the loug cut—the smoke cleared
came

away.

The tragedy was changed to a comedy.
The reporter found himself comfortably reupon the cow-catcher. He had leisure
to collect his thoughts, and at once decided

ciining

that the engine was under little pressure of
steam. It was this that bad saved him; but
in order to return to New York in time to
make

his

report of Avenue A; to write his
robbery; relate the informa-

narrative of the

singularly acquired as to the location
of the telegraph of the Devastator; and take
the news boat down the harbor to receive, in
advance of the rival sheet, !he news brought
by the Montezuma—he must contrive to
hasten the movements of this engine, which,
from a fearful, destroying monster, had betion

so

come an

ooeuienr,

rnougu

not.

parucuiarry

spirited, beast of burden. Mr. Reed climbed
along tbe side of the engine, which was by
this time going very slowly, swung himself
into the engineer's cab, and surveyed the situation. There were no car3 attached; the
engine, with i's tender, formed the entire
It had broken away from the
performing its journey alone.

train.
was

cars

and

“Engineer, stoker, brakemen, passengers
and luggage—I am all of them” said the reporter, “I must

assume

the editorial ‘we.’

I

have a free pass—very fortunate; for I do not
wish to defraud the railroad company,”
He piled some coal into the engine, and before long had the satisfaction cf seeing that
its speed began to increase.
Tbs engine entered the station at 42nd
street, as the clocks were striking eleven.
Without waiting for any formalities, Mr.
Reed sprang from his place, very much relieved to be rid of his re pousibility of engineer.
He lushed through the depot, and was
stopped at the door by a sandy-haired young
man with a notebook and pencil:
“You have come on this runaway engine,
Sir? Pardon me—I will detain you only a
moment. What have you done, and how did
you feel when you did it?”
“I have done nothing—I have had no sensations—you are a reporter!” exclaimed Mr.
Reed, and disappeared down a side street.
He hailed a passing carriage, engaged it for
the remainder of the night—of which the
work was uot yet at an end—and was driven
at a furious rate through the almost deserted
streets, toward the office of his journal.
CHAPTER

V.

A Report at Headquarters—“A Lockedrvp
Form"—First on the Field—By Dot and
Line—Back with Spoils—A Report from

Reporter—Rewarded.
twenty minutes past eleven, everything
was quiet but alive, in the office of the Daily
lntimidator. The compositors were at work,
and proot-readers were busy at their labors.
The editors had, with some exceptions, gone
home; and the old chief-editor, who for the
a

Rival

At

last hour had been very anxi jus on account
of Mr. Reed, an especial favorite of his, had,
after one or two unsuccessful
attempts to
write a leader in his usual calm and
powerful

style, yielded to his solicitude, and was standing at the street door of the office. A carriage drove up at the gallop and stopped
before the office. A slender, dark
figure
sprang out and ran toward the editor.

The

light of a-gas lamp fell full upon it. It was
Mr. Reed—pale, breathless, bruised; blackeued with coal and smoke; his coat stained,
torn, cut—hanging by one sleeve. But it
The old editor caught
was nevertheless he.
him, half dragged, half carried him up the
stairs and into the office; and asked him a
hundred questions, before the reporter had
found breath to answer
conversation was

one

of them.

The

singular:

“We’ll beat the Devastator 1” cried Mr.

Rted,

with rapture.

“My ear boy—is it you?” exclaimed the
old editor, with teats in his eyes.
“Havp the men ready to set up at least five
columns!”
•*
“What have they done to you?”
“Has the shipping editor gone home?”
“What have you done, my poor boy ?”

within it.

In either case it will be said

his left aim in

“My poor wife and children” cried the cashier” what will become of them? Poverty—

uable

timidator had raised him to the

I

responsible
and honorable position of general news edtor, with a corresponding salary, 'i o this
post Mr. Reed had aspired as oue builds a
castle in Spain, without hope of ever occupyThe chief editor puts bis hand
the reporter’s shouldei, and says:

“There

steamtug—the

newsboat of the Devastator.

Mr. Reed had conquered.

carriage

and reached the office of the Intimidator at
He gave the despatches to his chief;
dictated his report rapidly to a phonographic

wriler, who found it uo easy
the words of the reporter;

to follow
and requesting

thing

that the forms be left unlocked, as his night’s
reporting was not yet fiuishtd—be ran down
the stairs, entered his carriage again, and was
driven at full speed to the 42nd slrcet depot.
At exactly 2.30—Mr. Reed entered at one
d >or of the railway station as the detective,
accompanied by the cashier of the X. dank,
and a force of police, entered at another.
A special train was ready—they weut on
board, and soon were outside of the city.
Nearly fifteen minutes had elapsed. The
train, according to Mr. Reed's calculations,
must be near the place where he had fallen
over the embankment.
The engineer stood
ready to reverse his engine at a moment's notice; the brakeman’s hand was on the brake.
They entered the cut—and had gone a tew
rods only when Mr. Reed saw a small dark
object lying on the track. The engine was
stopped. The reporter descended and went
toward this object. It was his notebook.

days.”
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batik-robbery

range.
The detective came back, and, followed by
the others, led the way through a path in the

marsh, over rocks, broken trees; past pools,
each seeming the silent witness of some dark
deed. Soon they surrounded the house where
the thieves were.
It was Jacob who first appeared at the door.
The thieves were out-numbered, overpowered. They made little resistance;and were
soon in irrtis, in the car.
The boxes of gold
and securities belonging to the X bank were
also placed on the car, and at 3.35 A. M. the
train, with its passengers and freight, arrived
at the 42nd street depot.
Mr. Reed took a hurried leave«of the cashier and the detective, saying to the latter:
“Will you do me a favor?”
“Very gladly.”
“Then release the reporter of the Devastator. telling him nothing of this affair.
“I will,”
Mr. Reed drove to the office of his journal.
The chief editor received him with the
greatest joy. He had feared that some new accident had befallen the brave
young reporter,
who had already suffered so much. Mr. Reed
called the foreman arid told him to
prepare
for two columns more of the Bank
Robbery.
Then he sat down at his desk, and dictated
a
rapid, brilliant account of the capture of the
bank-robbers. The copy was divided
and the paper was soon in press.

At 5.45,

up

short,

boys were offering for sale all
city, copies of the morning edition rf
the Daily Intimidator.
“Extensive Bank
Robberv;” “Our Own Reporter on the Scene
of Action,” “Important News by the Steamer Montezuma,” Capture of the Bank Robbers” were but a part of the exciting headover

the

news

KNOX

Is a veir superior Collrc ion of Church UIu
*ic, for (hoirs, Conventions, and Singing (lasses,
Compile 1 by f,. O. EMEUS N ami H. K. PALMER,
men of the highest reputation as conductors ami
composers. Sells largely. Already a great success.

Sabbath School Music
The River of Life.
$30 Per Hundred.

Price

50 Cents.

p. M.

Albany, Philadelphia,
Washington,

JgKpfea.

JOHN BROOKS and

Exchange Street.
Through Tickets to New York via
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced rates.
Freight taken al low rates.

Providence

Wringer.
.Tjoiitaon
ROLLS,

Mo«»
Durable:
Double

Spinal
COGS,
Working
LIUNifM
^Adjustable
Curved
CLAMP.
Holds
Firmest.

PROVIDENCE

TOOL

CO.,

Providence, K. I.
3.

II.

WORK, Agent,

44 Ilrond afreet, Bo,ion. Itln,,.*

junli

deowly

a or io ik

route.

Family package tickets between Portland and Boston, for sale at 25 per cent, discount.
Freight station in Boston. Causeway street.
AS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supr., Boston,
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland.
Boston. July 2 j. 1873.
tf
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Passenger trains leave Portland
for Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.45 A.M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Wiunipiaeogee
Railroad lor Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
6.15 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at.
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and Eastern
Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham; Standish, and No.

Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle

and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfield, Pareonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsfleld,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
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THE

cogartnership heretofore existing

passenger trains leave Portland daily, for Portsmouth and Boston. (Sundays excepted) at *1.30 a. M. t6.15 A.
M., fO.10 A. M., tl.05, ||3.20 P. M., t6.00

P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Eoston at H8.00 A. M., tl2.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston tor Portsmouth aud Portland at t7.30.
||8.30A. M. 112.30, t3.15, ||6.0t, *8.G0 P. M.
Leave Boston ftfr Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave. Boston tor Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at ||8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.58, IIID.35
A. M.: 112.57 P. M., t5.40 P.M., ||8.09 *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowliegan, Belfast and Bangor
at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Augusta, Farmington, Waterville and Skowliegan at
tl.00 P. M.
Leave Poitland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Au-

gusta, Sko^hegan. Belfast, Bangor, St. John and

Halifax at ||1.05 P. M.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at to.15 P. M.
Loave Biddeford tor Portland at t7.13 A. M., returning at 5.15 P. M.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M, 1.05 and 3.20 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New Y oik by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticket-

under the
is this dav

firm name of C. and G. M. Stanwood
dissolved by mutual consent. Either partner will
settle demands against the lirm. A1' persons indebted to tlie above linn will please call at tho old stand,
Nos. 171 or 173 Commercial street, and settle.
CHARLES ST A N WOOD.
(Signed).
GEO. Ai. STANWOOD

Portland, Aug. 16, 1873.

favor of his former customers. Ship Work and lepairs of all kind is done promptly and in a faithful
and workmanlike manner. Agents for the Manufacture of Piukliam’s Patent cap; also selling Agent
for the fomous Archibald Non Hub Wheel.
GEO. M. STANWOOD.

Portland Aug. 16.18.3.
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For sale at No. 146 Exchange Street by the importer,
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Dissolution of Partnership.
1XTOTICE is hereby given that the firm of Scribmr
& Andrews is
hereby dissolved by mutual con^nt
G. SCRIBNER,
SILAS D. ANDREWS.
‘Rwanda of the late firm will be settled by either®1 he above
parties.
Otisliela, March loth, 187J.
auiCdU
R.

are

sojd

in Portland and

Baggage

jy2»_ttj
ALTERATION

WINTER
__.--

On

OF

TRAIN**.

A RRANO EUIENT.
and

after

mi

Monday, Sept. 15th,
wut run as follow’s:
Mail train for Gorham and accommo-

-dation train to Island

Pond, 7.15 A.

M.

Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^topping at all stations to
Island Pond.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and wav sta-

tions; 5.25 P.

M.

Passenger

Steamships

AND

William Lawrence” Capt. F. M.
William Crane ,” Capt. Solomon

I

To Canada, Dctroi
Chicago, JVlilwnu"
Uee. Cincinnati, St. Loui*, Omrha,
Saginaw, Nf Paul, Salt Lake City *
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the

Southwest
J.C.FURNIVAL, Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is in splendil
condition, is well equipped with first-class rollins
stock, and is making the best connections ami quickest time of anv route from Portland to the West
5fg“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
H-seage checked irom Portland to Detroit ard
Cbica'o, and uct subject to Custom House exaroinaion.
The Company aro not responsible tor baggage to
anv amount exceeding SW in valoe(and that, penonalVun’ess notice isidven. and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tot every $500 additional value.
C. J. BKYDGES, Manayinq Director.
tl. BAILEY. Leval $uprentcndeat.
Pi .tlan.L .Tone ?:t. IST.I.
t,

JOB

xe.

and

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

JS-IJ

Will eave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

?
-V43

£'55,

For Peak’s Island.
The Peak’s Island Steamboat

i

Company’s

NUTTER

Express.
CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER.
Will on s nd after MONDAY, September 8th, 1873,
discontinue her trips to Evergreen Landing, also the
morning and evening trips to Jones’ Landing.
Will make tour trips daily to Jones’ Landing until
iurlher notice.
Leaving the end of Custom House wharf at 8.45
and 10.1a A. M. and 1.45 and 3.15 P. M.
Ret ruing leaves Jones’ Landing at 9.30 and 11.15
A. M. and 2.30 and 5.15 P. M.
Fare d \vn and back 25 ognts, children half
Special arrangements canoe made by applying to
the Captain.
jun 14ii

29

MARKET

Wednesday and Friday, at 6.00 p.
Eastport ami St John.
will
leave
St. Jolt and Eastport on the
Returning
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. „ohn f. r Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kent viile, Halifax, N. S., Frederickton, Shediac, Amhetst, Charlottetown, P. E. 1., and

m., for

A. R.

then

is lw

of

sailing

unK 4

STUBBS, Agent

tf

os

For Waldoboro aud Damariscotta.
The Steamer

CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex. Famliara, Jr., Master, will
on and after 30ih inst., leave At-

lantic Wharf every Wednesday at
6 o’clock, A. M., lor Tloothbny, Round Pond and
Wald boro, and every Saturday at 7 o’clock A. M.,
for Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills and Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. M., connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
bv any other route. Freight received atler One
O’clotk P. M.. days previous to sailing.
Inquire of

HARRIS, ATWOOD Sc CO.,
145

Portland, April 23,1873.

Commercial St.
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Steamship Co
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NEW

Mutual Life Insurance

Policy $5000.

mm
Loss of

Appetite cured by

Etassitude,
at

cured

Low

taking a few

Spirits,

and

once.

PLAN.

Annual Premium

meats

it has

no

sceptical.

most

equal;

one

16.86

Policy $5000.

Age 32.

and

quickens the blood and cheers the mind; and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
No One can remain long unwell (unless afliicte
wiih an Incurable di-ease,) after
taking a few bottle
of the Quaker Bitters.

PREPARED

At their

S.

SAMPSON, Agent,

LINE

KIAIL

ton.

TO

Scotin,

DIRECT!
With 'connection*
inu«l mid

to Prince Edward Is*
C'ape Breton.

tripIper
The

week.

side wheel Steamship
FA i.MOUTH. OnJ>t. W. A. Colhy,
A
^dlleave Railroad wharf. Portand.every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
Jm'M., (or on arrival of train leavat
noon.)
Boston
ing
FOR HALIFAX DIRECT
:

now

JJSIe1

Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou. and steamers foi Prince Edward Island: algo at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape Breton.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURSDAYS, at K.30 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to Jl
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
(j^ Excureion Tickets to Halifax and Return good
until Nov. Its—at reduced rates.
JOHN POBTEOUS. Agent.
mar25dtf

1873.

$41.2)

Total.
$167.46

21 66

24.38

81.48

239 98

Difference. .$36.36

$11.10

$21.67

$16.85

$85.98

$251.52

Policy $5000.
No.

AND

$100.94

S72.83

Total.
$305,56

35.21

40.29

43. 3

151.33

Addi’s
$59 .68
296.8

$23.28

$60.65

* 272)0

$154.23

$502.10

1870.

1871.

1872.

97,178—Mutual. Cash Dividends. ...$73.30
3 .30
43,0*1—Equitable

$5 .ID

....

Difference.$13.00

PHILADELPHIA.
Iron Line of Steamers !
Providence
every

WED-

anil all points reached
v the Penn.
Central and the Phil, it Heading R. R>»., and to all
the principal cilie* in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
pill im formation given hv WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, J State Street, boston, or J. b. COYLE

Annual Premium $819.60.

Age 61.

Total.
477 65
201 43

Ai'iU’ns.
$718.0$

1118.73

Difference.$136.60

$139.82

$2 6.42

$433.5

Annual Premium

$156.50

61,227—Equitable

..

Mutual Policy $5,000.
“

Equitable

10,000.

Issued June 5, 1869.

40.
Age
“
“

“

si

“

313.00

1870.

1871.

1672.

1673.

No. 98.450—Mutual. Cash Dividends....S44.51

$38.71

$74.1!)

$50.87

$208.28

Addi’s
$510.1

4i.93

48.62

55.53

62.65

208.73

519.4

43,',79—Equitable

....

THE

RESULT

POLICIES.

BOTH

OF

Premium.

Mutual, $3,000. .. $»26.0J
Equitable 10,000... 1,252 t0
Dividends

as

Total.

Dividend?!.
$J«828

Per Cent.
33 23
16.62

208.73

Advantage in Mutual Life..16.61
large in tlie Mutual on $5000 as in the Equitable on $10,000.

25

YEAR

Policy 5000.

E\IIOWHi:\T PLAY.

Age 22. Annual Premium 185.S5.
1870.

So. 103,312—Mutual, Cash Dividends.$15.35

48,204—Equitable

22.06

Difference.

Issued Oct. 1C, 1S69.

1871.

1872.

Total.

$37.IH

$95.58

$148.11

25.79

29.68

77.53

Addi'a
$3t!.R4
170.97

$11.39

$65.90

$70.58

$140.ST

The above examples are only a few of the thousands of similar ca*es now subsisting with the €2 RE AT
IQUTUAL .LIFE CO., but are sufficient to show the supeuor advantages of insuring with this Company.
Those contemplating Ufe Insurance are invited to call at my office aud examine for themselves
misled by the miscrable TK A Nil now being scattered broadcast through tlu FoBt Office a'hd
with a view to dece.ve the public.

and not bo
otherwise

experience of Thirty Years is the best Test.

The

WM. D. LITTLE. General Agent,
49 1-2
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iron in
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£££ood

I^w^hIr®
The Per:- v'an Syrup, a Protect
ed Soh:'. -on of the Protoxide of\
Iron, is so combined as to hav<l
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blootl as the simplest
food. It inct eases the quantity
of Nature’s Own Vitalising
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
curestca thousand ills,” simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalising the System, The enriched and vitalised blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Xervons Affections,
Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of tho Kidneys ami

TiiADE MAltK.
Which has stoo l the test tor more than 50 years is
acknowledged the most reliable Medicine for the relief of
JAUNDICE, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS, WEAKNESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, LOSS
OF APPETITE, COUGHS, COLDS, HEARTBILIOUS
BURN,
ATTACKS.
COLIC,
CRAMP IN THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS
A ND DU LLNESS OF TH E HEAD, L! VER COMPLAINTS, PILES, PIMPLES,
BOILS. SOUR STOMACH, CONSTITUTIONAL WEAKNESS, HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS,

DYSPEPSIA,

and all complaints arising from an impure state o
the Blood, or the deranged c< ndition of the Stomach
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
This Preparation is purely Vegetable, containing
Extracts iu a highly concentrated form of Roms,
Herbs and Barks—among which are Sarsaparilla,
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian, Wild Cherry. Orange, Mandrake, Anise, Juniper Bcnic*, &c.—‘mak
ing a tine Tonic alterative and Laxative Medicine,
which never fails to give tone and strength t> the system debilitated by disease. AS A BLOOD PURIFIER, GOODHUE’S BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAL.
FLINT & GOLDTH WAIT, Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Peler Street, Salem, Mass.
by all Dealer* in Medicines genemllv.

Sold

nn2r,deod.fr w!2w35

Bladder, Female Complaints,

LYON’S

K ATHAIRON
Only 50 Cents per Bottle.

Over Thirty Tears ago Lyon's Kathairon fob
the Hair was first placed in the market by Professor
E. Thomas Lyon, a graduate of Princeton College.
The name is derived from the Greek “Kathro,”
signifying to cleanse, purifiy, rejuvenate, or restore.
The favor it has received, and the popularity it has
obtained, is unprecedented and incredible. It inIt is
creases the Growth and Beauty of the Hair.
It eradicates dandruff. It
a delightful dressing.
gray. It keeps the
prevents the Hair from turning
head cool, and gives the hair a rich, soft, glossy appearance. It is the same in Quantity and Quality
as it was over a Quarter of a Century Ago, and is
sold by all Druggists and Country Stores at only 50
Cents per Bottle,

Woman's filorj is Her 2air71
LYON’S

ATHAIRON

and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or ac-

companied by debility or a loti?
of the system. Being frea
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energising effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and new
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Constate

PURELY A. VEGETABLE PREPARATION,
composed simply of well-known ROOTS*
HERBS* and FRUITS, combined with other
properties, which in their naturo are Cathartic,
Aperient, Nutritions, Diuretic, Alterative and AntiThe whole is preserved iu a sufficient
Bilious.
quantity Of spirit from the SLGAR CANE to
Keep them in any climate, which makes thn

P

stitution.
jLtio wands Ji are been chan
ged
by the use of this

PLANTATION
Bitters

5ne of the most desirable
tics in the world. They

remedy, from
weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and

happy men and women; and
invalids cannot vcasouiAbl*hc$+
Hate to give it a trial*
See that each bottle has P£RL'«
V1AN SYRUP blown in the glass,

Touira and Catharintended strictly as a

are

Domestic Torlc,'

only to bo used

as a

to directions.
They are the

medicine, and always according

sheet-anchor of the feeble and debilitated. They act upon a diseased liver, and
stimulate to euch a degree, that a healthy action is
at once brought about-. As a remedy to which
Women arc especially subject, it is
surperaodmg
every other stimulant. Asa Spi ing un.i summer Tonic, they have no equal,
'lhey area
mild and gentle Purgative as well os Tonic.
They
Purity thn lilood. They are a splendid Appetizer.
They make the weak strong. They purify and invigorate. They core Dyspepsia. Constipation, and
Headache. They act as a specific in all species of
disorders which undermine the bodily strength and
break down the animal spirits.

heretofore at

Depot,

WO. 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET,

Paaiphlota Fi’co.
SET1I W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors,
Ko.

1 Milton Place, Boston,

xiy

s

U

X)attiO:»TS cisiuaili.

1-r T T Y s

'b

u r

d“|

53 Park Place, Now York.

•

Dissolution.

FOR CALIFORNIA

And tne West, South and Northwest, may procure
Through Tickets at il.e lowest rates, via the Michigan Central and Great Western (via Suspension
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York city),
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, or Rock Island, Chicago & North Western, and all the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coact and all other points.
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency f

W. D. LITTLE X €©.,
49 1-9 EXC HANGE STREET.

Fluent Block, opposite New
Portland Main,-.
City H..11. V/
aul3 3ra

Lumber and Dock Timber Wanted
Id exchange for

■ioromotirr Roiler*, llorimninl Engine,
weed Pump, aud Ollier iTlarhinerr.
feMdtf

G. H.

ANDREWS.
Pearl St., New York.

hereiofore existing under the
Hooper is this day dis- ,

Copartnership
of Corev &
lirm
THE
solved
mutual consent.
name

Address,

■

_dtf

bitters,

Passenger Ticket Agency!
Is

JanMd3wistosU

“

314.49

Hqogdhu^

The Old Union

TRAVELERS

“

“

^QjOLD>o

WM. P. CLYDE, ,t CO., lien'I Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

—

1873.

$248.55

BY

anS6PORTLAM>.

janll ly

WHERE

Issued May. 1871.

92.70

1872.

W. F. Phillips & Co. & J. W. Perkins & Co

Jr., Portland.

now as

1673.

No. 121,245—Mutual, Cash Dividends.$329.30

FLINT

Vigor

Philadelphia

Addl’s
$49145

Age 50. Annual Premium $235.90. Issued May 11, 1869.

eel

It promotes the GROWTH, PRESERVES the COLOR, and Increases the
and BEAUT Vo f the HAIR*

PORTLAND
—

Issued 1869.

1872.

COSTIV EN ESS.IND1GESTION,

Halifax Nova

$128.61

156.40

MAKES THE WEAK STRONG.

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
Lons Wharf, Bo*

$45.71

$13.33

treet, Providence, li. I.

Sat’d’y.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 j\.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

70

19.34

$16.73

19.01

Sc CO.,
Great Medica Depot 195 and 197 Broac
SOLD AT

$2*5.24

1871.

ifledieiues.

PI.

Addi’s

$96.35
50.61

$30.11

by all Druggists ami Dealers in

DR.

Total.

$120.25.

Annual Premium
1870.

Hysterics

relieved.
Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side
an i Chest almost i variably cured
by taking a few
bet'.lcs of the Quaker Litters.
Fcnialc Difficulties, so prevalent amoDg
Am rican ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medicin the Quaker Bitters.
Sbllioiai, Remitt am and Intermittent Fevers, sc
prevalent iifmany pans of our country, completely
eradicated by tbe use of the Quaker Bitters
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitter* just ill
article tliay stand in need of in tli ir declining years,
much

1871.

$36.09

No. 94,485—Mutual, Cosh Dividends. ...$52.79
16.13
41,335—Equitable

Worms, expelled from the system without thi
difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for tbi
obstinate case.
File*: one bottle lias cured the most difficult cas<
when allother remedies failed.
Perron* Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache
&c., eased immediately.
IShrueiitatiMtu, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofulai
.Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.
or

1872.

$24.81

bottle will convince tb<

Bronchiti*,Catarrh, Convulsions,

Issued April 11, 1870.

Difference. $4,13

least
most

cured

$113.50.

Dlv’tl

Wharfage.

E. B.

*

in force, speak for themselves:

now

$11.67

Sinking£Seneation

Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches and all impurtiet
blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise,
cured readily by following the directions on the bottle
For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derange

Stcamslii;) Cine.

Clyde’s

Policies

on

1871.

bottles.

of the

PHIL A DELPHIA

one

Age 30.

Policy $10,000.
Extract of Roots and Herbs which, almost iuvariaably cure the following complaints:—
Dyspepsia, Heart Burn. Liver Complaints, and

—AND—

ju23-ly

*

Co. of New York

No. 108,595—Mutual Cash Dividends.Sis.59
1141
52,717—Equitable

mmM

BOSTON

No

TIIIAGS

ST LB ISOHA

....

Sold
Steamers Chesapeake and Francou: will, until furtuei notice,run
a- follows:
Leave Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5 P.
M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York every MONDA Y and THUIISDA Y. at 4 I>. M.
The Franconia, leaving hear every Thursday, is
11 tied up will. Dm accommodations for passengers,
making this the mos* convenient and comfortable
route for traveler* tv tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine
Shippe
are requested to semi their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May 9-dtr

Leave each port every WedVy &

A HE

The following examples of the results of Insurance in the

MEDICALl

It

Blaine

SUPERIORITY^

LIFE

John, Diybj;

30tb, the Steamers of International Line will leave Railroad Whar!
foot <*t State St., every Monday

CO.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

DEMONSTRATED

—*

days

SQUARE,

&

Furnace. Cal

—

THREE TRIPS PER WEEIi !
On and after MONDAY, June

on

BROS

Iron

au^tf

price.

ARRAN GEM ENT

Summerside, P. E. I.
Bg^Freight received
o’clock, p. m.

City iorBarstow’a Celebrated \Vr< ugbt

NUTTER BROS & t’o., are S«>le Agent* m ilie
and Examine. Every Furnace ‘Warranted

8TEAHER

Windsor and Halifax,
SHIMMER

I

For further particulars inquire of Ross «& Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
t VKIN NTI KDIVANTjtlen Ag’f.
Portland, 3Iay 19.1873.
myl9tf

IKTERNATION4^STEAI^HIP~Co7~
Ht.

•;Wafer1'.

■

Will leave Railroad Wharf every TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Costine, Deei Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,> Millbridge, Jonesport, and Macliiasport.
Returning will leave Macliiasport every Monday and

Passenger accoiur local ions.

aud

i

RICHMOND,

OF

CITY

Fare including Berth ard MeaL to Norfolk $15.00
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15. tune 65 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
.fone2tf_5.1 Central Wharf. Reston.

Eastport, Calais

1: '■& ifli

M

The Steamer

and In the EQUITABLE COMPANY

Philadelphia

Rates!

*»KINTII\« promptly amd neatly
outed at this Office.

Ibmgor, Nit. Dchert
Harbins.

Howes.
Howes.

NESDAY and SATURDAY give*
direct conininnlration to and
n m Portland and ail other peints in Maine, with
and
be'
ond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia

—

Tickets sold at Reduced

Portland nud

noke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
Balt. tC* Ohio R. R. to Washington and L
by- the West.
places
Through rates given to South anu West.

mid

DEPOT AT TOOT OF I>01A S I

Co.

Inside lines between

**George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone ,” Capt. Geo. H. Hailett.
Freight forwarded troin Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
•
Freight forwarded Ironi Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Tern.
Air Line ;o all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama aud Georgia; and ever the Seaboard and Roa-

Running between

Offices,

74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

Portland, Uan^or and Macliias Steamboat

BALTIMORE.

£??" ????*?*STrains

Northwest, West and

1 ITU, EXHIBITION AT BANGOR,

17,18

tickets

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Maine Slate Agricultural Society

September

a

cbecke1 through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
'Pullman sleeping oar express tram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run
MondayJ
morning.
t Accommodation train
||Faat Express.
J. PRESCOTT,
v
Supt. Eastern Railroad,*
L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me

n n

The undersigned nas taken the old Staid. No. 173
Commercial St., where he will tarry on the Blacksmithing business ir all its branches, and solicits the

rAiil

The 6 15 A. M. traia arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.0 P4. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
StoningIon and Norwich Lines. The 1.05 and 3.20
P. M. trains ariive in Boston in season to connect
with trains for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M.
The 0.10 A. A!., 1.05, 3.20 and 6.00 P. M. trains
from Portland connect at Conway Junction with the
Great Falls and Conway Railroad.
The 7.3'J A. M. t rain from Boston arrives in Portland m season for passengers to take the ears of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for
Naples,
Bridgton, North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
The 6.30 A. M. tram fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada Fast
The 12.30 P. M. train from Boston connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax, N. S.

Through

BLUE,

MAINE CENTRAL RAIL*
ROADS*

Alt ‘iap

vtasmu^toD
1). C. Steamship Line.

jun24

SlUiTlER ARRANGEMENT,
JULY 21, 1873.

ffirAiirvL Ki?

anu Baltimore ana

Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf. Boston
Seini-YY eeklv, for NORFOLK and

Pine

Arrangement.
June 2, 1873

Aj)

the various

W. la. BILLINGS, Ascot
•I. B. C’OYIjK JK., General Agent.mchSOtf

M

SCHOOL SONG BOOK, is the one to introduce
in Common Schools the present season.
All books mailed, post paid, for re:ail prices.
OLIVER IUT30N & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO.,
Boston.
711 B’dway, New York.
selO
d&w2w

Portland,

(SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
Arr 8 O’CLOCK P. NI.
INDIA
leave
Returning
WHARF, Boston, Bame
days at 7 P. M. Fare
Hg^Tickets and State Rooms for sal- at No 74

All Trains stop at lSxeter lor refreshments at
First Class Dining Rooms.
l-Accommodation.
♦Fast Express.
Passenger Depot in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdenjburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from ini'; station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight received at Portland
Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 4 P.

A

11.15 A. 31 and 5,151*. M.
Tickets down and back 25c.
Children half price.
Private parties can be accommodated by applying
to the Contain on board.
jelOtf

PAIT-Y,

Tlie *3.2') P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at 6.50 P. M., conneccing with trains lor New
York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M.;
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through

By B. O. Emerfton.

FOREST CITY.

FRANKLIN WHARF,

River,
Stouington and Norwich Lines.

NI TUH K

Returning, leave Cushing’s Island for Portland at
9$ A. M.. ami 2£ P. M.
Leave Cushing’s Island, touching at Peak’s island

Cabin and Slate Room acwill run alternately, leaving

commodations,

Fall

OGDENSBURG

Leave Custom House Wharf foot of Pearl
st., for
1 eak s ami Cushing’s Islands at 9 and
101 A. M. and
2 and 3$ P. M.

Having coramodions

Uine at 11.10 A. M.
The 19.15 A. M. train arrives in Poston in s ason
to connect with the 9 00 P. M.train for New York via
Springfield; al-o with 5.3J P. M. (steamboat) trains
tor New York via

&

SUPERIOR HEA-GO
ING STEAMERS

JT-..THE

Tbe 16.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.30 A.
M., connecting with train tor New York via Shore

PORTLAND

WEDNESDAY, JtJNE 11th,
Running as follows, until further notice:

Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
samee>ening, connecting with the Pullman Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Bos; on.

FORBOSTON.

Baltimore,

by either

Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands,

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES PEERING,

Returning,

For New York,

IpB to

and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at ,ow rates
O. A. COOMBS. Sup’t.
Jv2Mtf

STEAMERS.

leave Biddcford at 12 P. M.
Fo- Scarboro* Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Kemicbunk 18.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kenuebunk 11,30 A. M.

Islands.

STEAMER GAZELLE,
C. F. Sands, will commence

evening, at 10 o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincoln ville, Belfast, Searsport,Sandy Point, Buckspon,
Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 0 o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving <u Portland at
o’clock P. M.

Crchard, Saco and Biddcford

Still A-head of Competition, Bar stow >s Wrought Iron Furnace J

e

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinvilie. Northjairt. Soirth Thoirastou and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomastou lor Si. George daily.

At Warren tor Union, doily.
At Warren for Jeflersou and Wlntelield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays
Al Wa.doboro’ for North Waldoboro’, Washington

EXCIJKSIOM TICKETS.

EASTERN &

t

•J

rail ronte to
nu'ais
Wiscasset, New
sle, Da mat scotta,
Waldoboro.
--Va- -Warren and liockland.
No change of curs between Portland

—

Portland to Wolfboro and return, Price $4.65: to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Milton and Union t9.15 A. M., 13.30 P.

M.
For Old
18.5 A. M.

& LINCOLN RAILROAD.

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert V;nal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

CHEERFUL VOICES.

Standard.

Price $1.50.

For the

Diret

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland. Au?. 30,1S73.
aug30ti

MUSIC BOOK.

CHURCH
The

“Nothing from the Montezuma. Telegraph the Nicaragua as soon as signalled.”
Mr. Reed with difficulty restrained himself
from any manifestation of his joy.
This,
then, was the little station from which the
to ar-

TRAIN

1“ a Sabbath School Song Book of extraordinary
merit. 40 composers contribute Hymns and Music
alike new, original and beautiful. Specimen copies
mailed tor 30 ceuts.

NEW

these words:

And

T'lIS

TO

Trains leave Portland .a** follows:
For Upper Bartlett. 7.10 A. M.,
12.20 P. M. For North Conwav,7.10
---A. M., 12.20, 5.30 P. M.
Leave North Conway for Portland 0.45 A. M..
12.30 P.
Leave Upper Bartlett for
■., 5.30 P. M.
Portland. 12 M. and 5 P. M.
Stages leave Glen Station for Glen Bouse, and
Ban let for Crawford House on arrival of 7.10 A
M. and 12.20 P. M. from Portland.
WaSteamers for Naples, Bridgton, Harrison,
terford, and Pleasant Monntaln connect at Sebago
Lake with 7.10 A. M. and 12.20 P M., from Portland.
Stages connect with 12.20 P. M. daily; at Baldwin f<»r Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls, Freedom; at
Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton; at Fiyeourg,
for Lovell and North Lovell.
6.45 A. M. from North Conway, and 12.00 M. from
Upper Bartlett connects with trains via Bos on an
Maine Railroad, a»riving in Boston in reason fo^ all
lines South and West
The 5.00 P. W. from Upper
Bartlett connects with Steamers of Portland Steam
Packet Co. for Boston.
Tr ins leave and arrive at B. & M. B. R. Station
n Portland.

building comprised the waiting-room
for passengers, and the ticket-office, separated
by a partition-wall.
As Mr. Reed sat near this partition, he was
startled by the familiar call-signal of the telegraph; and iu the clear, uncompromising accents of the telegraphic needle—he heard

news.

cars

.h i. v :coib. iwri.
PasseiiKer Trains leave Portfor Boston t6.15, t9.15 (Parlor
Cars), A. M., *3.20 (Parlor Cars), t3.30, *6 P. M.
Boston at 17.30, *8.30 (Parlor
leave
Returning,
Cars), A. M„ 112.30,13.30, (Parlor Cars) *6.00P. M.
Trains from BoMton are due at Portland
*
at 12 00. 12.30 4,65, 8.10. 9.45 P. M
F«r NI:tnehc*ter and Concord, IV. H., and
t e NORTH via C.& P. K. B, Junction,
16.15 A. M.. 13.30 P. M.
For IiOW*-ll-All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Low cl
Fcr Manchester and Concord via Lawrence
19.15 A.M.
For Korhenter and Alton Bay 16.15, A. M.,
*3.20, 13. P. M.
For Wolfbcro and Center Klnrhor, via
8tcain> r Mr. Washington from Alton Bay
16.15 A. M.. *3.20, 13.3 P. M.

r!3m

of the

Devastator received its
there remained only the

paruorT

iimS.fr-

06 bW‘*«:kstoivij:
V

further, to a small way-stathe party alighted; and the de-

tective went out to reconnoitre a few minutes
before organizing the descent upon the bankthieves. The reporter, the cashier and the
force of police waited inside the station. It
was a small wooden building, with a rouah
shed for freight at one end. The remainder

It.

Epicurean

Jllilal*

<"'iim~

Table

Should I lav

ffableSafl#

half-mile
Here

Thirty Minutes.

Three Honrs and

premium at theAmer-

ican
Institute Fair,
Mew York City, 1879.

Arrangement, Commencing July

2:15 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at a :f5 p. m.
From St. John, Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets tue sold in Portland and bagsagt
checked tliron.li to Houlton, Calais, St. John, iialiiax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, otc.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent First Div.
Augusta, July 1 1873.
jy28tl

tbe time in

Summer

it must otherwise hive done,
proving fatal,
had cut through bi3 coat, partly through the
notebook, and inflicted a slight wound on his
arrp. This, then, must have'been the exact
spot where he had fallen. To avoid arousing
the suspicion of the thieves, the engine was
tion.

making

Received the highest

as

a

Passenger train leaving Portland at 3.20 P. M.
daily (Sundays eAcepted)*ariiviDg iu Boston at •6,50,

SOUTH AND WEST.

“It is true, In the journalism of the present time, there is room for everything brilliant, courageous, genuine. The power of
the independent press solves problems that
the forces of an army could not effect.
The
Field of the Cloth of Gold of to-day is Printiug-House Square. Its heroes ride on Hoe
presses, with ‘leaders’ for lances.”

The blow of the thief’s knife had been par.
tially resisted by the notebook, which was in
the reporter’s breast-pocket, and instead of

run

FAST EXPRESS.

to me that there is still a little romance
in journalism, even in these prosaic lat-

again at the whan, entered
which there awaited his return,

2 a. m.

VIA
Old Orchard, Saco, Bidleford, Kennebunk. Dover, l»rt‘al Falla, Exeter,
Haverhill nud Lawrence.

seem3

ter

RAILROAD.

--

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

_MISCELLANEOUS.

STEAMERS.

21, 1ST.
Trains leave Portland for Banger,
Calais and St..Joint at 12:15
to. (sleeping and day ears on this
m
tram.)
For Batli, Lewiston. Rockland, Augusta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Batigor at 7:00 a. in.
For Balli, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, RoadFeld,
Wintlirop, Skowbegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at 1:05 p. m.
For Lewiston, Batb and Augusta at 5.20 p III.
For Lewiston via Danville al 5:15 p. m.
Trains are Due at Portland.
From Augusta,. Batb and Lewiston at 8:55 a. in.
From St. John, Bangor, and North anit East al

on

anything
history of journalism. My boy, you 11 be
a tradition, a prototype!”
“I’d rather be an editor,” replies Mr.
Reed with his usual tranquil smile, “but it

lie soon arrived

the

gently

the

left

Hammer

AND ALL POINTS

like it before in

never was

MAINE CENTRAL

MAINE

R.—

—R.

ing it.

passage of the little steamer.
At 1 a. m. the ntwsboat
which

grateful recognition of his valservices, presented him $5,000—some of

the identical bonds which he had assisted in
stealing The proprietors of the Daily In-

boat, belonging to the Daily Intimidator,
ready to start, went on board and in a lew
minutes the boat, under full steam, was on
its way to the Montezuma.
The bay was
calm, and the wind offered no obstacle to the

A ladder was let down from the
South American steamer; Mr. Reed went on
board and was well icceived by the captain,
who unreservedly gave him his despatches
and added some interesting details. The reporter thanked him for his kindness, re-descended the ladder; and the little steamboat,
headed for the city, made good time. Half a
mile from the Montezuma—ihey met another

around bis

as

buik had in

disgrace. Who

Montezuma,

bandage

much grace as
the stiffness of his entire muscular
system
would permit, to the compliments and felicitations of the journalists who were assembled in the office. The directors of the X.

impassible.

above it.

si ng,- x

a

lorehead; replying with

RAILROADS.

[^t^#Sl«nd

The day after this night of strange adventures, anyone who had gone into the office of
the Daily Intimidator would have seen a
somewhat cuiious sight. Mr. Reed, elated,
jubilant, sparkling with life and brigbtne s—

that I took the

lay beside the
towered black aud huge

him down 1”

kuocking

«*»***

funds.”
The detective remained

said Mr. Reed, “now I
for

apologize

&

BOSTON

ATTACHED

“That’s good,”
need not

do—abscond—hang myself?

I

RAILROADS.

of the Devastator

utter

answered the detective.

can

at every

emerged, with an air of
depression. Already maddened by the
shouts of the newsboys, it needed only thi*
sight of Mr. Reed to arouse him to feeble fury.
lie drew a pistol and fired—the ball passing through the window of the carriage, not
at all inconveniencing the two journalists
er

gone.

“Clearly”

conquered

were

the reporter who had encountered so many
dangers. The editor ordered a carriage and
took Mr. Reed home to his lodgings.
The
gray dawn oi a spring morning was just breaking, as they drove past the police station.
The door opened and the sandy-haired report-

Three minutes later he was
at the police station.
Two men stood within—one, a detective of
police; the other, the cashier of the X. bank,
trembling and pale with agitation.
“We are ruined,” he said with despair.
was

They

point.
The editor of the Intimidator was jubilant.
One thing only disturbed him—solicitude for

against my accomplices.”

can ‘.estifv to my innocence ?”
“I!” said Mr. Reed, entering the door.
An angel from heaven could not have been
more welcome than this tattered reporter.
Briefly Mr. Reed told his story—omitting
all that was of merely journalistic interest,
tion ?
making no mention of-the telegraph office o1
Suddenly, he saw on the horizon, a red the Devastator—when, at the most exciting
light. It. was not a star, it was too large and point of his narrative, he caught sight through
too near. Was it a lamp in some house?
the open window of a curious, ferret-like face,
Should he go toward it? Would it lead him
framed in sandy hair—the mau that he had
to some placy of safety, or was it lighted to
encountered in the railway station—“our
lure him to a fate perhaps more terrible than
special” of the Devastator—who was now lis?
His
hand
restthe one he had just escaped
Mr.
so eagerly to the strange recital.
tening
*d on something cold and hard—the iron rail
Reed sprang through the window, kuocked
of a railroad track. This light, then, was that
him down promptly, took him by the collar
The embankment, over
of a locomotive.
and led him into a room of the police station,
which Mr. Reed had fallen, formed one side
supplied him with a pencil and some manuin
the
railof a narrow cut, made
building
script slips, told him by all means to write a
<hjsSI; it'had been necessary to strengthen full report of what he had heard—and turned
undermined
soil
the
which,
with masonry
by the
key on him, with the remark that he
constant dampness, might become loosened—
would release him the next day, before breakand the result was this uarrow passage, barefast, but too late for the morning edition Of
ly wide enough to allow a train to pass, and the Devastator. He then finished his story
affording no room even for a mau to stand to the detective aud the cashier.
outside the rails. The reporter flung aimself
“It will be of no use to follow them before
desperately at the wail—but the smooth, hard morning—it would he impossible to find them”
no
and
he
fell
him
back.
afforded
hold,
stone
said the detective. “Can you take the cars
A prisoner—stone walls on either hand and
with us at 2.30?”
the open sky far above him.
Mr. Reed consulted his watch.
“11.32—I
tor
no
Mr. Reed saw that there was
hope
will do it.”
him, except in attracting the attention of the
Without waiting for the grateful words of
engineer. Should he shout to him, or should the cashier, or the promises of reward which
he strike a match aud, improvising a torch
he offered—Mr. Reed entered his carriage,
from a folded newspaper, wave his joumal'shastened back to the office, and prepared to
tic signal-light, and so stop the train ? Eithmake his reports.
His pencil flew over the
er of these plans, s'mple enough in thempaper with the utmost rapidity and the copy,
selves, had the disadvantage of utter imprac- in short-hand, was delivered to skillful comticability, because the thieves, whose house
positors. At 12.15 Mr. Reed, seated in his
was, as we already know, very near the rail,
carriage, was driving to the Battery. On arroad track, would perceive the signal quite as
riving there, he readily found the little newsas

tor.

The chief editor could not reply. He was
bewildered.
“Goodbye for a little longer,” said Mr.
Reed, pressing the hand of bis old friend, “I
must go to the police station and turn state’s
evidence

BY THE

ines, while the glories of large type an d double-leaded columns struck despair to the souls
of the journalists at the office of the Devasta-
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All claims f« or
W. L. Corey.

by

against said firm, will

be

fettled

w L 0ORY,
J. H. HOOPER.

Portland Sept. (1th, 1873.
undersigned will continue the manufacture of
Riot’s p dent foot rent chair, also easy chairs of all
descriptions at the old p ace 4 Free street, and solicits fie favor of his former customers.
W. L. COREY.
Portland Sept, 6t'n, 1873.
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